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PART 1 INTRODUCTION

1. In August 2016, the parties to this litigation approved a consent order that was endorsed

by the Honourable Justice Thomas on August 24, 2016 (the "Consent Order")1. The

Consent Order was entered on notice to and with the involvement of the following non-

parties that were represented at the application on August 25, 2016 when the Consent

Order was entered2:

a) The Sawridge First Nation

b) Minister of Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development, Government of
Canada

c) Shelby Twinn, Patrick Twinn and Deborah Serafinchon

2. Catherine Twinn's understanding of the effect of the Consent Order is it ratified the

transfer of assets from the Sawridge Band Trust dated April 15, 1982 (the "1982 Trust")

to the Sawridge Band Intervivos Settlement dated April 15, 1985 (the "1985 Trust") and

confirmed that the assets were held subject to the terms of the 1985 Trust deed.

3. Catherine Twinn understood the reason the trustees of the 1985 Trust (the "Trustees")

sought the Consent Order was to formally confirm that the 1985 Trust was the only trust

with which to deal, as the fact the assets had transferred in 1985 was not contentious and

the assets have been under the management of the 1985 Trustees for over 30 years.3

4. Ms. Twinn believes all involved parties and non-parties, including the SFN, shared this

understanding based on the communication exchanged prior to the entry of the Consent

Order.4

1 Consent Order [TAB A]

2 Transcript of Proceedings on August 24, 2016 [TAB B]

3 Affidavit of Paul Bujold, filed September 13, 2011 at paras. 24-28.

4 Questioning of Darcy Twin, held October 18, 2019, Exhibit "E", "F" and "G" [TAB C]
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5. On April 25, 2019 this Honourable Court sought submissions on the terms of the Consent

Order and what impact the Consent Order had on the trust terms upon which the subject

assets were being held.

6. At the September 4, 2019 case management meeting, the Court sought to have the issues

to be addressed on November 27, 2019 defined with precision and clarified those issues

to be a determination of the "meaning and consequences" that flow from the Consent

Order, "specifically with respect to whether or not after the transfer of assets to the 1985

Trust, those assets are being held subject to the terms of the 1985 Trust, or whether they

are being held subject to the terms of the 1982 Trust"5 (the "Issues for November 27,

2019").

7. The Trustees volunteered to bring an application to procedurally formalize the Issues for

November 27, 20196. This application was filed on September 13, 2019 (the

"Application"). The Application seeks the advice and direction of the Court on the

Issues for November 27, 2019, but also seeks advice and direction on additional matters

raised by the Trustees7.

8. The submissions filed by the Trustees in relation to the Application are scant and

essentially rely on their August 2016 submissions to the Court in support of the Consent

Order. The Trustees submissions do not:

a) Provide a position on the meaning and effect of the Consent Order;

b) Provide relevant law on the proper interpretation of the Consent Order; or

c) Advocacy on whether the Consent Order confirms the transferred assets are
subject to the terms of the 1985 Trust. Notably, if this finding is made by the
Court, it would render all further inquiry into the propriety of the transfer moot as

5 Transcript of Proceedings on September 4, 2019 at page 22 [TAB D]

6 Transcript of Proceedings on September 4, 2019 at page 22 [TAB D]

7 Application filed by Trustees on September 13, 2019 [TAB E]
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the Consent Order was not appealed and no application has been made to overturn
it.

9. Ms. Twinn's submissions in relation to the Application will focus on supplementing these

striking gaps left by the Trustees and to advocate for the interests of the existing

beneficiaries of the 1985 Trust. More particularly, the conclusion Ms. Twinn will ask the

Court to draw is that the meaning and effect of the Consent Order is that the transferred

assets are held subject to the terms of the 1985 Trust deed. In the alternative, if this

position is not accepted, Ms. Twinn will provide the Court with her submissions on

process for the future adjudication of the transfer issue, including addressing the

evidentiary record that will need to be established for that application.

PART 2 RELEVANT FACTS AND EVIDENCE

Historical Background

10. Chief Walter Patrick Twinn was the Chief of the Sawridge First Nation ("SFN") from

1966 until his death in 1997.8

11. On April 15, 1982, Chief Twinn settled a trust for the benefit of "all members, present

and future" of the SFN, with the exception of "illegitimate children of Indian women".

This trust was called the Sawridge Band Trust (defined as the 1982 Trust in these

submissions). The trustees of the 1982 Trust were intended to be the Chief and Council

of the SFN.9 The 1982 Trust deed was subsequently amended to provide for staggered

terms for the trustees.10

12. At the time the 1982 Trust was settled, membership in the SFN was determined by the

qualification provisions of the Indian Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. 1-6 ("Indian Act") which were

administered by the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, later

known as Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada. At the time,

8 Affidavit of Paul Bujold, filed September 13, 2011 at para 6.

9 1982 Trust Deed found at Exhibit A to the Affidavit of Paul Bujold, filed September 13, 2011. [TAB F]

10 Affidavit of Paul Bujold, filed September 13, 2011 at para 11 and Exhibit C.
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registration for Indian status and membership in a particular first nation were one and the

same.

13. In 1985 meaningful changes were being introduced by Parliament to the Indian Act. On

April 17, 1985, the provisions of Bill C-31, An Act to amend the Indian Act, 33-34 Eliz

II c.27 ("Bill C-31"), came into force.11 The Bill C-31 amendments, amongst other

matters, affected who would qualify for Indian status, membership in a band and the band

membership process generally. A major change was that the First Nation could elect to

administer their own band membership list rather than the list being managed by the

Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development. Following the Bill C-31

amendments, the Sawridge First Nation elected to take control of its band list and

introduced its own membership code that allows it to determine who can become a

member of the SFN based on their own rules as set out in the membership code.12

14. The membership code provides a high degree of discretion to the SFN in determining

who will (and won't) become a member of the SFN. The only individuals who have a

right to be placed on their membership list are natural children of parents whose names

are both entered on the SFN's membership list.13

15. The SFN's membership practices have a history of controversy, including, most notably,

the long running and unsuccessful constitutional challenge by the SFN to deny

membership status to those directed onto its membership list by the coming into force of

Bill C-31.14 Shelby Twinn in her intervenor application spoke to her personal experience

with the membership process, the significant delays and perceived bias, and her

conclusion, based on personal experience, that the process is corrupt.15

11 Indian Act, RSC 1970, c. 1-6, as amended by SC 1985, c. 27, s. 23(1). [TAB Cr]

12 Questioning on Affidavit of Paul Bujold sworn February 27, 2017 and held on March 7-10, 2017 at Exhibit 7 (the
"Membership Code")[TAB 1.1]

13 Membership Code at para. 3(b) [TAB 1-1]

14 Leave to appeal to Supreme Court of Canada denied December 10, 2009

15 Transcript of Proceedings on October 30, 2019 at page 9 [TAB I]
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16. Bill C-31 was in large part a response to the introduction of the Canadian Charter of

Rights and Freedoms and was intended, amongst other matters, to correct certain

provisions of the Indian Act that were found to be discriminatory and inconsistent with

the Charter. As a result of this, certain individuals who were previously disqualified from

status, were directed to be reinstated to membership in their respective First Nation.16

17. A significant consequence of the Bill C-31 changes was that while an individual could

qualify for Indian status they may not necessarily become a member of a particular First

Nation, thus leaving the individual without membership in any First Nation.

18. As of August 12, 2016, there were approximately 493 persons associated with the SFN at

the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, but at present only 45

persons are on the SFN membership list that is maintained by the SFN. 17

19. The SFN was concerned about the impact Bill C-31 would have on their First Nation,

particularly in regard to the anticipated influx of additional members to their membership

list. Consequently, the decision was made to settle a new trust for the purpose of

preserving assets for SFN members as they had previously been established at the time

the 1982 Trust was settled (i.e. utilizing the provisions of the Indian Act),I8

20. On April 15, 1985, Chief Twinn settled the 1985 Trust for the benefit of its beneficiaries.

The beneficiaries are defined at paragraph 2(a) of the Deed, as:

"all persons who at that time qualify as members of the Sawridge Indian Band
No. 19 pursuant to the provisions of the Indian Act R.S.C. 1970, Chapter 1-6 as
such provisions existed on the 15th day of April, 1982 and, in the event that such
provisions are amended after the date of the execution of this Deed all persons
who at such particular time would qualify for membership of the Sawridge
Indian Band No. 19 pursuant to the said provisions as such provisions existed on
the 15th day of April, 1982 and, for greater certainty, no persons who would not
qualify as members of the Sawridge Indian Band No. 19 pursuant to the said
provisions, as such provisions existed on the 15th day of April, 1982, shall be
regarded as "Beneficiaries" for the purpose of this Settlement whether or not

16 Affidavit of Paul Bujold, filed September 13, 2011 at para 13-15.

17 Affidavit of Claudette Young, sworn August 12, 2016, filed August 12, 2016 at Exhibit B [TAB J]; Affidavit of
Darcy Twin, filed September 26, 2019 at para. 2.

18 Excerpt from the Written Submissions of the Sawridge First Nation, filed March 8, 2012, para. 8 [TAB IC]
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such persons become or are at any time considered to be members of the
Sawridge Indian Band No. 19 for all or any other purposes by virtue of
amendments to the Indian Act R.S.C. 1970, Chapter 1-6 that may come into
force at any time after the date of this execution of this Deed or by virtue of any
other legislation enacted by the Parliament of Canada or by any province or by
virtue of any regulation, Order in Council, treaty or executive act of the
Government of Canada or any province or by any other means whatsoever;
provided, for greater certainty, that any person who shall become enfranchised,
become a member of another Indian band or in any manner voluntarily cease to
be a member of the Sawridge Indian Band No 19 under the Indian Act R.S.C.
1970, Chapter 1-6, as amended from time to time, or any consolidation thereof or
successor legislation thereto shall thereupon cease to be a Beneficiary for all
purpose of this Settlement"

21. The 1985 Trust was settled with $100.00.19

22. A significant difference between the 1982 and 1985 Trusts, is rather than the Chief and

Council of the SFN comprising the trustee group, the 1985 Trust provided for a group of

five trustees, at least two of which must be beneficiaries of the 1985 Trust.

23. As a result of the changes arising from Bill C-31 and as previously detailed, it is possible

for an individual to qualify as a beneficiary of the 1985 Trust, but not be a member of the

SFN. Intervenor, Shelby Twinn, is an example of such an individual.

Transfer of Assets

24. Immediately following the settlement of the 1985 Trust, it is understood that the trustees

of the 1982 Trust transferred all of the assets of the 1982 Trust to the 1985 Trust. In

addition, it has been suggested that the SFN or individuals holding property in trust for

the SFN and its members, transferred additional property into the 1985 Trust. 20

25. On April 15, 1985, the persons qualifying as beneficiaries of the 1985 Trust were

identical to those of the 1982 Trust. These persons were easily identifiable as they were

the persons listed on the band list maintained by the Department of Indian Affairs and

Northern Development.

19 1985 Trust page 11, Schedule. [TAB L]

20 Affidavit of Paul Bujold, filed September 13, 2011 at para 22.
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26. Relevant documentation pertaining to the transfer of assets is as follows:

a) Resolution of the trustees of the 1982 Trust dated April 15, 198221 — pertinent

sections are:

A. Preamble: Reference is made to the impending changes arising from Bill C-31 and the
ability of the trustees "to pay or apply all or so much of the net income of the Trust Fund
and all or so much of the capital of the Trust Fund" as they determine to the beneficiaries.

B. Preamble: For the purpose of "precluding future uncertainty as to the identity of the
beneficiaries of the Trust" the trustees were desirous of resettling the assets of the 1982
Trust so that the trust funds could only be used for the benefit of persons who would
qualify for membership in the SFN as such process existed at the time the 1982 Trust was
settled.

C. Paragraph 1 — It was resolved to transfer all of the assets of the 1982 Trust to the 1985
Trust.

D. Acceptance by 1985 Trust Trustees — The Trustees of the 1985 Trust accepted the transfer
of all of the assets and that they would hold those assets on the terms set out in the 1985
Trust.

b) Sawridge Band Resolution dated April 15, 198522 ratifying and approving the

transfer of assets from the 1982 Trust to the 1985 Trust at a duly convened and

constituted meeting of the Sawridge Indian Band at the Band Office in Slave

Lake. The Resolution is signed by various SFN members.

c) Declaration of Trust dated April 16, 1985 between the trustees of the 1982

and 1985 Trusts23, declaring that the Trustees of the 1985 Trust will hold the

following assets in trust under the terms of the 1985 Trust:

A. 46 Class "A" Common shares in Sawridge Holdings Ltd.

B. 100 Class "A" Common shares in Sawridge Energy Ltd.

27. The transfer of assets from the 1982 to the 1985 Trust occurred with the benefit of

sophisticated legal and accounting advisors, including Maurice Cullity (subsequently

Justice Cullity of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice) and Ron Ewoniak of Deloitte.24

21 Affidavit of Paul Bujold, filed September 13, 2011 at para 19 and Exhibit H. [TAB NI]

22 Affidavit of Paul Buj old, filed September 13, 2011 at para 20 and Exhibit I. [TAB N]

23 Affidavit of Paul Bujold, filed September 13, 2011 at para 21 and Exhibit J. [TAB 0]
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28. On August 15, 1986, Chief Twinn settled an additional and separate trust (the "1986

Trust") for the benefit of:25

"all persons who at that time qualify as members of the Sawridge Indian
Band under the laws of Canada in force from time to time including,
without restricting the generality of the foregoing, the membership rules and
customary laws of the Sawridge Indian Band as the same may exist from
time to time to the extent that such membership rules and customary laws
are incorporated into, or recognized by, the laws of Canada".

29. Effectively, the 1985 Trust provided for all persons who would qualify for SFN

membership pre Bill C-31 amendments and the 1986 Trust provides for persons who

qualify for SFN membership post Bill C-31 amendments. The 1985 and 1986 Trusts

collectively, provide beneficial status to a broad range of individuals associated with the

SFN and thus entitle a broader Sawridge community, both members and non-members, to

benefits.

Involvement of the Crown in the 1985 Trust

30. By way of letter dated December 23, 1993, an office of the Crown sought to inquire

about the "trusts" created by the SFN as they believed these trusts held funds previously

derived from band capital and revenue monies previously released by the Minister of the

Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development.26

31. Over the course of 1993/1994 the SFN took the position with the Crown that the Crown

was not "entitled to demand details of expenditures made by the band in the past or with

respect to the assets that it now holds." This position is documented in a letter by their

counsel, Maurice Cullity, dated October 20, 1994.27

24 Affidavit of Paul Bujold, filed September 13, 2011 at para 23

25 1986 Trust [TAB P]

26 Affidavit of Darcy Twinn, filed September 26, 2019 at para. 8 and Exhibit C.

27 Supplemental Affidavit of Records of Sawridge Trustees, filed April 30, 2018, Documents #SAW001879,
#SAW001881, #SAW001885, #SAW001886, #SAW001892 and #SAW001893 [TAB Q]
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32. The position taken by Mr. Cullity on behalf of the SFN was subsequently affirmed by the

Supreme Court of Canada in Ermineskin Indian Band and Nation v. Canada which held:

"Once a transfer is effected, the Crown's fiduciary obligation with regard to the funds in

question must cease, as it no longer has control over the funds and is not responsible for

their management." 28

33. The Crown did not take any action in regards to the 1985 Trust and further, did not

oppose the Consent Order.29

PART 3 ISSUES

34. The issues raised in the Application are as follows:

a) Determination of the meaning and effect of the Consent Order;

b) Determination of the sufficiency of service of the Consent Order;

c) The ability of the Trustees to transfer the 1985 Trust assets to the 1986 Trust.

PART 4 ARGUMENT

A. Determination of the meaning and effect of the Consent Order

35. The Consent Order is an unchallenged and unappealed order of this Honourable Court

and thus there is no jurisdiction on this application to disturb its directions.

36. The issue on this application is interpretive, namely, does the Consent Order have the

effect of confirming that the subject assets are held pursuant to the terms of the 1985

Trust Deed.

37. Orders of this Honourable Court are not to be interpreted in a vacuum. The correct

approach is to examine•

28 Ermineskin Indian Band and Nation v. Canada, 2009 SCC 9 [Tab 4, Brief of the Sawrdige First Nation, filed
September 26, 2019]

29 Questioning of Darcy Twin, held October 18, 2019, p. 30, 1.1-14 [Appendix 0, Responding Brief of the OPGT,
filed October 25, 2019]
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a) The pleadings of the action in which the order is made;

b) The language of the order itself;

c) The circumstances in which the order was granted, so far as these circumstances
were before the Court and patent to the parties;

d) Evidence before the Court when making the Order;

e) Reasons for making the order as given by the Court in its judgment.3°

38. The interpretation of an order may be critically affected by knowing what the Court

considered to be the issue which its order was supposed to resolve.31 Even if a judgment

is not ambiguous, it is nevertheless proper (if not essential) in construing it to have regard

to the factual context in which the judgment was given and that this context includes the

pleadings, the reasons for the judgment and the course of evidence at the tria1.32

39. This litigation was commenced by way of an Order of Justice D.R.G. Thomas issued

August 31, 2011 (the "August 2011 Order")33. The August 2011 Order directed the

Trustees of the 1985 Trust to bring an application for advice and direction for the purpose

of:

a) Seeking direction with respect to the definition of "Beneficiaries" contained in the

1985 Trust, and, if necessary, to vary the 1985 Trust to clarify the definition of

"Beneficiaries"; and

b) Seeking direction with respect to the transfer of assets to the 1985 Trust.

[emphasis mine]

40. In furtherance of the August 2011 Order, the Consent Order arose from an application

filed by the Trustees on August 11, 2016 seeking advice and direction on the matter of

the transfer of assets to the 1985 Trust (the "Transfer Application"). The Transfer

30 Campbell v. Campbell, 2016 SKCA 39 at paras. 15 — 18 [TAB R]; Manseau & Perron Inc. v. ThyssenKrupp
Industrial Solutions (Canada) Inc., 2018 ABQB 949 at 31 [TAB S].

31 Sans Souci Limited v VRL Services Limited, [2012] UKPC 6 at para. 13 [TAB T]

32 Re: Sharpe, [1992] FCA 616 at pg 12. [TAB U]

33 Order of Justice D.R.G. Thomas, August 31, 2011
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Application referenced a broad base of evidence on which the Trustees were relying for

the Order, including all affidavits of Paul Buj old, along with all questioning transcripts

arising from those affidavits and associated undertakings.34

41. Mr. Bujold makes very clear in his Affidavit filed September 13, 2011 that the trustees

are seeking a declaration of the Court that "the asset transfer was proper and that the

assets in the 1985 Trust are held in trust for the benefit of the beneficiaries of the 1985

Trust."35

42. The correspondence between the parties that led to the endorsement of the Consent Oder

is demonstrative that they understood this to be the resolution the Consent Order was to

effect and were reliant on the evidence from Mr. Bujold in this regard.36 In fact, in

correspondence dated July 6, 2016 from the SFN to the OPGT, the SFN urged the OPGT

to consent to the order sought by the Trustees in relation to the transfer of assets as they

believed it to be "reasonable" and would resolve "any possible concerns with respect to

the approval of the transfer of the assets from the 1982 Trust to the 1985 Trust".

43. This common understanding was logical as the subject assets had been managed by the

Trustees of the 1985 Trust for over thirty years and it was clear that legal title to the

assets had transferred.

44. The Trustees filed written submissions in support of the Consent Order on August 17,

2016 for the purpose of providing the Court with the factual and legal basis for granting

the Consent Order. These submissions were considered by the Court. The Trustees

advised in their submissions that:

"The Trustees have advised all parties that the approval of the transfer of assets

from the 1982 Trust to the 1985 Trust is sought for certainty and to protect the

34 Application of the Trustees, filed August 11, 2016 [TAB V]

35 Affidavit of Paul Buj old, filed September 13, 2011 at para. 25.

36 Questioning of Darcy Twin, held October 18, 2019, Exhibit "E", "F" and "G" [TAB C]
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assets of the 1985 Trust for the benefit of the beneficiaries. To unravel the assets

of the 1985 Trust after 30 years would create undue costs and would have the

potential impact of destroying the trust."37

45. In oral submissions to the Court, counsel for the Trustees stated that:

"Sir, you'll recall that in this application, there were basically two issues. One was the

beneficiary designation and the second was to confirm that the transfer of assets from the

1982 Trust to the 1985 Trust were — was appropriate, and that we've put that issue behind

us. And through the work of counsel we've been able to reach agreement on the issue of

the transfer of assets. I believe, Sir, you received a brief from us and a copy of the

consent order."38

46. In response, the Court stated:

"I did. And thank you very much for the brief, because it makes it pretty clear — well,

what the basis for it is, and I'm certainly satisfied that the consent order is appropriate

and properly based in law."39

47. Turning to the Consent Order40 itself, pertinent passages are as follows:

a) Preamble: AND UPON noting that assets from the 1982 Trust were transferred
into the 1985 Trust;

b) Paragraph 1: The transfer of assets which occurred in 1985 from the Sawridge
Band Trust ("1982 Trust") to the Sawridge Band Inter Vivos Settlement ("1985
Trust") is approved nunc pro tunc. [emphasis mine]

37Written Submissions of the Trustees, filed August 17, 2016 at para 31.

38 Transcript of Proceedings on August 24, 2016 at page 3 [TAB B]

39 Transcript of Proceedings on August 24, 2016 at page 3 [TAB B]

40 Consent Order [TAB A]
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48. It is submitted that the interpretive exercise on this application is to determine the scope

of the "transfer" being approved in the Consent Order. More particularly, does the

transfer refer to legal ownership only OR legal and beneficial ownership.

49. What is clear from a review of the record is the Court believed the Consent Order was

intended to finalize the advice and direction sought in relation to the transfer of assets.

50. The evidence and written submissions before the Court on the application were clear that

the substantive relief being sought by the Trustees was confirmation that that assets

transferred to the 1985 Trust were being held in trust for the benefit of the beneficiaries

of the 1985 Trust and that the term "transfer" was to connote legal and beneficial

ownership.

51. It is informative that in granting the Consent Order, the Court noted in the preamble that

the assets from the 1982 Trust were transferred into the 1985 Trust. (emphasis mine)

52. In the relief granted, the Court approved the "transfer" of assets between the 1982 and

1985 Trusts. It is submitted that the word "transfer" must be construed in reference to the

preamble which states it was a transfer "into the 1985 Trust".

53. It is a fundamental principle of every developed legal system that one who undertakes a

task on behalf of another must act exclusively for the benefit of the other, putting his own

interests completely aside.41 The Trustees of the 1985 Trust, in that legal function, exist

only to serve the beneficiaries of the 1985 Trust in accordance with the terms of the 1985

Trust Deed — they do not exist to serve the beneficiaries of the 1982 Trust. As such, if

assets are placed "into" the 1985 Trust, the assets can only be lawfully administered

according to the terms of the 1985 Trust Deed.

54. The meaning of the "transfer" is further informed by the Resolution of the Trustees of the

1982 Trust dated April 15, 1982 ("Transfer Resolution") and which was in evidence

41 Donovan W.M. Waters, Waters' Law of Trusts in Canada, 4th ed (Toronto: Carswell, 2012) at 930-931. [TAB
W]
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before the Court on the application. In the Transfer Resolution, the Trustees of the 1985

Trust accept the transfer and agree to deal with the assets for the benefit of the

beneficiaries of the 1985 Trust.42

55. In light of the foregoing contextual analysis, it is submitted that the proper interpretation

of the meaning and effect of the Consent Order is it confirms the assets transferred from

the 1982 Trust to the 1985 Trust and are being held in trust pursuant to the terms of the

1985 Trust deed because:

a) The evidence in support of the application states that this is the relief being sought

by the Trustees and the Transfer Resolution evidences that the transfer was to

convey both legal and beneficial ownership. This evidence would inform both the

parties and the Court's understanding of the meaning and effect of the wording of

the Consent Order and in particular the scope of the "transfer" being approved;

b) The written submissions filed in support of the Consent Order state the purpose of

the Consent Order is to "protect the assets of the 1985 Trust for the benefit of the

beneficiaries" and that unravelling this transfer would have deleterious effect on

the trust property. This is supportive that the meaning and effect of the Consent

Order is to ensure the subject assets do not revert to the 1982 Trust;

c) In oral submissions the Court was made aware that the Consent Order had the

effect of resolving the issue pertaining to the transferred assets. It would be

inconsistent with this position to interpret the Consent Order as leaving open the

issue of which trust terms govern;

d) If the Consent Order was interpreted as only confirming that the 1985 Trustees

are holding legal title to the subject assets, this would have the effect of placing

the Trustees in direct breach of fundamental principles of our legal system.

42 Affidavit of Paul Bujold, filed September 13, 2011 at para 19 and Exhibit H. [TAB lam]
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C. Sufficiency of Service

56. The August 2011 Order sets out procedural terms for the service of further documents

arising in this action.

57. The Trustees confirm that they complied with the terms of service set out in the August

2011 Order in regards to the Transfer Application. As such, proper service of the

Application was effected.

58. The Consent Order was granted on notice to and with the participation of the SFN, who

in their written submissions in support of their intervenor application confirmed that SFN

"through its duly elected Chief and Council represents the members of Sawridge."43 As

such, the members of SFN who may be affected by the Consent Order, had the benefit of

representation in relation to the Consent Order.

59. Further and of significance, the Consent Order is unchallenged. The Trustees were not

requested by the Court to raise this issue. By independently raising the sufficiency of

service, it gives the appearance that the Trustees are attempting to undermine the validity

of the Consent Order.

60. It is respectfully requested that the Court decline to provide advice and direction on this

matter.

D. Ability to Transfer 1985 Trust assets to the 1986 Trust

61. It is further noted that the Court did not seek an application from the Trustees on this

matter and the Trustees have of their own accord brought this issue before the Court.

62. The Trustees have not laid any legal foundation for this request and simply rely on their

submissions in support of the transfer of assets from the 1982 Trust to the 1985 Trust. In

43 Written submissions of SFN, filed September 26, 2019 at para. 42.
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addition, the Trustees have not provided any particulars on how they would propose to

structure the transaction.

63. A significant distinction between the transfer from the 1982 Trust to the 1985 Trust vs. a

transfer from the 1985 Trust to the 1986 Trust is that the beneficiaries in the first example

were the same at the time of transfer and the beneficiaries in the second example are

different.

64. The foundation of the Trustees submissions in support of the transfer from the 1982 Trust

to the 1985 Trust was that the transfer was for the benefit of the same persons.44

65. As such, the Trustees have not provided a legal foundation for their request for approval

to transfer the 1985 Trust assets to the 1986 Trust and their request for direction should

be denied.

D. In the alternative — Procedural Considerations

66. In the event this Court finds that the Consent Order does not resolve which trust terms

govern the transferred assets, Ms. Twinn notes the following:

a) A further hearing in this regard will be required, which will raise issues of mixed

fact and law.

b) The evidentiary record is incomplete and the factual circumstances surrounding

the transfer of assets requires further exploration, particularly in light of the new

submissions put forward by the SFN in their recent intervenor application. More

particularly:

A. The SFN has lead evidence in their intervenor application that the

transferred assets are derived from the capital and revenue accounts

maintained by the Crown for the SFN and, if so, this would have an impact

44 Brief of the Trustees filed August 17, 2016 at para. 20.
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on the asset transfer. Ms. Twinn has reason to believe that the source of

funding for the transferred assets may not be the capital and revenue

accounts. The SFN has not provided any accounting records that would

support their assertion. Ms. Twinn would seek production of records that

trace the source of funding.

B. Maurice Cullity is alive and believed to be able to give evidence on the

factual circumstances surrounding the transfer of assets in 1985. The

Trustees have taken the position that any information Mr. Cullity may have

is subject to solicitor/client privilege. An application will be required to

determine if privilege exists and if so, the extent and whether the

information and files of Mr. Cullity are producible and/or compellable.

There is case law for the proposition that solicitor/client privilege does not

exist between trustees and beneficiaries.45

c) If the subject assets were found to be governed by the 1982 Trust terms, there is

uncertainty relating to the proper interpretation of the beneficiary definition

contained in the 1982 Trust Deed. More particularly, at the time the 1982 Trust

Deed was settled, the settlor would have understood that members of the SFN

were determined in a particular way, namely in accordance with the 1970 Indian

Act. As such, the proper interpretation of the beneficiary definition in the 1982

Trust, may also be to utilize the 1970 Indian Act provisions. This issue is

supported by the Resolution of the trustees of the 1982 Trust dated April 15, 1982

that cites the purpose of the transfer of assets to the 1985 Trust was to preclude

"future uncertainty as to the identity of the beneficiaries of the Trust". An

application to resolve this uncertainty will likely be required so that the

beneficiaries can be properly ascertained.

45 O'Rourke v. Darbishire, [1920] All ER Repl, 57 SLR 730 at 740. [TAB X]
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PART 5 REMEDY SOUGHT

67. Catherine Twinn respectfully requests an Order:

a) Confirming that the meaning and effect of the Consent Order is to confirm that

the subject assets are held subject to the terms of the 1985 Trust Deed;

b) Declining to provide advice and direction on service and further transfer of assets;

c) Heightened costs of this application in light of the Trustees failure to

meaningfully defend the interests of the 1985 Trust beneficiaries on these matters

and leaving this burden to others.

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED at the City of Edmonton, in the Province

of Alberta, this 15th day of November, 2019.

MCLENNAN Ross LLP

Per:
David R. Risling and Crista C. Osualdini
Solicitors for Catherine Twinn
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1

1 Proceedings taken in the
2  

3 August 24, 2016
4

5 The Honourable
6 Mr. Justice Thomas
7

8 C.K.A. Platten, Q.C.
9 C. Osuladini

10 L. Maj
11

12 J.L. Hutchison

13 D.C. Bonora
14 A. Loparco
15 N.L. Golding, Q.C.
16 E.H. Molstad, Q.C.
17 G. Joshee-Arnal
18 S.A. Wanke
19 C. Wilde
20  

21

22 Discussions

23

24 THE COURT:
25

26 Are you going to do the introductions?
27

28 MR. MOLSTAD:

29

30 THE COURT:
31

32 MR. MOLSTAD:

33 Ms. Bonora and Ms. Loparco.
34

35 We have representing the Public Trustee, Ms. Hutchison. Mr. Meehan is not with us
36 today.

37

38 We have representing Catherine Twinn, Ms. Platten, and Ms. Osualdini.
39

40 We have myself, Sir, and Mr. Joshee-Arnal representing the Sawridge First Nation.
41

Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta, Law Courts, Edmonton, Alberta

Morning Session

Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta

For Catherine Twinn
For Catherine Twinn
For the Minister of Aboriginal Affairs and
Northern Development
For the Public Trustee of Alberta
For Sawridge Trustees

For Sawridge Trustees
For Patrick Twinn, et al
For Sawridge First Nation
For Sawridge First Nation
For Morris Stoney, et al
Court Clerk

Good morning.

I have been assigned that task, Sir.

All right.

We have, representing the Sawridge Trustees,
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1 We have representing Mr. Morris Stoney, et al, Ms. Wanke.

2

3 And we have representing Patrick Twinn, et al, Ms. Golding.

4

5 We also have in attendance from the Minister of Aboriginal Affairs and Northern

6 Development, Ms. Maj from the Department of Justice.

7

8 We -- as you can see from the agenda that was sent to you yesterday, the first item on the

9 agenda is the Rule 5.13 application --

10

11 THE COURT: Yes.

12

13 MR. MOLSTAD: on membership and costs. And I'd like to

14 guess that the matters after that are not going to take too long, but that is a guess in terms

15 of the other matters (INDISCERNIBLE).

16

17 THE COURT: Yeah, I saw that revised agenda this morning.

18 Thanks for sending it in. But I think what I'm going to do is I'm going to reorder it,

19 because it looks to me from the revised agenda, the only matter that may take some time

20 is actually your application.

21

22 MR. MOLSTAD: That may be the case.

23

24 THE COURT: So let's see if we can move some of the

25 counsel along here.

26

27 MR. MOLSTAD: Well, I'm -- we're all in your hands, Sir, so. . .

28

29 THE COURT: All right.

30

31 MR. MOLSTAD: What order are you proposing in.

32

33 THE COURT: Oh, I'm proposing just normal chambers

34 process; that is the consent order first, get it resolved and dealt with. That would be --

35

36 MR. MOLSTAD: Number 4?

37

38 THE COURT: Number 4, the consent order. And then we'll

39 deal with these adjournment requests and --

40

41 MR. MOLSTAD: All right. Before I sit down, before we start the
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1 Rule 5.13 application, I've had some discussion with my friend and I have a few
2 preliminary comments before we start that.
3

4 THE COURT: All right.
5

6 MR. MOLSTAD: Okay? Thank you, Sir.
7

8 THE COURT: Certainly. And I think I will -- that's useful,
9 because I think I've reviewed that material and I can narrow it down fairly quickly.
10

11 MR. MOLSTAD: Thank you.
12

13 THE COURT CLERK: Sorry, Sir, what was your name?
14

15 THE COURT: Mr. Molstad, Q.C.
16

17 MR. MOLSTAD: Sorry.
18

19 Submissions by Ms. Bonora
20

21 MS. BONORA: Sir, you'll recall that in this application, there
22 were basically two issues. One was the beneficiary designation and the second was to
23 confirm that the transfer of assets from the 1982 Trust to the 1985 Trust were -- was
24 appropriate, and that we've put that issue behind us. And through the work of counsel,
25 we've been able to reach agreement on the issue of the transfer of assets.
26

27 I believe, Sir, you received a brief from us and a copy of the consent order.
28

29 THE COURT: I did. And thank you very much for the brief,
30 because it makes it pretty clear --

31

32 MS. BONORA: Yeah. So --
33

34 THE COURT: well, what the basis for it is, and I'm
35 certainly satisfied that the consent order is appropriate and properly based in law.
36

37 MS. BONORA: Sir, I will not take any more time then. If
38 you've read the brief, I really have nothing else to add to the submissions that we've
39 made. And so, therefore, I think my friends would like to make a few comments, and I'll
40 just respond to those if there's anything else, unless you have any questions for me.
41
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1 THE COURT: All right. I wonder if, counsel, if you wouldn't
2 mind just mentioning your name before you speak just so the clerk can keep track of
3 who's speaking?
4
5 MS. BONORA: Doris Bonora of Dentons just spoke. Thank
6 you, Sir.

7

8 THE COURT: Thanks, Ms. Bonora.
9

10 Submissions by Ms. Hutchison
11

12 MS. HUTCHISON: Good morning, My Lord. Janet Hutchison for
13 the Public Trustee of Alberta.
14

15 Very brief comments, My Lord, simply to give the Court some idea of why the OPTT,
16 and I believe Ms. Platten will speak to trustee Twinn, why we weren't able to arrive at a

17 joint brief, as well as a consent order. And it was simply a matter, My Lord, of some of
18 the wording around the facts and the evidence and what evidence was actually available,
19 as well as the final paragraph of the brief. Counsel just really weren't able to quite agree

20 how to characterize some of the issues around accounting.
21

22 The -- the Public Trustee would just like it noted on record that its position on the
23 consent order is that when it -- there is this reference to accounting in the preamble in

24 paragraph 2, that includes an individual accounting, as well as a passing of accounts.
25 And, of course, My Lord, for future reference, the passing of accounts for the five trusts
26 would occur logically within this proceeding, after beneficiary identification is dealt with.

27
28 But that's all we have to say, My Lord.

29

30 THE COURT: All right. Thank you. Ms. Platten?

31

32 Submissions by Ms. Platten

33
34 MS. PLATTEN: Sir, I think those are also our submissions, and

35 so we don't really anything further to say.

36

37 THE COURT CLERK: Sorry, your name, for the record?
38

39 MS. PLATTEN: Sorry, Karen Platten for Catherine Twinn.

40

41 Submissions by Ms. Golding
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1

2 MS. GOLDING: Sir, Nancy Golding from Borden Ladner

3 Gervais in Calgary, and I am new to these -- this matter, acting on behalf of several of the

4 individual beneficiaries.

5

6 I just wanted to comment that my client wasn't involved in this order, and so we don't

7 intend to make any comment on it. However, we do want it noted that our understanding

8 is the order is without prejudice to the rights of our client to request an accounting as it

9 relates to the 1982 and 1985 Trusts, and for any relief that might come from that.

10

11 Thank you, Sir.

12

13 THE COURT: Thank you. Ms. Bonora, any --

14

15 MS. BONORA: Just one --

16

17 THE COURT: Look, I --

18

19 MS. BONORA: -- comment, Sir.

20

21 MS. MAJ: Sorry, sorry.

22

23 MS. BONORA: Oh, my -- my apologies.

24

25 THE COURT: You -- you can say something, but if --

26

27 MS. MAJ: That's all right. It's hard -- it's hard to see me

28 in the back.

29

30 THE COURT: Quite frankly, you are not a party at --

31

32 Submissions by Ms. Maj

33

34 MS. MAJ: I was simply going to actually echo

35 Ms. Platten's comments, My Lord.

36

37 THE COURT: Yeah. Well, okay. Well, just echo it and let's

38 get on with it.

39

40 Ms. Bonora?

41
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1 Submissions by Ms. Bonora

2

3 MS. BONORA: Just one comment. Ms. Hutchison said that the

4 consent order was based on the accounting naturally occurring in this proceeding, and that

5 was not discussed until yesterday morning. So I don't think it is the basis for the consent

6 order, and that is a very live issue in terms of how the accounting will proceed. So I --

7 we just need to -- I'm not sure that you will be hearing that accounting. That is an issue

8 that you'll hear about later in terms of how that's going to happen, so.. .

9

10 THE COURT: All right. Mr. Molstad, you don't have

11 anything to say?

12

13 MR. MOLSTAD: I don't have anything to say. My name is

14 Mr. Molstad.

15

16 Order (Consent Order)

17

18 THE COURT: All right. The consent order being sent to me

19 with the brief, as I -- just so it's clear on the record, I did review that brief and it was

20 very helpful to me in terms of providing a legal basis for the consent order. Plus, the

21 Summary of Facts helped put me in the picture again.

22

23 So the consent order is granted, and there it is.

24

25 MS. BONORA: Thank you, Sir.

26

27 THE COURT: Madam Clerk, if you wouldn't mind handing

28 that to Ms. Bonora.

29

30 Submissions by Ms. Bonora (Distribution Proposal Adjournment)

31

32 MS. BONORA: Sir, perhaps I'll speak to the adjournment in

33 respect of the distribution proposal next.

34

35 THE COURT: All right. Sure.

36

37 MS. BONORA: Sir, the -- you'll recall in your December 17th,

38 2015, decision, you asked the Trustees to present a distribution proposal and to have it

39 approved by the Court, and so we, in fact, submitted the distribution proposal to the

40 Court. We then filed a brief in respect of approving that distribution proposal, and briefs

41 have been filed by the Office of the Public Guardian and Trustee, and by Catherine
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We are attaching a draft of the clarification of the transfer issue for your review and comments. This is intended to try
and resolve this issue. If the clarification is acceptable we could draft a consent order to deaf with this issue. We
understood that Catherine Twinn and the OPGT had concerns that the transfer issue involved an accounting and we have
attempted to make this clear. We would be pleased to hear your comments so that we can perhaps move ahead to
resolve this single matter.

Doris

Doris C.E. Bonora
Partner

D +1 780 423 7188
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Bio I Website

Dentons Canada LLP
2900 Manulife Place, 10180 - 101 Street Edmonton, AB T5J 3V5 Canada

Salans FMC SNR Denton McKenna Long

Dentons is a global legal practice providing client services worldwide through its member firms and affiliates. This
email may be confidential and protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, disclosure,
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Clarification of the transfer issue

The Sawridge Trustees seek to have the Court approve the transfer of assets which occurred in 1985
from the Sawridge Band Trust ("1982 Trust") to the Sawridge Band Inter Vivos Settlement ("19S5 Trust")
nunc pro tunc.

The approval of the transfer by the Court shall not be deemed to be an accounting of the assets of the
1982 trust that were transferred and shall not be deemed to be an accounting of the assets in the 1985
trust that existed upon settlement of the trust in 1985. The sole issue before the Court is to approve the
transfer of assets from the 1982 trust to the 1985 trust such that there shall not be a challenge to the
transfer from one trust to the other which occurred in 1985.

21595350_1NATDOCS



Doris Bonora

doris.bonora@dentons.com
+1 780 423 7188

Dentons Canada LLP
2900 Manulife Place

10180 -101 Street
Edmonton, AB, Canada T5J 3V5

June 22, 2016

SENT VIA E-MAIL: jhutchison@j1hlawca

Hutchison Law
#190 Broadway Business Square
130 Broadway Boulevard
Sherwood Park AB T8H 2A3

Attention: Janet L. Hutchison

Dear Madam:

fit Salans FMC SNR Denton McKenna Long
dentons.com

RE: Sawridge Band Inter Vivos Settlement (1985 Sawridge Trust)
QB Action No. 1103 14112
Offer of settlement on the Transfer issue
With Prejudice 

Flle No.: 551860-1

We are writing to make a formal offer of settlement to the OPGT in respect of the issue of the transfer of
assets from the 1982 trust to the 1985 trust. We believe that this issue is simple. This issue involves
simply normalizing the transfer of assets from one trust to the other trust. It does not involve an
accounting of the assets in either trust or an accounting of the assets that transferred. The accounting is
not an issue that the trustees have raised in this application. The trustees understand that the
beneficiaries are free to bring an application for an accounting in respect of the transfer of assets and an
accounting of the assets in the 1985 trust. The trustees are stating on a with prejudice basis that an order
of the court to approve the transfer of assets from one trust to the other trust will not be raised be raised
to argue that any subsequent accounting application brought by any beneficiary is res judicata. Of
course, the transfer issue itself that is addressed in the Consent Order will be res judicata,

Thus, we offer to settle the transfer issue by entering into the attached consent order. We believe the
order sets out exactly what we have stated above and believe it protects the ability of any beneficiary to
bring an accounting application.

The offer to settle by entering into the consent order is open for acceptance until July 15, 2016. In the
event that the offer is not accepted, then the offer will be made known to the court from the perspective of
an answer to the request for documents in the OPGT Rule 5.13 application on the transfer issue. The
offer will also be made known to the court in support of an application for costs in the event that the
OPGT is not successful in its Rule 5.13 application given that the clarification in the attached consent
order should assist the OPGT to determine that it need not proceed with its extensive Rule 5.13
application on the transfer issue.
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.t)A Salans FMC SNR Denton McKenna Long
dentons.com

We note that the Sawridge Trustees are the applicants in this application. To that end, it is up to the
applicants to define the issue they wish to have addressed and the relief that they seek. No accounting
relief is being sought, no relief is being sought to prevent a beneficiary from seeking an accounting. We
have provided that clarification orally, in writing and now in the form of a consent order and formal with
prejudice offer.

We are seeking to keep the costs in control. We make this offer in the hopes that the OPGT will respond
positively to say that the transfer of assets from one trust to the other does not prejudice or in any way
harm the minor beneficiaries provided their rights are protected to seek a future accounting.

The 1985 trust has been operating since 1985 with assets transferred to it from the 1982 trust. The
problem for the trustees is really a dearth of information and documentation in respect of the trust to trust
transfer. We simply wish to have the court agree that the transfer is approved and the 1985 trust is the
entity with which to deal.

We do not see this as complex. We hope the OPGT can see that dealing with this issue poses no risk to
the minor beneficiaries.

We believe this offer is in keeping with the direction of the Court to the parties to focus and to proceed
expeditiously with the litigation.

This offer is open for acceptance until July 15, 2016. 

CC

CC

CC

CC

CC

K. Platten, Q.C., Crista Osualdini McLennan Ross
(Catherine Twinn) (via email)

Marco Poretti, Reynolds, Mirth, Richards & Farmer LLP (via email)

E. Molstad, Q.C., Parlee McLaws LLP (via email)

Paul Bujold (via email)

Brian Heidecker (via email)
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ORDER 

Doris C.E. Bonora
Dentons Canada LLP
2900 Manulife Place
10180 — 101 Street
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Ph. (780) 423-7188 Fx. (780) 423-7276
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NAME OF JUSTICE WHO MADE THIS ORDER: Mr. Justice D.R.G. Thomas

ORDER 

UPON HEARING representations from counsel for the Sawridge Trustees, Catherine Twinn as
a Trustee of the 1985 Sawridge Trust, and the Office of Public Guardian and Trustee of Alberta;:

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT:
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1. The transfer of assets which occurred in 1985 from the Sawridge Band Trust ("1982 Trust") to the
Sawridge Band Inter Vivos Settlement ("1985 Trust") is approved nunc pro tunc. The approval of
the transfer shall not be deemed to be an accounting of the assets of the 1982 Trust that were
transferred and shall not be deemed to be an accounting of the assets in the 1985 Trust that
existed upon settlement of the 1985 Trust.

The Honourable Mr. Justice D.R.G. Thomas

APPROVED AS TO FORM AND CONTENT BY:

Dentons Canada LLP Reynolds Mirth Richards & Farmer LLP

Doris Bonora Marco S. Poretti
Counsel for Sawridge Trustees Counsel for Sawridge Trustees

McLennan Ross LLP Hutchison Law

Karen Platten, Q.C.
Counsel for Catherine Twinn as a
Trustee of the 1985 Sawridge Trust

22215974-1

Janet Hutchison
Counsel for The Office of the Public
Guardian and Trustee
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July 6, 2016

Hutchison Law
190 Broadway Business Square
130 Broadway Boulevard
Sherwood Park, Alberta T8H 2A3

Attention: Ms. Janet Hutchison

Dear Madam:

EDWARD IL MOISTAD,
DIRECT DIAL: 780.423.8506
DIRECT FAX: 780.423.2870
EMAIL: ernolstatiRparlee.corn
OUR FILE tr': 64203-7/EHM

Via email only

Re: Sawridge Band Inter Vivos Settlement (1985 Sawridge Trust)
QB Action No. 1103 14112
With Prejudice Offer of Settlement of Transfer Issue

We confirm that we received a copy of the with prejudice offers to settle made by the Sawridge
Trustees to the Public Trustee and to Catherine Twinn in the letter from Dentons Canada LLP,
dated June 22nd, 2016.

It is the position of the Sawridge First Nation that this settlement offer is reasonable and resolves
any possible concerns with respect to the approval of the transfer of the assets from the 1982
Trust to the 1985 Trust.

As previously noted, the Sawridge First Nation will be claiming costs payable by the Public
Trustee on the basis that these costs not be paid from the Sawridge Trust. In the event that the
Sawridge Trustee's offer regarding the transfer of assets is not accepted by the Public Trustee,
the Sawridge First Nation will be submitting to the Court as part of its response to the Public
Trustee's Rule 5.13 application regarding the transfer of assets that the Court take the Public
Trustee's response to the offer into consideration in relation to Sawridge First Nation's
application for costs.

Yours truly,

PARLEE McLAWS LLP

EDWARD H. MOLSTAD, Q.C.
EHM/t I k

1500 Manulife Piece • 10180-101 Street • Edmonton, AB 'rsi 41(1
Tel: 780,423.8500 Fax: 780.423.2870

EDMONTON I WWW.PARLEE,COM CALGARY {E7197937 DOCX; 1}
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Cc: Reynolds Mirth Richards & Fainter LLP — Attn: Mr. Marco Poretti
Cc: Dentons LLP — Attn: Ms Doris Bonora
Cc: Bryan & Company — Attn: Ms Nancy Cumming, Q.C.
Cc: McLennan Ross LLP — Ann: Ms Karen Platten, Q.C.
Cc: McLennan Ross LLP — Attn: Ms Crista Osualdini
Cc: Supreme Advocacy LLP - Mr. Eugene Meehan, Q.C.
(ALL VIA EMAIL ONLY)
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This transcript may be subject to a publication ban or other restriction on use, prohibiting
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7

September 4, 2019

The Honourable Mr, Justice Henderson

8 D.C.E. Bonora

M.S. Sestito

C. Osualdini
D.D. Risling
J.L. Hutchison
R.J. Faulds, Q.C.
E.H. Molstad, Esq.
E. Sopko
M. O'Sullivan

For R. Twinn, M. Ward, B. L'Hirondelle, E.
Twinn and D. Majeski
For R. Twinn, M. Ward, B. L'Hirondelle, E.
Twinn and D. Majeski
For Catherine Twinn
For Catherine Twinn
For the Office of the Public Trustee
For the Office of the Public Trustee
For the Sawridge First Nation
For the Sawridge First Nation
Court Clerk

Discussion

THE COURT CLERK:

THE COURT:

MS. BONORA:

MS. OSUALDINI:

MR. FAULDS:

THE COURT:

Submissions by Ms. Bonora

MS. BONORA:

Order in court. All rise,

Good morning. Please be seated.

Good morning.

Good morning, My Lord,

Good morning, My Lord,

Good morning,

Thank you, My Lord, for seeing us today and
making the time for us. I'll just do some introductions.

Doris Bonora and Michael Sestito of Dentons on behalf of the Sawridge Trustees.
John Faulds and Janet Hutchison are representing the Office of the Public Trustee and
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1 THE COURT: -- on the issue.
2
3 MR MOLSTAD: We'll file the motion, the affidavit and the briefs
4 --
5
6 THE COURT: Okay.
7
8 MR. MOLSTAD: -- on the 27th.
9

10 THE COURT: Good. And then say a week later any of the
11 parties can let me know whether or not you need an oral hearing on that, and if you need
12 an oral hearing, we'll deal one -- deal with it in mid-October some time. It's -- it will be.a.
13 short hearing, I'm thinking. So you can contact my assistant and say you need a time at
14 8:45 one morning, knowing that I will be gone by 10. So the 15th or 16th or 17th or 18th
15 of October, if need be, but if you all agree that we can deal with it in writing, just give
16 you a response. Okay?
17
18 MR. FAULDS: That would certainly be agreeable.
19
20 THE COURT: Good. So that the second major issue that we've
21 got to deal with today is defining with precision what it is we're going to do on November
22 27th, and really there are two options. One is whether we're going to deal with a whole
23 suite of issues relating to the jurisdictional question, or whether we're going to target this
24 one issue. Those are -- those are the two options.
25
26 So the first option is to deal with it narrowly. The question that would be put, presumably
27 someone would file a motion, and I don't know, the Trustees perhaps would file a motion
28 to have the issue of the meaning and consequences that flow from Justice Thomas' order
29 of August 24th, 2016, specifically with respect to whether or not after the transfer of
30 assets to the 1985 Trust, those assets are being held subject to the terms of the 1985 Trust,
31 or whether they're being held subject to the terms of the 1982 Trust.
32
33 MS. BONORA: Sir, we'll take that on to file a motion in respect
34 of those questions to be answered.
35
36 THE COURT: So that's the first option. The second option is
37 we try to deal with that, as well as everything else that we had originally planned to deal
38 with, and then if -- now, I can tell you this before you make submissions on that. If you
39 were to phone down today to book a time, January and February and March, the calender
40 hasn't been set for that, so you could jump the cue by booking a date in January. So you
41 could -- you -- we could deal with a narrow issue on November 27th, and you could come
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COURT C>F QUEEN'S BENCH C>F
ALBERTA

EDMONTON

|N THE MATTER [)F THE TRUSTEE ACT,
R.S.A. 2000. C T-8.A8AMENDED, and

|N THE MATTER [>F THE S/YW4R|DGE
BAND INTER NVO8SETTLEMENT
CREATED BY CHIEF WALTER PATRICK
TVVNN. OF THE 8AVVR|DGE INDIAN
BAND. NO, 13 now known as 8/YWR|DGE
FIRST NATION ON APRIL 15. 1S85(the"19O5 S8wridgeT[Uat")
ROLANDlW|NN' MARGARET WARD,
TRACEYGCARLETT.EVERETTJUSTIN
TWIN AND DAVIDK4AJEGK|. as Trustees
for the 19858aVVr|dQe Trust ("Sevv[idge
Trustees")

APPLICATION

DeOhoOa Canada [LP
25OOSt8OtecTower
1023D-1O3Avenue
Edmonton, AB T5JOK4

Attention: Doris C.E.BoOono and Michael G8eaUto
Telephone: (780) 423-7100
Fax: (780) 423-7276
File No: 551860-001-OCEB

NOTICE TO RESPONDENT(S)

This application iS made against you. You are arespondent. You have the righttoGhateyoU[
side of this matter before the 0Rster/judoe.

To do so, you must be in Court when the application is heard as shown below:

Wednesday, November 37.2O19

10:00 a.m.

Law Courts, 1/4 Sir Winston Churchill Square,

Edmonton, Alberta T5JOR2
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Go to the end of this document to see what else you can do and when you must do it,

Remedy claimed or sought:

1. Determination and direction of the affect of the consent order made by Mr. Justice
D. R.G. Thomas pronounced on August 24, 2016 (the "2016 Order") respecting the
transfer of assets from the Sawridge Band Trust dated April 15, 1982 (the "1982 Trust")
to the Sawridge Band Inter Vivos Settlement dated April 15, 1985 (the "1985 Trust"),
more particularly described below.

2. Determination of the sufficiency of service of the 2016 Order.

3. Alternatively, the determination of the ability to perform a subsequent trust to trust
transfer, similar to what was approved by the 2016 Order.

Grounds for making this application:

4. In 1982, the Sawridge Band decided to establish a formal trust in respect of property
held in trust by individuals on behalf of the present and future members of the Sawridge
band. On April 15, 1982, a declaration of trust establishing the 1982 Trust was
executed.

5. On April 15, 1985, the trustees of the 1982 Trust resolved to transfer the assets of the
1982 Trust to the 1985 Trust (the "1985 Transfer).

6. In 2016, the Sawridge Trustees, the Office of the Public Guardian and Trustee and
Catherine Twinn (collectively, the "Parties") agreed to the terms of the 2016 Consent
Order respecting the 1985 Transfer,

7. On April 25, 2019, the Parties appeared before His Lordship Mr. Justice Henderson who
advised of some concerns with respect to the 1985 Transfer, the consequences of the
2016 Order and the service of the 2016 Order.

8. On September 4, 2019, His Lordship Mr. Justice Henderson invited a party to draft and
file an application to determine: "what flows from the 2016 Order, and whether, as a
result of that order, the Trust assets are held subject to the terms of the 1985 Trust,
whether the beneficiaries as described in the 1985 Trust are actually the beneficiaries of
these Trust assets, and whether that took away the Trust obligation that existed in the
1982 Trust." (Transcript of Proceedings — September 4, 2019 26:3-8).

9. His Lordship also commented: "If it was as easy to change the terms of the Trust as to
go ahead and do what was done between 1985 [sic] and 1985, why don't you just go
ahead and do that very same thing again and see how far it gets you." (Transcript of
Proceedings — September 4, 2019 13:13-15)

10. The Sawridge Trustees have volunteered to file the within application, consistent with
The Court's invitation.

41761064_2INATDOCS
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Material or evidence to be relied on:

11. Affidavits previously filed in this action;
12. Questionings filed in this action;
13. Undertakings filed in this action;
14. Affidavits of records and supplemental affidavits of records in this action;
15. Such further material as counsel may further advise and this Honourable Court may

permit.

Applicable rules:

16. Alberta Rules of Court, Alta Reg 124/2010, Rules 4.11, 4.14, 6.3,
17. Such further and other rules as counsel may advise and this Honourable Court may

permit.

Applicable Acts, regulations and Orders:

18. Trustee Act, RSA 2000, c T-8, as amended;
19. Various procedural orders made in the within action;
20. Such further and other acts, regulations, and orders as counsel may advise and this

Honourable Court may permit.

Any irregularity complained of or objection relied on:

21. None.

How the application is proposed to be heard or considered:

22. In person before the Case Management Justice.

WARNING

If you do not come to Court either in person or by your lawyer, the Court may give the
applicant(s) what they want in your absence. You will be bound by any order that the Court
makes. If you want to take part in this application, you or your lawyer must attend in Court on
the date and at the time shown at the beginning of the form. If you intend to give evidence in
response to the application, you must reply by filing an affidavit or other evidence with the Court
and serving a copy of that affidavit or other evidence on the applicant(s) a reasonable time
before the application is to be heard or considered.

41761064_2INATDOCS
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Whereas it is likely that further assets - will be acquired on

trust for the present and future m~ers of the Band, and it IS desirable

that the same trust apply to al l such assets;

NOW, therefore, in consideration of the premises and mutual

prorlises contained herein, the Settlor and each of the'TrUstees do hereby

covenant and agree as follows:

1. The Settlor and Trustees hereby establish a Trust Rind. which the

Trustees shall administer In accordance with the terms of this Agreement.

2. Wherever the term 'Trust Fund" is used in this Agreement, it

shall mean: a) the property or sums of money paid, transferred or conveyed

to the Trustees or otherwise acquired by the Trustees including properties

substituted therefor and b) 411 income received and capital gains ma,de

thoreon, less c) all expenses incurred and capital lossos sustained thereon

and loss d) distributions porperly made therefrom by the Trustees.

3. The Trustees shall hold the Trust Fund in trust and shall deal

with it In accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement. No

part of the Trust Fund shall be used for or diverted to purposes other than

those purposes set out herein.

4. The name of the Trust Fund shall be "The Sawridge Band Trust',

and the meetings of the Trustees shall take place at the Sawridge and

Administration office located on the Sawridge Band Reserve.

S. The TrusJteee of the Trust F:und shall ba the Chief and COuncillors

of the Rand, for the tit» being, as duly elected pursuant to Sections 74
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through BO inclusive of the Indian Act, R.S.C. 13709 c. I-6, as amended

from time to time. Upon ceasing to be an elected Chief or Councillor as

aforesaid. a Trustee shall lose facto cease to ba a Trustee hereunder;

and shall automatically be replaced by the 'ember of the Band who is

elected in his stead and place. In the event that an elected Chief or

Councillor refuses to accept the terms pf this trust and to act as a

Trustee hereunder, the remaining Trustees shall appoint a person registered

under the Indian Act as a replacement for the said recusant Chief or

Councillor, which replacement shall serve for the remainder of the term of

the recusant Chief or Councillors. En the event that the number of elected

Councillors is increased, the number of Trustees shall also he increased,

i t being the intention that the Chief and all Councillors should be

Trustees. In the event that there are no Trustees able to act, any person

i nterested in the Trust may apply to a Judge of the Court of Queen's Bench

of Alberta who ts hereby empowered to appoint one or more Trustees who

shall he a member of the Band.

F. The Trustees shall hold the Trust Fund for the benefit of 411

oersbers, present and future, of the Rand; provided, however, that at the

end of twenty one (21) years after the death of the last decendant now

l iving of the original signatory of Treaty Number 0 who at the date hereof

a re registered Indians, all of the Trust Fund than remaining in the hands

of the Trustees shall be divided equally among all members of the sand then

l iving.

Provided however, that the Trustees shall be specifically

entitled not to grant any benefit during the duration of the Trust or at

the end thereof to any illegitimate children of Indian women. even though

that child or those children may be registered under the Indian Act and
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their status may not haire been protested under Section We) thereunder:

and provided further that the Trustees shall exclude any member of the Band

who transfers to another Indian Band, or has become enfranchised (within

the meaning of these terns In th« Indian Act).

The Trustees shall have complete and unfettered discretion to pay

or apply ail or so much of the net Income of the Trust Fund, if any, or to

accumulate the are or any portion thereof, and all or so much of the

capital of the Trust Fund as they in their unfettered discretion from tine

to t1re deem appropriate for the beneficiaries set out above: and the

Trustees may make such payments at such time, and from time to time, and in

such ranner as the Trustees in their uncontrolled discretion d,z,em

appropriate.

7. The Trustees may invest and reinvest all or any part of the Trust

Fund In any investment authorized for Trustees' investments by The

Trustees Act, heing Chapter 373 of the Revised Statutes of Alberta 1970,

es amended from time to time, but the Trustees are not restricted to such

Trustee Investments but may invest in any investment which they in their

uncontrolled discretion think fit, and are further not ,bound to make any

i nvestment nor to accumulate the income of the Trust Fund, and may instead,

if they in their uncontrolled discretion from time to time deem it

appropriate, and for such period or periods of ties AS they sae fit, keep

the Trust Fund or any part of it deposited in a bank to which the Rank Act 

or the Quebec Saitt;Igtsartk Act applies.

R. The Trustee% are authorized and empowered to do all acts

necessary or desirable to give effect to the trust Purposes set out. above,



and to discharge their obligations thereunder other than acts done or

omitted to be done by them In bad faith or in gross negligence, including,

without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the power

a) to exercise all voting and other rights in respect of any
stocks, bonds, property or other investments of the Trust
Fund;

b) to sell or otherwise dispose of any property held by them- In
the Trust Fund'and to acquire other property in substitution
therefore; and

c) to eNploy professional advisors and agents and to retain and
act upon the advice given by such professionals and to pay
such professionals such fees or other remuneration as the
Trustees in their uncontrolled discretion from time to time
deem appropriate (and this provision shall apply to the
paynent of professional fees to any Trustee who renders
professional services to the Trustees).

9. Administration costs and expenses of or in connection with the

Trust shall he paid fro the Trust Fund, including, without limiting the

generality of the foregoing, reasonable reimbursement to the Trustees or

any of them for costs (and reasonable fees for their services as Trustees)

incurred in the administration of the Trust and for taxes of Any nature

whatsoever which rwy be levied or assessed by Federal, Provincial or other

governmental authority upon or In respect of the income or capital of the

Trust Fund.

Ig. The Trustees shall keep accounts in am acceptable manner of all

receipts, disbursements, investaents, and other ,transactions in the

a&Ainittration of the Trust,

11, The Trustees shall not be liable for any act or omisSion done or

nada in the exercise of any power, authority or discretion given to them



by this Agreement provided such act or olission is done or made in good

faith; nor 0411 they be liable to make good any loss or diminution in

value of the Trust Fund not caused by their gross negligence or bad faith;

and all persons claiming any beneficial Interest In the Trust Fund shall be

deemed to take with notice of and subject to this clause.

12 A gajority of the Trustees shall be required for any Action taken

on behalf of the TruSt. In the event that there is a tie vote of the

Trustees voting. the Chief shall have a second and casting vote,

Each of the Trustees, by joining in the execution of this Trust

Agreem.ent, signifies his acceptance of the Trust herein. Any Chief or

Councillor or any other person who becomes a Trustee under paragraph 5

above shall signify his acceptance of the Trust herein by executing this

Trust Agreement or A true copy hereof, and shall be bound by it in the $41.1e

manner as If he or she had executed the on  Trust Agreement.

IN WETNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto have executed thit Trust

Agreement.

SIGNED. SEALED AND DELIVERED
In the Prtsence of:

hvo

Settlor:

•

B. Trustees: 1..._4L4LLAPELa_____2,;

///49 ;1 -6(1471,6)-7L-, (ikeA-k

AIZI(ESS
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a S., c 1.6. c.
10 OW Supp I.
1 974.75.76,e
48: 1978.79, c
I I; 19804142.
83, cc 47, 110;
1984,c 4

"child"
.41tfiant

"ck.s-tor"
dleriearo

33-‘34EIAZA V91 II

CI-IAPTIER 27 r •

An Act to arpsnci the lndian'Act

((Assented to 2801 June, 198.51

Her Majesty, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate and House of Cons.
mons of Canada, enacts as follows:

I. (I) The definitions "child", "elector"
and "Registrar" in subsection 2(1) of the

• Indian Act arc repealed and the following
substituted —therefor in alphabetical order
within the subsection:
" "child" includes a child born in or out of

wedlock, a legally adopted child and a
child adopted In accordance with Indian '
custom;

"elector" means a person who
-'(a) is registered on a Band  List,
(b)*is of the full age of eighteen years,
'

(c)'is not disqualified from voting at
batiitelections:,• -, , . •"Registrar"--means s; the officer in 'th
Department An is in cfriii•ge of the

sIndian Register. and the Band' 1.4t
imaintained in the DepartMent"

(2). Subsection 2(1) of the said Act is
further amended by adding thereto,: in
alphabetical order within the subsection,' the
following definitions:
"""Band List" means a list of persons that

is-maintained under section 8 by a band
or in the DepartMent;

e

./ -

33-34 ELIZABkill II

CHAPITRE 27

Loi modifihnt la sur les Indiens

[Sattottotynb 'le 28 juin 198.51

Sa Majesty, sur l'avis et avcc Ic consents-
men dm Sinai et de la Chambrc des commu-
nes du Canada, &crate :

/ •
• VI I ) Les definitions dc lelecteurp.
'enfant. et gregistraire., au paragraphe.2( I)
de la Loi sur les 'Indiens, soft abrogees et
respectivement remplacees par cc qui suit

gelecteur.signifie une personne qUi

--- • 1- 11

S ,c I-6; ch
10 (2' ouppl );
1974.75.76, ch
41;1971.79, ch.
I I; 1986-81.
82.44. ch. 47,
1 10; 1984, ch 4

dticsitufo
„ "elferf

p
a) est inscrite sur une lisle dC- bande. - 1 

r
"

b) a dii-huit ans revolus, et . •
c) n'a pas perdu son droit de vote au);
elections do Is bande;

.enfant. camprend un enfant ne" du
- • -rnariage-ou--hurs—marta-m un enfant

ligalement adopt6, ainsi qu'un enfant
adopt6 scion la coutume indienne..4

gregistrajr,e. designe le fonctionnaire, du
ministe're rtsporrsable du registre des
Indiens et des listcs do bande tenus au
ministers;.

(2) Le paragraphs 2(1) de la metne lot est
modifi6 par insertion, suivant l'ordre alpha-
b4tique, de cc qui suit :
'lisle de bande. tignific une lisle de per-

sonnes tenue en Vertu de Particle 8 par
une bande ou eu minisiare;•

.rcgistrc des Indiens, signifie le itgistrq de
personnes tents en vertu de Particle 51,
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Appircatioa or
certain
-tarrviaicna waft

' ',Indian Register" means the register of
per'sions that is maintained under Section5;,. r •

•
2. Section 4 of the iaidAct,is amended by

striking out subsectioR (2) and'substituttrig___
the followingthegfOr: ' "

"(2) The Governor in Council may by -
proclamation declare that this'Act or any
portion thereof, except sections 5 to 14,3
or sections 37 to 41, shall not apply to
(a) any Indians or any group or tand of
Indians, or ,

.(I) any reserve or any-Arrendered
lands or-any part thereof; " •

, and may by proclamation revoke any such
declaration.

(2,1) For greater certainty, and Without
restricting the generality of subsection (2),
the Governor in Council shall be deeined
to have had the authority to make any
declaration under subsecti6n (2) that he
,has' made in respect or section I I, 12 or
14, or any provision thereof, as caoh sec-
tion or provision read immediately prior to,.. •April 17, 108.5."., t

3. The said Act is further amended by
adding thereto, immediately 'after section' 4
threof, the following'  section:

"4.1 A reference, to an Indian in the
----definitions-ftba-ncri--91ndiart:-moneys'1--and--ra rrerntitro "mentally incompetent Indian" in section

2 or a reference to an Indian in subsection
4(2) or (3), subiection 18(2), section 20,

;Sections 22 to 25; subsection 31(1) or (3),
Subsection 33(4), section section 52,

• subsection 58(-3), subsection 61(1),
'
„seetion

• • 63, section 65, subsecttsuif:'66(2), subsec-
- lion .70(1) or (4), section 71, paragraph

73(g) or (h); subsection 74(4), section 84,
.paragraph 87(a); section 88, subsection
8§(1) cm paragraph '107(6) shall be
deemed to include a retif,ence to .any'
prim who is entitled ro have his name
entered in a Band List Ind .whose name
has been-enterecLt

4

• a

ti •

2. L'article 4 de Ia.1 memeroi est ntoilifii
_ par-retrenchment dt) paragraphs (2) et son
rentplaCement par Oa qui suit :

.(2). Le gouverneur en conscil peut, par
proclamation, 'declarer que•la presente lei,
ou tome' partie de cetle-ci, say(' les articles
5 it 14.3 et 37 A 41, ne,s'applique pas ""-,..• •
a) a des Indiens ou a un groupe ou une
bande-d'Indiens. du • 1
8) & une reserve ou A des terres ciciees,
ou.A...ttne partie y affirenic,

et Petit par proclamation revoquer• toute
' , semblable declaration. '

'.. :
(2.1) Sans qu'en soit limitic In port6e COnnrnution-

*irate du paragraphe (2), ill d ht+re. ,...(tege,',/Zi'd'''d̀ir4.ve
entendu que le gouverneur ,en con 1 est Atetatloion%. ., ..,„
r6imit6 isvoir eu le pouvoir de faire en au .' I r*.:.du paragraphe (2) toute diclaration qu'il,a  fi'•faite a l'igard des articles 11, 12 oti•14 ou'
d'une de leurs dispositions, dans le'ur ver-•
sion precidanrimmediatement lc 17 'avril
1985.0

. .

73-34 Euz. 0I . •- ,•

3. La mime lorest modifite par insertion,
apres ['article 4, ck cc gifi suit :
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"1,

Pouvoir de .
dielarer la toj
in•applicnble

• 1.f, . •

•';'"•P

44.0 La mention d'un Indien dans les Arcatie(.14e
disrosiimmiIndienso ou !Indio mentalement incapa- louslcs

bee® a ['article 2 et cette mention aux zerKni eb re' d'w ne

pAragraphes 4(2) ou (3), au .paragraphe
18(2), ri l'article 20, aux articles 22 II 25,
aux paragraphes 31(1) ou (3), au paragra•
'phe 35(4), A l'article 51, A l'article 52, au
paragraphe 58(3), au paragraphe 61(1), A
Particle 63, A l'article 65, au paragraphe
66(2), aux payagraphest 70(1) ou-(4), A
'['article 71, aux alin6as 73g) au h), au
paragraphe 74(4),.A l'article134,1 l'alin6a
87a), A l'article.88, -au patagraphc 89(1) , •

• ou d'I'alinta 1076) sdit r6put6cs compren"-
dre In mention de touts personne i
droit A ce que son non) sbit consigns dans • I.
une lime de bands et dont Ie norn• y a :‘•
effectivement ite consigni..
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4. Sections 5 to 14 of 'the said Act,.are
repealed and the following 'substituted
therefor:

J•

5, (1) -Om shall be maintained in the ,
DepaftniCitt an Indian Register,. in which
0,1 be recorded the name ofeviiry person
"ho .is entitled to be registered as an

/Indian under.this Act. 
•

(2) The names in the Indian Register
itittncdiaiiely prior to April 17, 1985 shall

nstitutc the Indian Regisieron April 17,
; ,• . •985.

I• ,
(3) The ,Registrar may at any time add

to or delete from 'the Indian Register the .
name of any person who,, in accordance
'with this AO, is entitled ornot entitled, as
;the case'mayin, to have his name included
'in the Indian' Register. •

(4) The Indian Register shall indicate
Ihcilnti ch which each nank was added
t hereto or deleted therefrom*

(5) The name of a person who is enlitled
to be registered is not required to 'bp
recorded in the Indian Register unleis till
application for registration is made to the
Registrar.

. .
6. (I) Subject to section 7; a person is '

entitled to be registered if
(4)—that--persen—was-registered or em
titled to be registered immediately prior
to hpril 17, 1985;
'(b) that person Is a member of 'a body
of persons that has been declared by the
Governor in' Council on -pr after April
1 7, 1985 to be a band for,the purposes
of this Act;

e

..C. 21 • ,
;•4. Les articles 5 a 14 de a meme loi sdnt',; , • alt. art-24;abrogres et remplices par ce ui suit; ;778.79.6. tr., ,

art. 10

aRegiiire des Indie;ts .

5. (1) Est teitu au riiiniiter&un reglitre
des Indiens oa est consigne• le nom de
chaque-persohneayant droit d'être inscrite
comme Indica en vertu de la presente lei.
, •

• ••
(2) Les' noms figurant au tegistre dei' Regiiire des •

Indiens imMediatement avant, le 17 avril '""'"'"'""'1985 constituent le registre des Indices au • .„
.17 avril 1985: ,

Tuttle do
ragittrs

•,(3) Le registraire pout ajouter au•rcirs- Additions ct
!ctranchementsIre des Indiens, ou en retrancher, le nom -

do la personnc qui, aux termes' de la pre:
sente to', a ou n'a pas droit, seism le cas, 4 •
!Inclusion de son nom dan,g ce registre.

r.
‘. 2/.

(4) Le regiitre 'des ;ndique la
date Qu chaque,.nont ete ajoitte ou en;a,
ete revanche.

(5) II n'cst pas requii quo le nom d'Unt
personhe qui a' droll d'etre inscrite
consigne dans/ le' registre..des Iridiens,. a
ntoins.'qu'une domande 6 cette Wei soit'
' presentee au registraire, •

6. ( I) Sous reserve de 114rticie 7, une
' personik a drOit d'etre inscrite si ells rem.
--Plit-une des conditkris-suivantes-:-----:--

(c)- the-fiditia(that person was gmitted
or deleted trim the Indian•Refister, or
froM a band list prior to September 4,
1951, under subparagraph 12(1)(p)(1w),
paeigraph 12(00) ?'r sttbsection h2)" .
or under subparagraph 12(l)(a)(iii) '
pursuant to,rin otder made under. sub. /
sectlim 109(2), as each -provision read
immediately priof to'April 17, 1985, or .\
under any former provision' of this Act

.751

a) elle etait inserite ou'avait droit do
l'etre immediatemenutaivant le 17 avril
1985;', •
b) elk est,mcmbre d'On 'groupe de per-
sonncs declare par to $ouverneur en con.
sell iapres le 16 avail 1985 4tre tine'
t).ande pour l'applie tion de la pres7Me.
Poi; ,• •

son,nom a 6,t omis ou reiranclie du
registre des jMiens ou, avant le 4 sep-
tembre 19,S ̀l, dune liste de bank en ;
vertu rte'sousYaliried• 12(I)a)(iv),
l'atinea/12(1)6You du paragraphe 12(2)'
ou etV soaS'alinea 12(1)y)(iii)
conformement a une ordonhanee prise •
en vertu.'clo paratrapbc. 109(2), 'dans
• ,lour versidn pr6e6fiatit immediAment

Dole du
ctAngemeni,

Dam ode

Pqmonnts avant
droll a

....... ..... . • ••••,
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relating to the same subject...matter
any'

,as
f those provisions; ,

(d) the rtaMe of,that person was omit-
ted or deleted Nit the'Indlan Registel,/
or (Om a band list prior to Septenpert l;
.1951, under sUbparagrafkh 12(1)(4)00 1,
pursuant to. an order made under sub-

.X section 109(1); 'as each-.Proyitiovread
immediately prior to April '17,1985, or
under any- former.'provisiun of this Act
relating 'to the same subject-matter as
any  those provisions;" '
(e) the name of that person was omitted
or deleted .from the Indian Register, or
from a band list prior to September 4,
1951,
(i) ynde section 13, as it read
immediately rior- to September; 4,
1951, or under fol(mer provision
of this Act relatin 6 the same
subject-matter as that sect'
(ii) under section, III, as if"-r id
immediately prior to July I, 1920,.
under any former provision of this
Act relating to the same, subject-
matter as that section; or

(̀/) Pat person is a person both of,
whose parents are or, if no longer living,.
were at the time of death entitled to be
registered under this section.

(2) Subject to \section 7; a person is
entitled to. be registeredl iitliat perSon_ls,a'
person one of whose parents is or, if no ,
longer living, was at the time of death ,
entitledlo be registered under subsection

•
(3) For the purposes of paragraph OM

, and suilction (2)„
(gLa,person 'who 'was no longer living

-'i:.$1mrnediately Prior to, pril 17, 1.985 but
was at the tidied death entitled to

be registered shall t  deemed to be en-
- -titled to be register „under paragraph

W(a); and .0.-11Z: ..
. 4" .7- •

(I).

0 752
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.. ••-•••••• ••••
le 11 avril 1985, •ou en vrtu de toute
disposition apterieure de.)ta presente foi
portarit sue le 'fame sujet que celui

• d'uni di ces dispositions; . . .
d) slut nom a tie omis ou retranche du
regiitre des Indiens ou, avant le 4 sep-
embre 1951; dune Hite de band; en
vertu du sous-alinia 12(1)9)00 eenfor-

..rnernent a une ordonnance prise en vertu
dta paragraphe 109(1), dans leur version
precedant.,,immediaternent le 17 avril
1985, ou eil:vertu de 'route disposition

•anterieure de la pr(:sente loi portant sur
le *rile sujet ..que celui 'd'Une de ces '
dispositions; .s  •
e) son nom a ete Orris ou retranehi du
regIstre des ,Indiens ou, avant le 4 sep»."
tembre 1951, d'uneliste de bande
(i) soil en vertu de Particle 13, tla as
sa ',version pr6cidant immediatement 'z
le .septemOre 1951.0.ou en. vertu de
toute disposition an)erieure de la. pr6-,
sent's loi portant Sur le mime sujet
que c lui de cet article, • ,
ii sdit en ‘;ertu 11 1,i:fans ,
sa ver lokprecedant immediaternent.
le I" juilleC192Q,ou en vertu dc touts
disposition anterie re. do la prisente
loi portant sur le mime sujet ue.celui
de eel article;'•

J) ses parents ont tous detix droit er4irc
inserits en.vertu du present article ou,
s'ils son' decides, avaient ce,drolt_a la
date di leer deces.

(2) Sous' reserve de ('article 7, une per- '"' idcm
saline a droit d'etre,:inscrite'si l'un de ses
parents a droit d'etre inscrit en vertu du
paragraphe (I) ou, s'il cst decede, avait ce
droit a la-date de son daces;. ,

. (3) PoUr ('application de l'alineatli) et
du paragraphe (2)':, . •• .41..
a) la personn

.,:
e quresf decedee' avant le

17 evril 1985 mais 'qui avail driiiItil'effe
in' rite a la date de son.debis est repu•
t6 avoir droll .d'etre inserite en,vertu de
l' lines (I )a);
I) la personn4-visee aux alineas*(ori,
d) ou e) qui est decedee avant le 17 sort)

• :P  • . . . _

- - -

S

ao
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(b) ay. Person described in paragraphl _
(ow. (4).or (e) who was no long9r

living on April 17, 1985•shall be deern,c1 •
to be entitled -to be registered under thdi
paragraph; , • I•7. (I) The following persons are not

entitled to be registered:
(a) a person who was registered' under-
paragraph 11(1)(J), as it•read immedi—
ately prior to April 17, 1985, or under
any former provision of this Act, relating , ,
to the same stibject-matter as that para-
graph, and whose name was subsequent-
ly omitted or deleted -from the Indian ,
Register under this Act; Qr
(b) a person who is the child of a person

• who was registered of entitled to be
fegistered under paragraph 11(1)(/), as

• it read immediately prior to April 17,
•-: 1985, or under any former provision of

this .Act relating to the same subject- •
matter as that paragraph, and is also the
child of a person who is not entitled to .

• be registered.

(2) Paragraph (1)(a) does not apply in
respect of a female person who was, at any
time prior to being registered under para-
graph 11(1)(/), entitled to be registered
under any other provision of this Act.

Idam . (3) Paragraph (1)(6) does not apply in
respect of the child of a female person who
was, at any time 'prior to being .registered
under Paragraph 11(1)(f), entitled to' be
registered under any other provision Of this
Act._

vend qui

Vend Lists
MnIntain2it In
Department

•-•

• • Band Lists

O. There shall be maintained in accord-
ance with this Act for each band a Band.
List in which shall be entered the name of
every person who is a member of that
band.

9..(I) Until such' time as band
assunies control of its Band List, the Band
List of that 'band shall be maintained in
the Department by the Registrar.

Rd a

A•

C. 27

1985 est repulse avoir droit d'etre ins-
ult; en vertu de ces Arlen. •

90 (I) Les perionnes suiyantes n'ont pas
• droit d'etre inscrites

a) celles qui etaient iriserites in vertu de
1 1(1)/),• dans sa version prece-

dent irnmediatement le 19 avril 1985, ou
en vertu de toute disposition anterieure
de, la •presente loi portent stir le meme
.sujet'que eelui, de eel allne-a, et dont le
nom a ult4rieurement sts •omis ou
revanche du registre des Indiens en
vertu de la presente loi;
6) celles qui sont les enfants d'une per-
sonne,qui etail inscrite ou avait droit de
l'etre •en vertu de,l'alinea 1 1(1)J), dans
:sa version precedant immediatement le

17 avril 1985, ou en vertu de toute
disposition' anterieure de la presente loi
portant stir Ie mew sujet que cclui de
cet alinea, et qui sont egalement les
enfants d'une personne qui n'a pas droit
d'etre inscrite.

(2) L'alinea (1)a) ne' s'applique pas 'A
unp.,..perSonne de sette ferninin qui, avant
qu'elle ne soil inscrite en vertu de l'alinea
1 1(1)j). avait droit d'etre inscrite en vertu
de toute autre dispdsition de Ia presente
Ipi. •

(3) L'alinea (1)6) ne s'applique pas
I'enfant d'une personne de sette Jeminin
qui; avant qu'elle ne soil inscrite en vertu
do l'alinea )J), avail droit (Petro ins-
crite en vertu de tonic autre disposition de
la presente loi,

• •
Lines de bande

8. Est tenuc conformement a la pre-
sente lisle de cheque bandc est
consigns. le nom de cheque personne qui en•est membre.

•

9. (I) Jusqul ce que Ia bande assume
• Is respansabilite .de sa lisle, celle-ci est

tepue au ministere par le registraire.
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Eaisting Band • (2) The names in a Band List of a bandLists
immediately prior to April 17. 1985 shall
constitute the and List of that band on
April 17; 1985.

(3) The'Registrar may at any tim&add
to or delete froM a Band List maintained
in the Department the name of any person
who, in accordance ,with this Act, is en-
titled or not entitled, as the case may be,
to hairs his name included iii that List.
(4) A Band List maintatned ;In the
Department shall indicate the date on
'which' each name, was added -thereto or
deleted therefrom,

(5) The name of a pers6h.who is entitled
to have his name entered in a Band List ,

• maintained in the Department is not
required to be entered therein unless an
application for entry therein is made to the
Registrar. •

110. (1) A band 'may assume 'control of
its own membership if it 'establishes mem-
bership rules for itself in writing in accord-
ance with this section and if, alter the
band has given appropriate notice of its
intention. to assume control of its. own
membership, a majority of the electors of
the band gives its consent (o the band's'
cOntrol of its own membership."

(2) A band play, pursuant to 'the con-
sent of a majtity of the electors of the
band, •
(a) , after it has given appropriate notice
of its intention to do so, establish mem-
bership rules for itself; and
,(b) provide for a mechanism for review-
ing decisions on membership. '

. .(3) Where the council of a band makes
a by-law under paragraph 81(1)(:.4)
bringing this subsection into effect in
respect of the band, the consents required
under. subsections (I) and (2) shall be
given by a majority 'of the members of the
band who are of the- full'age of eighteen
years.

(4) Membership rules established by a
band under this section may not deprive
any person who had the right: to, have. his '

u.

Indian 33.34 But. 00

(2) Les ndms figurant a une lisle d'une
bande immediatement avant le 17 avid
1985 constituent la liste_de cette bande au
17-6'1.11 1985. . -

(3) .Le registraire peut ajouter A OW
late de bande tenue au ministere, ou -eri
retrancher, lelom dela personne qui., Aux l•
terrnes de la Presente loi, - a •ou. n'a paso
droit, salon cas, A 'Inclusion de son nom
dans ;elle liste. . • .1

(4) La liste de bande tenue au minister&
lindique la date o0 chaque nom- y a 06
ajoute ou en a ete retranche.' •

• •

(5) II nest' pas requis que Is 'nom thine
personne qui a droll a ce que celui-ci soit
consigns dans une lisle de bande tenue au
ministere y soil consigns qu'unc
demande a cat 'effet soil presentee au
registraire..

' 10. (1) Latande peut decider de l'ap-
partenance a ses effectifs si elle en fixe les
regles par ecrit conformement au present
article et si, apes qu'elle a donne un avis
convenable de son intention de decider de
cello appartenance, elle y est autorisee par
la majorite de ses electeurs.

(2) La bande peut, avec I'autorisation de
Ia majority de ses electeuri
a) aprek avoir donne tin avis convenable

. de son intention de ce faire, fixer les
regles d'appartenancei ses cffectifs:
.b) prevoir une 'procedure de-revision des
decisions portant sur l'appartefiance
'ses effeetifs. .

(3) Lorsque le conseil d'une bande eta-
bat un statut administratif en vertu de
Panda 81(I)p.4) mettant en viguebr .le
present paragraphs a regard d'une bande,
l'agtorisation require en vertti des.pAragra-
phes (1) et. (2) dolt etre dont* .par-,la
majority des membres de Ia bande
'dix-huit ens reyolus. •

-(4) Les regles d'appartenancc kts i  par
lrne bande en vertu du present article ne
peuvent, privet quiconque avflit droll ce 

.

. ,
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name entered in the 'band List for that
band, immediately prior to the time the '
rules were established, of the right to have
his name so entered by reason only of a'
situation that existed or an action that was
taken before the rules came into force.

(5) For greater certainty, subsection (4)
applies In respect of -a person who was
entitled to have his name entered in the
Band List under paragraph 11(1)(r)
immediately before the band assumed con-
trol of the Band List if that person' does
not subsequently cease to be entitled to
have his name entered in the Band List.

- •
(6) Where the conditions set out in sub-;

section (I) have been met with respect to a
band, the council of the band shall forth-
with giye notice to the Minister in writing
that the band is assuming control of its
own membership and shall provide the
Minister with a copy of* the membership
rules for the band.

(7) On receipt of a notice from.. the'
council of a band under subsection (6), the
Minister shall, if the conditions set out in
subsection (1) have been complied with,
forthwith

.

C. r

qua son nom soft consigne-dans la lisle de
bande. immediatement avant la fixftion
des regles du droit ce que son nom y soil
consigne en raison uniquement d'un fait ou
dune mesure antErieurs d leur prise
d'effet.

(5) lII deMeuree eniendu que le' paragra-
elphe (4) s'applique a Ia personne qui avait
droit g ce que son nom soh consigne dans-
la lisle de bande en' vertu de l'alinia
1 1(1 )c) immediaternent avant: que
n'assume la4eiponsabilite de Ia tenue di,

_ sa lisle si elle ne cesse pas ulterieurement
d'avoir droit cc qua 'son' nom y soil
consigne:

(6) tine fois remplies les conditions du
paragraphe ( I), Ic conseil de la bande,
'sans delaii• avise par ecrit le Ministre du

fait que celle-ci decide asoentais de rap-
partenance i.ses effectifs et lui transmet le
texte des regles d;appartenance.

(a) give notice to the band that it has._ ,
control of its own membership; and
(b) direct the Registrar 'to provide the
band with a copy of the Band List main-.
tained in the Department.

(8) Where a band assumes control of its
membership under this section, the mem-
bership rules established by the band shall
have effect from the-. -day orf which notice is
given' to the Minister Rder subsection (6)(
and any additions to or deletions frorbathe
Band List of the Mid by the Registrar on
or after that day are of no eff t unless
they are in accordance with). e member-
ship rules established by th 'band, •

(9) A band shall aintain its Own,Bane
List from the dal on which a copyeof,the-
Band List Is received, by the band under., -
paragraph (7)(b), and, subject to section

va-

(7) Surreception de l'avis du conscil de
bande prOu au paragraphe (p), Ic Minis-
Ire, sans alai, s fl consiate que les condi-,
tiOns prevues au paragraphe- (I) sont
remplies
a) avise la bande qu'elle decide &set..
mats de l'appartenanee iS ses effectifs; •
6) ordonne au registiare de transmet-
tre a la bande une co)ole de Ia liste de
bande tenue 1u rninistere,

) A eqmpter de la recep one de rails
(7)6), Ia bantie est revolt-

. sab1 df lento deisalistei Sous reserve
},,~de rani* 13.2, le truniiierei a fc mpter de
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(8) Lorsque /a bande decide de l'appar-
let-lance é ses effectifs ep vertu (Ili present

regles d'ajapartenance .fixees par
Celle ci entrent.en vigueur a coMpter de Ia

vertu dif.paragaphe (6); les..a. ditions ou
date oil ),,'avis Ministte a et donne cn

retranehements•'de la liste d1 la bande
effectues par le registrejre. aprO wit date
ne sont valides que ;ertectues
tconforrnement aux reglold/apirenance.
fixies.par la bande.

i
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13.2, the Deparament'sball have no further
responsibility with respect to that Band
List from that dale.

(10) A band may at any time add to or
delete fronf.a Band List maintained by it
the name of any 'Person who, in accordance
with' the membership rules of the .band, is
entitled or not entitled, as the case may be,
to,have his name included in.that

(11) A Ilind List maintained by a band
shall indicate th'e date on which each name
was added thereto or deleted therefrom.

11. (l ).Commencing on-April 17, 1985,
a , person is entitled to have his name
entered in a Band List maintained in the
Department for a band if
(a) the name of that person was entered
in the Band List for that band, or that
person was entitled 'to have his name
entered, in the Band List for that band,
immediately, prior to April 17, 1985;
(b) that pergon is entitled to be regis-
tered under paragraph 6(1)(b) as a
member of that band; 1
(c) that person is entitled to be regis-
tered under paragraph 6(1)(c) and
ceased to be a member of that band by
reason of the circumstances set out in
that paragraph; or
(d) that person was born on or after
April 17, 1985 and .is entitled to be
registered under paragraph 6(1)(f) and
both parents of that person are entitled
to have their names entered in the Band
List or, if no longer living, were at the
time of death:j'entilled_to have their
names entered in the Band List.

(2) Commencing on the day that is two
years after the day that an Act entitled An
At: to amend the Indian Ad, introduced
in the House of Commons on February 28,
1985, is assented to, or on such earlier day
as may be agreed to under section 13.1,
where a band does not have control of its
Band ,List under this Act, a person is
entitled tD have his name entered in a
Band List maintained in the ,Department
for the band
• q

•,
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cette date, est ape de route responsabi-
HO a regard de cette lisle.

.(10)•La bande peut ajopter •A la.liste 'de
bande 'tenue' par elle, ou en retrancher, le.
nom 4; la personne qui, '44 tertoct des
ragles d'appartenance4e la bande, a ou n'a
pas droit; scion le cas, rinchislon de son
nom dans la liste.

(11) La lisle de bande venue par celle-ci
indique ,la date oil chaque nom y a ate
ajoute ou en a ate retranche.

1 th. (1) A cOmpter du .17 avril 1985, une
personne a droit a •ce que son nom soil
consigne dans .une liste de bande tenue
pour cette detniare ministere si elle
remplit unedes:cOnditions suivantes
a) son nom a ate consigne .dans eerie
lisle, ou -elle avait'droit a. ce quit le.solt
initnediatement avant le 17 avril 1985;
b) elle a droit d'être inscritc en vertu de
Ib'aanlidcnea 6( 1)b) comma membre de cette

r) eIIF a droit d'être inscriie en vertu de
6(1)c) 'et a ccsse. d'atre, un

membre de cette bande en raison des
circonsi ces prevues a cct alinea; '
d) clic es nee apres le 16 avril 1985 et
a droit d'etr inscritc en vertu de rafinia
6( l)n et ses rents ont teusdeua droll
ce que Jeur n m soil consigne dans la

lisle de ,bande , s'ils soot deeds,
avaienl ce droll a la-date de !cur (feces.

A

°

(2) A coMpter \fu jour qui suit de deux
ans le jour oil Ja loi intifulee Lai modifiant
la 4o1 Mg les Indiens, deposes a la Chan•
bre des communes le 28 fevrier 1985, a
rep la sanction royale ou de la date ante,
awe choisie 'en vertu de rarticle 13.1,
Iorsque Is bande n'a pas Is responsabilite
de Is tenue de sa lisle prevue a la.'Presente
lot, une personne a droll a.aqueson nom
soil consignedus la liste -de bande term
au ministere pour cette derniere '

-
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(a) if that-persd4 is entitled to be regis:
tercel tinder paragraph 6(•I)(d)- or (e)
and ceasedjo be a member of.that band
by reason of thi cfraiffistantes set out in
that paragraph; Or
(b) if that person is entitled to be regis-
tered "under .paragraph 6(I)(/)-or sub-
section 6(2) and a parent referred to In
that provision is -entitled to liave..his
name entered in the Band List or, if no
longer living, was at 'the time or. death
entitled tci haatils name entered in the
Band List.

(3) For the purposes of paragraph.
(1)(d) and subsection (2), a person whose
name was omitted or deleted from the
Indian Register or a band list in the cir-
cumstances set Out 'in paragraph 6(1)(c),
(d) or (e) who was no longer Hying oh the
first day on which he would otherWise be
entitled to have his name entered in the
Band List of ilie" band of,which he ceased
to .be a member shall be deemed to be
entitled to have his name so entered.

(4) Where •a band amalgamates with
another band or is divided so as to Consti-
tute new bands, any person who would
otherwise have been entitled to have his
name entered in the Band List of that
band under this section is entitled to have
his name entered in the Band List of the
amalgamated band or the new band lo
which helm the closest family tie's, as the
ease may be.

• • t
12. Commencing on theday that is two

nycars after the day that an Act entitled An
Act to amend the Indian Act, introduced
in the House of Commons on February .28,
1985, is assented to, or on such earlier day
as may be agreed to under section 13.1,
any person who ••
(a). is entitled to In registered tinder
section 6, but is not entitled to -hive his,
name entered in the Band List main-
tained in the Department under section
1 1!!tr •
(6) is a member of another band,

is entitled to have his name entered
,
in the

Band List: maintained in the Department

. • .
C. 29

,..- a). soil si ells a droit d'etre inscrite en
vertu des Linda 6(1)d) ou e) et qu'elle
a cesse d'etre un membre de ja bande en
raison des circonstances.pievues
.deses alinea. s; •
b) soil sl'elle a droit d'etre inseriteen

.vertu de l'alinea 6(I)f) ou'du paragra-
phe 6(2) et qu'un de ses parentsr,vists a
l'une de ces dispositions a droit a ce que
son' nom soil consign6 dans la lisle de

.',6ande•OU, est d6c6c16, avait ce droit a
Ia date de son dices.

. (3) Pour l'application de l'alinea (I)d)
et du paragraphe (2). la personne dont lc
nom a 616 orris ou retranch6 du registre
des •Andiens ou d'une lisle de bande dant

• Jes eircortitanees, prevues • ati-a Minas
6( I )c),:c1).ou e)•et qui est decedee avant Ic
premier jour oa elle ataequii le droit a•ce
que min nom Solt consigne dans Ia lisle de
bande dont elle a case d'etre membre est
reputee avoir driiit A cc que'son nom y soil
consigne.

(4) Lorsqu'une ban& lysionfie avec tine
autre ou qu'elle cat divisee.potr former de
nouvelles bandes, route personne qui aurait
par ailleurs eu droit a ce que son nom soil
consign6 dans la (lite dela bande cn vertu
du present article a droit a ce que son nom
.soit consigne dans Ia lisle de la bande issue

fusion ou de. celle de la nouvelle
"bande a regard de laquelle ses liens fami-

' 11:10x sont les plus itroits, •

fa. A conipter du jour 4iti suit de deux
ails le jour o t Ia loi intitulie Lot ntodiflattr

• la* Lot sur les Indlens, deposte a Ia Chant.
bre des ccistrImuites le 28 *reviler 1985, a
recu la sanction royale ou de la dale ante-
rieure choisie en vertu de l'articlecj 3.1, la
perionne qu!,
a) soil a droit d'etre ins(rite en vertu dc

. l'articli..6 sans avoir droll a ce 'que son
nom soil consign6 dans tine liste de
bande tenue au ministtre en vertu de

„rankle
b) soil est membre d'utie autre bande,

a droit tt ce que son nom soil consign6 dans•
ja lisle bande tenue au mitilsOre
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Indleta';.

for a band if the council of the admitting
band consents. •

113, Notwithstanding sections I 1 and
1 2, no person is entitled to have his name
entered at the same time in more than one
Band List maintajned in the DepartMent.
13.9 (I) A band may; at any time prior

to the day that is tWojears after the day
that an Act entitled Ah Act to amend the
Indian Act, introduced, in the House
Commons on February 28, 1985, is assent-
ed to, decide' to leave the control of its

. Band List with the Department if a
majority of the electors of the band gives
its consent to that decision.

(2) Where a band decides .to leave the
control of its Band List with the Depart.
ment under subsection (•l), the council of
the band shall forthwith give notice to the
Minister in writing to that effect.
(3) Notwithstanding a decision under

subsection (I), a band may, at any time
after that decision is taken, assume control
of its Band List under section 10.

13.2 (I) A band may, at any time after
assuming control of its Band List under
section 10, decide to return control of the
Band List to the-Department if a majority
of the electors of thc1band gives its consent
to that decision.

(2) Where a band decides 'to return
control tit its Band List to the Department
under stbsection (I), the cdunell of the
band, shall forthwitb.give notice to the,
Minister in writing effect.and shall
provide the Minister with a•copy of the
Band List and a copy-of all the member.
ship 'rules that were established by' the
band under subsection, 10(2) while ‘the
band maintained-its.owet Band- List, '
/ (3) Where a notice given under'sub-
section (2) in respect of a Baud List, the
maintenance of that Band List shall be the
responsibility of the Department front the
date on which the notice is 'received' and,
from that time ttie ;Band List shall, be •
Maintained in accordance with the:inem•

rbership rules 'set out in section II. ,r.

,•4 1;

pour cette derniare si le iebbseil de la bande
qui l'admet en Pr sein yconsent.
. 93. Par derogatiOniux. articles 11 et 12,
nul droit a ce que son nom soil consi.
fine en s meme temps dans plus d'une lisle
de bande tenue au ministate.

13.4 (I) One bande pew, avant le jour
qui suit de deux Pin) le jour oat Is loi
intitulee ./4,1—mod(fihnt la Lours:
lndiens, deposee a la 7Chambre des corn-
munei le 28 'Wrier 1985, a recu•la sane-'
lion royale, decidcy de laisserlaTerPonsa-
bilite de In tenue de sa lisle au Ministate a
condition d'y etre autbrisee par la majoriie
de ses elecieurs,

(2) Si la bande decide de laisser,
.'responsabilite de Ia tenue dc sa liste au
ministate en vertu du paragraphe (I), le
conseil de la bank sans (Mai, avisc par
&tit le Ministre de la decision.

(3) Malgre la decision visee au para.gry.
phe (1), Ia bande peut, cn tout temps antes
cette decision,,assumer In responsabilite de
Ia tenue do sa lisle en vertu de Particle' 10.

113.2 (1) La bandy peat, en tout temps
apt& avoir assume la responsabilite de la
fermi de sa liste en vertu de I'articic 10,
decider d'en temente la responsabilite au
ministere A condition d'y etre autorisee par
la majorite de ses electeurs.

(2) Lorsque la bande decide dc rerneurc
la responsabilite de la tenue de sa lisle flu
ministate en vertu d, paragraphe (I), Ic
conseil de Is. bande, sans alai, avise par
ierit le Ministre de Ia decision ei lui trans-
met une.copic de Ia lisle et le tex'te des
raglcs d'appartenance fixies par la bande
conforinement au paragraphe 10(2).pen-
dant qu'elle assumait Ia responsabilite de
-la !emit de sa lisle,

,., (3) LOrsqu'est donne l'avis prevu au
paragraphe (2) a regard d'une Hite de
bande, la tenue de vie acrniere devient Ia
responsibility du minIstere A compter.de la
date de reception de l'avis. Elle est tenue,a
compeer de cette date, conformeMent aux
regleo d'appartenance prevues.
Particle 11,

958 •
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833 A person is entitled to have his
name entered in a Band List maintained in
the Departmerit purauant, to section 13.2 if -
the(' person wàs entitled to have his name
entered, and his name was entered, in the,.''
Band List immediately before a copy oritl;›..
was provided to the Minister under subsec-
tion 13.2(2), whether or not that person is ...
also entitled to have his name entered-in
the Band List 'under section 11.

t,
Notice of U rod Lists'

•
14. (1) Within one month after the day

an . Act entitled An Act to amend the
Indian Act, introducc4 in the Flouse of
Commons on February '28, 1985, is assent-

, dut, the Registrarshall provide the cnun-
çil of each band with a copy of the Band •
List for the band as it 'stood immediately
pribrto that day.

tonie • (2) Where a Band List is maintained byaddationt and •
Maanti •the Detiaeinent, the Registrar shall, at

least once 'every two months after a copy
of the Band List is provided fa-the council• ..
of a !sand under-subsection (1), ,rovide the

, council of the "band .with a list of the
additions to or deletions from the Band
1.ist not included ilia list' previously pro-
vided under this subsèction.

• 
(3) The council of each band shall,.

forthwith on receiving a copy of the Band
' List under subsection (I), or a list of•addi-

tions to and deletions. from its Band List
under subsection (2), post the'copy or the
liSt, as the case may be, in a conspicuous
plaed do thc.reserve of the band,

e

•

Inquiries
orlating Io
Indian Regisler
or Rand Lista' "

Inquiries

14.1 The Registrar shall, on inquiry
from any person who believes that he or
any person he represents is entitled to have
his name included in 'the Indian Register. 
or Band List maintained in the Depart-
ment, indicate to the person flaking the
inqyiry whither 'or not that name is
included theréin.

759

•
113.3 'il ne persônne à ce que son

nom soit consigné dans une liste de bande
.. tenue par le ministère en vertu de l'article

1 3.2 si elle at'ait droit à ce cge son nom
!usoil consigné Liens cette liste ét qu'il y a

effectivement été consigné, immédiate.
_ ment ayant *qu'une copie en soit transmise
yu Ministre en vertu du •paragraphe:
13.2(2). que ,cette personne 'ait ou non
droit à ce que sonrnom soirconsigné dans
cette liste en vertu de l'article 1 I.

g."

Affichae.c4s listes de bande

14. (I) Ati plus tard un mois •après la
date où là loi intitulée Loi tnoiliflant la
Loi sur les Indiens, déposée à la Chambre
des communes le 28 février 1985, a reçu 'la
sanction royale, le registraire. transmetigu.
conseil de. ,chaque bande une copie de la
liste de la bande dans son état précédant
immédiatement cette date. • • '

(2) Si la liste de bande est tenue au
ministère, le registraire, au moins une fois'
tous les deux mois après la transmission
prévue au paragraphe (1 )d'une copie de la
liste au conseil de la badde, transmet à ce
dernier une liste des additions'i la liste et
des retranchements de celle-ci non compris
dans une liste antérieure transmise en
vertu du présent paragraphe.

(3) Le conseil, de 'chaque bande, dès
qu'il reçoit copie de la liste de bande
prévue au paragraphe (1) ou la liste des
additions et des retranchements prévue,au
paragraphe (2), affiche la copie ou la liste,
selon le cas, en un lieu bien en évidence,
dans le réserve de la bande.

Demandes

14.1 Le registraire, à la demande de
toute personne .qui croit qu'elle-méme ou
que la personne qu'elle représente a droit.à
l'inclusion de son nom dans le registre des
Indiens ou une liste de bande tenue au

e-sans délai à l'auteur de
la demande si ce nom y eat inclus ou non.

.
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Protests

(i) A protest may be made 'in
respect or the incluSion or addition of the
natte of a person in, or the omission or
deletion Of the name of a person from, the
Indian egister,, or a Band List Mein»
tained n the Depariment, evithin three
years fter the inclfiSion or addition, or
omissi n or.deletion; as the 'case may be,
by not in tyriting to the Registrer, con-
totning a brief statement of the grounds
thereM.

•(2) A protest may be made under ihis
section In respect of the,' Band List of a
band b) the council of the band, eny
member of the band or the person in
respect" of whose dame the protest is made
or his representative.

(3): A protest may be. made under this
section in respect of the Indian Regiiter by
the Person in respect of whose name the
protest is made or his representative. •

(4) The onus of establishing the'grounds
of a protest under ihis section lies on the
person making the protest.

(5) Where a protest is made to the
Registrar under this section, he shall tause
an invesligation' to be made into the
'matter and render a dccision.

(6) For the purposes of section, the
Registrar may' receive such evidente on

,.path, on affidavit or.in any other mariner,
whether :or not admissible ih a .court of
law, as ;in his discretion he sees ni or
deems just.

• •

••-eq.•••

Preuve

Dbeition finale
(7),SUbject to section 14.3, the decision

of the Registrer -under subsection
final and conclusive.

.14.3 (I) Within six donths after the
Registrer renders a decision on a protest
under section 14.2,
(a)r in the case of a protest in respect of .
the Band List of a band, 'the council of
the band, the person by whomIthe`pro»,
teet kvas made,:or the person In respect

4

Proteriagiam

114. (i) Ilne•prote,siation peut etre for-
matet, par avis ecrit.au registraire senter-

, mant un brer expose des motifs invoques,
contre rinclusion ou raddition du nom
dune persongie dans le registre des Indiens
ou tine liste de bande tenue au ministereou contre romission bu le retranchement
de son nom de .ce registre ou d'Une telle
liste dans les trols ans suivant solt rinclu»
sion roti radditioni solt tomission ou le
retranehement.•

. • ..(2) One protestation petit etse formulee
en vertu du present article å Vegard d'une
'liste de bande par le conseil de celle
bande, un membre .de celle-ci oil la per.'
sonne dont le nom fait robjet de la protes.
tation ou son representant.

(3) Une protestation pent etre («ruke
en vertu du •present article, å l'6gard du
registre des Indiens par la personne dont le
nom fait I'objet de la.proteStation op son
reP.r6sentaAt.

(4) La personnequi formule la protesta-
tion pr6vue au' pr6sent arritle a la charge
d'en prouver le bien-fond6.

(5) Lorsqu'une protestation lui est
adress6e en vertu du pr6sent articie, le
registraire fait tenk une enquete sur la
queition et rend une decision,
(6) bur ['application du present article,

le registraire peut recevoir toure preuve
presentee sous serment, sous declaration
sous serment ou autrernent, si celui-ci, å
son appreciation, restirne indiquee ou
6quitable, qtie celle preuve solt 9u Ron
admissible devant les tribuneux.. •••. 
(7) Sous'reserve de l'artieie 14.3 la deci-„

• mon du registraire visk au paragraphe (5)
est finale et perempioire.

,I4.3 (I) Dans les six mols 'suivani , la AMIdate de la decision du registraire sur une
protestation prevue å rarticie I :
a) salt,.s'ilJ.'8![.k1:une protestation Tor.
[Buke' å regard d'une liste de bande, le

• 'eonseil de. la bande; la personne qul
• formule-la protestation bu la personne

110
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Court

of Whose name the protest was made or
his representative, or
(6) in the case of a protest in respect of.
• the Indian!. Register, the person inII respect of whose ,name the protest was
made or his representative, ' • t •

may, by notice in writing, appeal the deci-
sion to a court referred to in subsection

•
(2) Where an appeal is taken under this

Section, the person who lakes the appeal
forthWith provide'the Registrar with

:a copy of the notice of appeal. "

(3) On receipt of a copy of a notice of.
;appeal under subsection (2), the Registrar•
!shall forthwith file with the court a copy of
ithe; decision being appealed together •with
f all documentary evidence considered • in
'arriving at that decision end any recording
or transcript of any oral proceedings relat-
cd thereto that were held before the
Registrar.

(4) The court may, after hearing an
appeal under this section,
(a) affirm,.vary Or reverse the decision
of the Registrar; or
(b) refer the subject-matter of the
appeal back ,to the Registrar for recon-
sideration or further investigation.

(5) An appeal may be heard under this
section
(a) in the PrOiince of Prince Edward
Island,. the Yukon Territory or the
Northwest Territories, Word .. the
Supreme Court;
(b) in the Province df New Brunswick,
Manitoba, Saskatchewan or Alberta,
before the Court of Quisn's Bench;
(c) in' the, Province of Quebec,. before-
the Superior Court for the district in
which the band is situated or in which
the person who made the protest resides,
or for such other district as the Minister
may designate.; or -
(d) in any other Province, before the
county or district court of the county or
district in, which the band is situated or
in which.the person who made the pro-

ifassesakteaem.f.e,_4Aragle ere
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dont le nom fait l'objet de Ia protesta-
tion ou son representant,
b) soft, s'its'agit d'une protestatioapr-
mujec a regard du registre des Indians,
Ia personne dont le nom a fait l'objet de

• Ia protestation ou son representant,
+Covent, Par.avis Ecrif, intedeter appal de
la acition A la cour visee au paragranhe.
(5). 

• .1-•
(2) Lorscfu'il estinterjete appal en 'vertu capild=rwin,
du present article, l'appelanttransmet sans dri:istral true
dElai au registraire une copie de l'avis •
d'appal•

(3) Sur reception-de •la copie de l'avis
d'appel prEvu au paragraphe (2), to regis-
traire depose sans alai a Ia cour tine copie
de la. decision en appal, toute la preuve
documentaire prise en cOmpte pour la
decision, ainsi que renregistrement ou la
transcription des &bats devant le regis-
traire.

(4) La cour petit, a ('issue de ('audition
de l'appcl prevu au present article :
a) soit confirmer, modifier ou renverser
la decision du registraire;
b) soit renvoyer Ia question en appal au
registraire pour reexamen ou nouvelle
enquetes

(5) L'appel prevu au present article peut
etre entendu
a) dans la pros ince de I'lle-du-Prince-
Edouard, le territoire du Yukbn et les
teretteires du Nord-Ouest, par  Cour
supreme;
b) dans la province du Nouveau-Bruns-
wick, du Manitoba, de la Saskatchewan
QU d'Alberta, par la emir du Banc de Ia
Reine; •
c) dans la province de Quebec, pal. Ia
Cour supErieure du district od la bande
.est siiuEe ou dana lequel reside la per-
wane gal a formula la protestation, ou
de tel autre district designe pat le
Ministre; . •
d) dans lee autres provinces, par un
juge de Ia scour de cornte ou de district
du coma ou dur district ot) la bande est

DocuMents a
&poser ills
cove par to
registraire

eecition

Cour
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*test resides, 'or or such county or
district as the Minister maMesignate."

• P9inister rnay

eenstduteneo

bande

• 5. Subsections 15(1) to (4) of the said Act
are repeated .and ,the following substituted ,•
therefor

•
"Payments In Respect of Persons Ceasing to

be Band Members"

6.' (1 Subsection 16(1) ei..the said Act is
repeal

. •
(2i ,Subsection 

 
'16(3) of the„said Act is

repealed. . 
.

7, (I) Subsection 17(1) of the said Act is
repealed . and 'the following substituted
therefoi:

"New Rands

17. (I) Thè.,Minister may, whenever he
considers it "
(a) amalgaruate by`d; vote
of a majority thelé etkétgis, request to
be amalgamated; and
(b) constitute new bands and establish
Band Lists with respect' thereto from
existing Band Lists, off rpm the Indian
Register, if requested to do so by per-
sans proposing to form the new bands,"

• (2) Subsection 17(3) of the said Acris
repealed and the following .'stestituted.
therefor:

No proicst "('3) No p' test may be made under
. section 14.2 in respect of thé deletion from

or the addition to a Band List consequent
on the exercise by the Minister of any of
his powersunder sublection (I)."

•
• , 1

•Z 8. The said j Is furthér amended by
. adding thereto, 1 ediately after sectign.18

... , thereof, the follow; ',section:
Chitdren of "18,1 A rember oT ii band.who resides .9s—t:end rneinbe .

. on the reserve 'Of the band may reside
there iaiih his:cl&'Penderit children or. any .I children of whom he has custody."

. • •,•-

••.:

; •. Indian — ,r.,•.!, .:,...., 

• Isituée ou dans lequel réside la personne,
qui a formulé la protestation,. pu.de tel
autre comté ou district désigné par le
Ministre.o.

5.'Les... paragraphes 15(1) à (4) de la
raille loi sont abrogés et remplacés par cc
(li suit ••• •

33.34 Eitz. 8.8

afaientynts aux perionnes qui cessent d'être
' • membres 4ne,,bandee •

ss.
' 6. (1) Le paragraphe 16(1 Ide la.meme loi
est abrogé.

.(2) Le -paragraphe 16(3) de la même loi ,?
est abrogé:

7. (I) Le paragraphe 17(1) de là inenielkii • —
est abrogé et remplacée  par ce qui suit : '

°Nouvelles bandes

89. (I) t.c Ministre l'eut, lorsqu'il 1;es%
time à propos :
a) fusionner les bandes,qui, par`un vote
majoritaire •de leurs, électeurs, dcinan-
dentla fusion;
b) constitudr de nouvelles bandes et éta- •
blir à leur égard des listes de bande à
partir des listes de bande existantes, ou
du registre des indiens, s'il lui en est, fait '
la demande par des personnes proposant'------- •
la constitution de nouvelles bandes.D

(2) Le paragraphe 17(3) de la mente loi
est abrogé et remplacé par ce qui suit

Constitution de:
nouvelles
Landes parle
Minime .

.:(3) Aucune protestation ne peut titré '-.A,„usuns
formulée en vertu de rartiele. 14.2 4 P`''''•.'''.'">"
l'égard d'un retra bernent d'une liste de . ...„e ,- bande ou d'un ,, ddition à celle-ci qui N." découle dé l'ex piii::e par , le 'Ministre de'
l'un de ses pouvoirs prévus au Parelgraphe
(1).1,

8. La Mme loi est modifiée par inser(iorf,'
après l'article 18, de ce gui suit :

«18.1 Le membre .d'unç bande qui
réside réside sur la réserve de cette dernière peut
y résider avec ses enfants à ehargeoit tout
enfant dont Ba ligardee

762 
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9. (I) Subiections 48(13) and.(14) of the
said Act are repealed.

(2) Subsection 48(16) of the said Act is
repealed and the following substituted
therefor:

"(16) In this section, "child" includes a
child born in or out of wedlock; i legally
adopted child . and a child adopted. ip

; accordance with Indian custom."'

18. (J) Section- 64-of the said' Act
renumbered as subsection 64(1). •

• . . •`.. C. 27 so, 15 .

9. (I) Les' paregraphes 48(13) et (14) de, ,
Ia meme loi sent abroges,

(2) Le paragraphe 48(16) de Ia meme Ioi -
est abroge et remplace par ce qui suit

.(16) Au present article, .enfilecorn-
prend tin enfant ne du ma ge ou hors
manage, un enfant legalemeneadopte et
tin enfant adopte conformement aua cou-

, fumes indiennes.. . .

is ' (I) Le riurnero d'articie 63.del a-natme
loi est remplace par le,riumerolde Raragraphe
64(1).

(2) Section 64 ,$).f, the said Act is further
amended by adding' thereto The following•
'subsection:

The Minister -may make expendi-
*tureg out of the capital moneys of A band

in accordance with by-laws made pursuit
:to paragraph 8l (1)(p.3) for, the purpose of
making payments to any person whose
name was deleted from the Band• List of,
the band in ah amount nat exceeding .one
per capita share of the capital moneys."

(2) L'article 64 de la Faille loi est modifie
:?:par adjonction de ce qui suit

.(2) I.e Ministre pout effectuer des
depenses,sur les deniers au vimpte de capi-
tal dune bande conformement Aka statues
administratifs etablis en vertu de l'alinea.
81(I)p.3) en, vue',cle fain des paidmehtt
toute personne 4p.nt Ic nom a ate ietr.a,nche
de In liste de la;'bande .pour unIpantant
n'exadant pas une part per capita des
deniers au ompte de capital..

' It. The said Act is further amended by .11. La meme loi est Atoditiee par ipser-,,
adding thereto,' immediately after section 64. .0.0; apr'es Particle 64, de ce qui suit.t hereof, the following section: ' , ;.

• .
"64.1 (I) A person who has received an

amount that exceeds one thousand. dollars
under paragraph i 5(I)(a), as, jt read
immediately 'prick to April 17, 1985, or
under .any former prOvision of this Act
relating to the same subjeot-matter as that
paragraph, by reamon of ceasing to be•a.

.inernber of a band i  the circumstances set '
out in paragraph 6(I)(c), (d) or (e) is not
entitled to reeeive an.amount under para-
graph 64(1)(a) until such time as the
aggregate of all amounts that he.it)auld,
but for this subsection, have reeel44,
under paragraph 64(I)(a) is equal to the
amount by which the amount that he.,
received under paragraph 15(1)(a), as it
read immediately prior to April 17; '1985,

\ or under any former provision or this Act
\relating to the same subject-matter as that

92122--1 • \

1,63

.64.1 (I) Une personne qui a re0 on
montant superieur a mule dollar's cn vertu*
de l'alinea 15(1)x), dans sayersion prece-
dent immeciiatement le 17 avril 1985, ou
en verni'de toute disposition anterieure de
Ia presente Ioi' portant stir to meme sujet
qua celui de, cat alin6a, du- fait qu'elle a
cess,eOtre mernbrc d'une bande dans les
cfrOnstances prevues aux alineas 6(1)c).

ou e) n'a 'pas droit de recdoir de mon-
tant en vertu dc l'alinta 64(t)a) jusqu'a ce
que le total de tousles montants qu'elle
aurait reos. en vertu de ralrnea 64(l)a),
n'eGt ite le present paragraphe, egale la
pirt du.montant qu'elle a resu en vertu de

15(1)4 dans sa Version precedent
imniedjetement le 17 avri1 ,1985, ou en
vertu &Louie-disposition anterjeure de Ia
prsente loi•Orrarit sue le men* sujet que

• • .
• 4

'11

4,
Difinition aE
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Ins denier.. no
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Regulations

'dent

Maintenance of
dclundanli

• ..,

paragraph, exceeds one thous dollars,
together with any interest thereon.

-(4 Where the.councit of a band makes
a by-law- under paragraph 81(1)(pA)
bringing this subsection 'into effect,. a •
person who has received an ..amount•that
exceeds one thousand dollar's under pare-
graph 15(1)(a), as it read immediately* -
prior to. April 17, 1985, or under any
former provision of this Act relating to the
sante atibjest:rriatter as that paragraph, by
reason of eeasing, to be a member of the '•
band in`theeircumstances set out in
graph 6(1)(c), (4) or (e) is not entitled lç
receive any benefit afforded to members 514
the band as finfiaaiditafs as a result of the
expenditure of Indlea,noneys under paella ,
graphs 64(1)(b) to (k), subsection 66(1)4
subsection 69(1) until th`eaarpount by
which the amount so received execaeds one
thou'sand dollars, together with any Inadr-
est thereon, has been repaid to the band.saa„,

(3) The Governor in Council may make
regulations prescribing the manner of
determining interest for the purpose of
subsections (I) and (2)."

12. Section 66 of the said Act is amended
by adding thekto, immediately after subsec-
tion (2) thereof, the following subsection:

"(2,1) The Minister may make expen-
ditures out ,L the revenue moneys or, a
'band in accordance with by-laws made
pursuant to ,paragraPh 81(1)(p.3) for the
purpose.,offriaking payments to any person
whose name was .deleted front the Band
List of the . and in an amount not enceed-
ing one Pir capita share of the .revenue
Moneys."' '

13, Section 68 of the said Act is repealed
and the following substituted therefor:

"68, Where the Minister is satisfied
that an Indian a •

• •

(a) has desert ea his spouse or family
Without sufficient'Cause, ,‘ • •
(b) has conducted himself 'in such a
manner as to. justify ,the refusaLof -his

. spouse or family Co live With hifri•;aeraa a_ vivre ree':lui; ou '
• a,-,,

7e4s., •

•

F.

celul d ce paragraphe, en ex,cedint de
mile dollars, -y compris lea nterets. •-.. .
(2) Lorique le conseil d'une tiande eta-

blit des statuts administratifs in.vertu de
l'alinea *41(1)p.4) mettant en vigueur le
present paragraphe, laTersonne qui a regu
un moment superieur a' mUle dcillars en
vertu fit l'alinea 15(1)a) dans sa v.ersion.
preofdant immediatement ie 17 avril 1985,
oti en vertu de toute eutre disposition ante-,
rieure de .1a presente Ioi portant sue le
meme sujet que eelui de cet alin6a, parce

cesse &etre membre de la bande
daps les circonstances prevues.aux alineas
6(I)c); d) ou e)-n'a droit de receVoir aucun
des avantages offerts aux membres de la
bande a titre individuel resultant de lai
depense de deniers des Indiens au litre des-"..,
alineas 64(1)6) a k), du paragraphe 66(1) ' •
ou du' paragraphe 69(1) jusqu'a ye que
l'excedent du montant ainsi reeu sur mill; •
dollars, y compris Mier& SUP celui-ci, ait •

rembours6 a la bande.

, .*. (3) Le gouverneur en conseil peut pren-
dre des regiments prevoyant la facon de
deterMiner les intents pour fapplication
des paragraphcs (I) el (2),I

12. L'article 66 de la merne loi est naidifie
par adjonction,,apres le paragraphe (2), de
ce clui suit

.(2.1) Le Ministre peitt effectuer des
depenses sur les derniers de revenu de' la
bande conforMement aux statuts adminis-
tratifs vises 81(l)0) en vue
d'effectuerades paicmcnls a une personne
dont le notn a eta retranche de la .liste 6
bank jusqul concurrence d'un montant
n'excedant pas une part per capita des
fonds de revenu..

13. L'articie 68 *de la meme loi est abroie
et ?emplace par ce qui suit : '". • * -,

1 .68. Lorsque le Miniatre:est'convaineu

IIa'un Indian -.  , •
a) a aha'ndonne ,son .conjoint ou' t a

1 families 'ns raison suffisante,, -
6) s'est Conduit de tam a justifier le

- refus d s'on conjoint ou de sa (entitle de

• -
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(6 has been separated byi-MPirsitmeitt
from ,his spouse and family, I  • • •

the Minister may order that, merits -of ;,/
any, annuity or interest money to which%;‘,
that Indian is erflitlkd shall .tse pplied to
the support of'the spouse & firm ly or both
the spouse and family of that In ian." ,

F1,4 ate separe de son conjoint et 'de sa
par emprisonnement,

ii pet?t ordonner qua les aiements de
rente,s- ou dlinterats auxquel t Indian a
dtoit soient appliques au 'soutie •du con-
joint ou de Ia famille.ou du conjo t et de.
Ia familte dc eedernier,g-

• , _
14, Subs tions.77(1) and (2) id the said . 114..!, Les paragraphes 77(1) et *(2) 'de I

.Act pre repealed, and-the followiin substitut- memo loi 'sont abroges et remPlacts- par' c
ed therefor: • • •N L

.(1) A member of a 14nd who has ,' e77. (I) Un Kembre d'un6 bande, qu 'a-
- ' -attained the age of eighteen/years and 4,/%*- dix-huit ans reVolus reside ordinajret

ordinarily resident 'on the rtve is qualt- .rfaent ,dans la reserve, a qualite pour *ter
' fled to vote for a person no inated,t6 be' en faveur'dione personne presentee, &ohm..
chief of the band and, wqre theyfeServe
for voting purposes consistq or° 6 section,
to vote for persons nominkted as council,
tors,

(2) A member of a hind , ho is of the
_ full age of eighteen year and ,is ordinarily
resident in a section that has .been estab-
lished for voting, purposes is qualified to
vote for a person nominated to be council-7
for to represent that section,"

eandifiat @ poste de chef de Is bap
lorsque JaAeserve, aux fins dliecti
,comgristillAu'une section, pout'
, faveur de personnes presentees au
de conseillers.

e,et,
,n, ,ne
er 'e
past s\I

,(2)-Un Membre d'une bande, q(ei a
hull ans revolus et reside ordin'aire
dans tine section etablie aux fini,Ide
tion, a qualite poor voter en faveur rune
personne presentee au poste de •eonseiller
pour repretenter cettesection.•

13, Section 81 of the said Act i amended 15. •L'article 81 de Ia meme loi, e'st modifie
by adding thereto, immediately a ter Kara- ;par insertion, apres ralinea p), Fle'e qui
graph (p) thereof,,the following paragraphs: suit : . .
"(pi) the residence of band members and •„ 4,4 Ia residence des membres, de la

• bande ou des autres personnes sur la
/ reserve; .

,/ p.2) !'adoption •de mesures relatives, *aux
drolts des' conjoints ou• des enfants qui
resident avec des membres de/la bande
:dins one reserve pour toute inatiird alt
sujet de laquelle le consell pent etablirdes
statuts adminisiratifs a regard des meni-,
bres de Ia bande; •-' . ' ,
p.3), rautorisation du Ministre,n effeetuei•
des paiemenks,stir des deniers au compte
de capital ou des deniers de revenu aux
personnes dont les nbirs oft 1 ,- ranches
de la liste de la bande;

fia

li

other persons on'the reserve; '
(p.2) to provide for the -rights of spouses
and children who reside with meinbers of
the band on the reserve with respect to any
matter in relation .to which the council
may make by-lawsln respect of members
of the band;
(p.3) tosauthorize the Minister to' make
- payments out of capital or revenlie moneys
td' persons whose nam'es 'were deleted from
the Band List 5f theband; - ‘.
(p.4) 'to brinesubsection-40(3)) or 04,1(2).
into effect in respect of the barid;"-- • •

. . - •

13.1 (I) paragraph 81(r) of the said Act
repealed and the followiil substituted

therefor: •1-; •

p.4) la. mise en vigueur des" p giaPhes
10(3) ou 64.1(2) a regard de la,bande;.

•-,.,:15.1 (I) L'alinea 81r) de to merle Ioi est
_ obi:00 el rerroplace par ce qui suit

. 'Ns •
-
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. "(r) the imposition on summary convic.  gr) !Imposition, sur siaglaratioif sommairetidn of a. fine not,excee,ditg one thousand ° d9 culpabilitaod'un'e amende; siexcadant
i 'dollars o),,, irrigirisonment. for a term not • pas•mille dollars ou d'un ernOisonnement. exceeding thirty days; or ,both, for viota. d'au plus trente Airs, ou de l'amende et de• • lion of a byztkwmade under this•teFtion," \ , l'eniprisonnintentkla.fo.0; pattr violation,'''.; •• . d'un statut administratif itabli aux termes

du present article..,

d

• \ •
( );Section n81 ot •Oe said Act is renum.

\ bered as subsection 81(1).•,? •

(3) 'Section .81 of the!said Act is •fuither
amended by adding. thereto the following
 ̀subsections! •

Power to "(2) Where any by-law* of. a band' is
order Where
restrain by . ..

ontravened and a conviction eiirered,,in-
covcUoo 'addition to any other remedy and to, any

penalty imposed by the by-law, the court
in which the conviction has been entered,
and any .court of .competent jvisdIction
thereafter, May mak, an' order prohibiting

. the continuation or repetition of the
offence by the person convicted. A

entered

Power to
restraint)
court action '

Dy•IIIV0S

(elating to
intoxicants

A

•••

(3) Where any•by.law of a band pas'sed'
is contrav hcd, in addition to .any other
¢rrncdyjid to any penalty imposed by the

such contravention may be
cistraitTed by court action at the instance
of the and council" ..., •

• •

(2) 
1..;,̀  •

L'article 81. de Ia rn &sirtnie loi lent le
p 

(3) Virtiele 81 de la mame loi est modifia*
par a'djoncticm dc cc qui suit :

•. • : ..ft‘
4(2) lorsqu'un statut *RImin1Stratif

d'une bande est vioI6 et qu'ime daclaration
de dalpabilita est prononc6e,en plus *de
tout Mitre-- remade.' et-de toute 06'11(6

-imposee par It statut adrninistratif,
bunal•dartilequel.a 616 profioncie
ration' de 99101:414E, et tout tribunal corn-.
*Ott par! la suite, peut rendre une
•ordonnane0 interdikaot•IS continuation00

rap6tition:•de rfnfractiOn par to personne
daclarae coupable. ,

(3) 'Lorsqu'Un statut adniinistfalif O'unc
bande est, viola, cn plus de tout autre
remade et deloute *ante iMposEe par lc •,
statut administratif, cette violation petit -•atre refr6nfie par vq9 action, en ju. slice d la •
dema.nde du conseiree bande..

f•Poutroir cle\
prengrf une,
ordurifitancq

• et.,1
• ' •

• (' ••."-

•

•

16.. T egaid Act is. further aniended by 16. Lti marne loi est modifiée par inscr •-adding t ereto, immediately after section 85 lion, apras l'artiele 85, de cc qui ailthereof, t following section: • .,
 .

• "85, -(1) Subject to subsection (2). the
council of* band may make by-laws
(a) prohibiting the sale, barter„, Suptily
or_ tnanufacturc of intoxicants on the
rose
(0)

- ifltt
'•

rye of the band:
prohibiting* any person froi-n being
icated'On the reserve;., .; .

(c) prohibiting any, persoii farm. having
in.t xicants •ih his possession of the
res rve; and • . • /
(d) providing for mei) tons to 'any Of

.., the prohibitions established 'pursuant 16'
„pa rgraph (b) or (a). '-„, 4. •

•
•

)766-4

true, de fournir o de fabriquer ties spi-
ritueux sur Ia reserve cfe Ia bande;

• b) .interdisant 11. toutepersonne &etre en :.
Etat d'ivresse sur la tiserve1•

• c) interdissnt El-nante personne d'avoir
en se' ..possetsiOn des spiritueux, sur Ia
raserve; •
d) prEvoyant des exceptions aux inter.
dittions 6,tablies en vertu' des alinaas b)
'ou c). •

Pour‘nif
• d'infenter sine
action en juttlee

• -••• •.83.1 (1) Sous reserve du, paragraphe scinal
Odminlol rot ii;(2); le•consell d'une bande peut Etablir des

statuts administratifs ' 
 ,111 CS

a) interdisanto de vendre, 'de faire Ic: • • • ,
•

•• •
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• • •corz4nioi (2) A by-law may not be/made under •electorir •

this leCtiOrt unless it is first tissented to by.
• . a majority of the electors of ith'e band who .

-- voted- at._ a. special meeting! of . the band
called •by the council of thei band for the

2.7 purpose of considering the by-law, •

Coplei of (3) A copy of every by-la. 
"ea  to te

jc,:minLsi„ •this section shall be s,xal
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' - - 29. (I) All that portion of subsection
1 19(2) of the said Act preceding parigtaph

• fa) thereof is repeal' and the following -
substituted therefor:

• .-,"(2) Without restricting the-generality
of subsection (1), a truant °Meer may,.

• subject to subsection (2.1), \
' r•

(2) Section 119 of the said Act'is furthei
amended by adding thereto,
after sUbseetion (2) thereof;' the 'following
Subsectiona:

Warrant "(2.1) Where any • place,: referred to inrequired to paragraPh (2)(a) 'is a dwilling-house, a;Mar tattle • truant officer may not enter: that dwelling-
, house without,the tonseneef t)te,r pint

k except under...lhe, authority of a warrant
issued under subsection (2.2):
(2.2) Where. on_ex-parle-applicatien a

justice of the peace is sat isfied_by informa-
lion on oath •
(a) that the -conditions for entry
described in paragraph (2)(a) exist In
relation to a dwelling-house,'
(b) that entry, to the dwelling-house is
necessary Tor any purpose relating to the
administration or enforcement of this
Act, and
(c) that entry to the dwelling-house has

® . been refused or that there are reason-
•oble grounds for believing that entry
'thereto will be refused,

-̀., he may issue a warrant under his hand
.a. uthorizing *the- truant officer named
therein to enter that dWelling-house 'sub-
jot to such conditioiis as may be specified
in the warrant.

(.3) In executing' waVrant issued
under subsection (2.2), the truant officer
named therein shall not use force unless he

els accompanied by a peace officer and the
use of force has been specifically, author-
ized in the warrant." 4 • 7
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SAWRIDGE MEMBERSHIP RULES

1. These Rules shall come into force on the day on which the Band gives notice tothe Minister pursuant to subsection 10(6) of the Act. [PASSED JULY 4, 1985]

2. On and after the day these. Rules come into force the Band List of the Band shallbe maintained by the Band under the direction and supervision of the Band Council andonly those persons whose names are included therein, or who have rights to have their
names entered therein, pursuant to these rules shall be members of the Band.[PASSED JULY 4, 1985]

3. Each of the following persons shall have a right to have his or her name enteredin the Band List; [PASSED JULY 4, 1985]

(a) any person who, but for the establishment of these rules, would beentitled pursuant to subsection 11(1) of the Act to have his or her name entered in theBand List required to be maintained in the Department and who, at any time after theserules come into force, either

(I) is lawfully resident on the reserve; or

(ii) has applied for membership in the band and, in the judgment of
the Band Council, has a significant commitment to, and
knowledge of, the history, customs, traditions, culture and
communal life of the Band and a character and lifestyle that would
not cause his or her admission to membership in the Band to be
detrimental to the future welfare or advancement of the Band;

(b) a natural child of parents both of whose names are entered on the BandList;

Act;

(c) with the consent of the Band Council, any person who

(i) has applied for membership in the Band;

(ii) is entitled to be registered in the Indian Register pursuant to the

(iii) is the spouse of a member of the Band, and

(iv) is not a member of another band;

(d) with the consent of the Band Council, any person who

(i) has applied for membership in the Band,

(ii) was born after the date these rules come into force, and



(iii) is the natural child of a member of the Band, and

(e) any member of another band admitted into membership of the Band with
the consent of the council of both bands and who thereupon ceases to be a member of
the other band.

4. For the purpose of section 3(a)(i) and section 6 the question whether a person is
lawfully resident on the reserve shall be determined exclusively by reference to by-laws
made by the Band Council pursuant to section 81 of the Act except that, at any time
when there are no such applicable by-laws in force, no person shall be considered to be
lawfully resident on the reserve for the purpose of section 3(a)(i) and section 6 unless
the residence of such person on the reserve has been approved or ratified by a
resolution of the Band Council that is expressed to be made for the purpose of these
Rules. [PASSED JULY 4, 1985]

5. In considering an application under section 3, the Band Council shall not refuse
to enter the name of the applicant in the Band List by reason only of a situation that
existed or an action that was taken before these Rules came into force. [PASSED JULY
4,1985]

6. The Band Council may at any time delete from the Band List the name of any
person who has applied to the Band Council to have his or her name deleted from the
Band List or the name of any person who is not then lawfully resident on the reserve and
who, in the judgment of the Band. Council,. either does not have a significant commitment
to the history, customs, traditions, culture. and communal life of the Band or has a
character or lifestyle that would cause his or her continued membership in the Band to
be seriously, detrimental to the future welfare or advancement of the Band; provided that,
before a decision to delete the name of any person from the Band List is made under
this section, otherwise than pursuant to an application by such person, the Band
Council shall give fifteen days notice to such person who shall then be entitled to make
representation to the Band Council in writing, in person or through an agent or counsel
within such period of fifteen days. [PASSED JULY 4, 1985]

7. Where the name of a person is deleted from the Band List pursuant to section 6,
the names of his or her minor children may, in the discretion of the Band Council, also
be deleted from the Band List. [PASSED JULY 4, 1985]

8. Notwithstanding section 6 the Band Council shall delete from the Band List the
name of any person who has been admitted into membership of another band with the
consent of both the Band council and the admitting band. [PASSED JULY 4, 1985]

9. Except as otherwise expressly provided in these Rules, no application shall be
required before the Band Council may enter in the Band List the name of any person
who' has a right to have his or her name entered in the Band List pursuant to these
Rules. [PASSED JULY 5, 1985]

10. Where, pursuant to section 3 of these Rules, an application is required before a
person has a right to have his or her name entered in the Band List, such application
may be made in such manner and form as the Band Council may determine from time to
time and, for greater certainty, the Band Council may permit applications to be made



under section 3(d) by a parent or guardian of a natural child referred to therein who is aninfant at the time the application is made. [PASSED JULY 5, 1985]

11. • The Band Council may consider and deal with applications made pursuant to
section 3 of these Rules according to such procedure and at such time or times as it
shall determine in its discretion and, without detracting from the generality of the
foregoing, the Band Council may conduct such interviews, require such evidence and
may deal with any two or more of such applications separately or together as it shall
determine in its discretion. [PASSED JULY 5, 1985]

12. Any person whose application for membership in the Band pursuant to section 3
of these Rules has been denied, or whose name has been deleted from the Band List
pursuant to section 6, by the Band Council may appeal such decision to the electors of
the Band by delivering notice in writing to the Band Council at the office of the Band
within 15 days after communication to him or her of the decision of the Band Council.
[PASSED JULY 5, 1985]

13. Within 60 days after receipt of a notice of appeal pursuant to section 12 of these
Rules the Band Council shall convene a meeting of the electors of the Band for the
purpose of disposing of the appeal and the applicant shall be entitled to be present at
such meeting and make representations thereto in person or through an agent or
counsel. [PASSED JULY 5, 1985]

14. Each discretionary power conferred upon the Band Council under these rules
shall be exercised by the Band Council in good faith, without discrimination on the basis
of sex and in accordance with its judgment of the best interests and welfare of the Band.
[PASSED JULY 5, 1985]

15. No person shall have a right to have his or her name entered in the Band Listexcept as provided in section 3 of these Rules [PASSED JULY 5, 1985] and, for greater
certainty, no person shall be entitled to have his or her name included in the Band List
unless that person has, at some time after July 4, 1985, had a right to have his or her
name entered in the Band List pursuant to these Rules. [PASSED JUNE 24, 1987]

16. In the event that any of the foregoing provisions of these Rules is held by a court of
competent jurisdiction to be invalid in whole or in part on the ground that it is not within
the power of the Band to exclude any particular person or persons from membership in
the Band, these Rules shall be construed and shall have effect as if they contained a
specific provision conferring upon each such person a right to have his or her name
entered in the Band List, but for greater certainty, no other person shall have a right to
have his or her name entered or included in the Band List by virtue of the provisions of
this Section and, in particular, no person referred to in Subsection 11(2) of the Act shall
be entitled to membership in the Band otherwise than pursuant to Section 3 of these
Rules. [PASSED JUNE 24, 1987],

17. In the event that any provision, or part of any provision, of these Rules is held to be
invalid or of no binding force or effect by any court of competent jurisdiction, these Rules
shall be construed and applied as if such provision or part thereof did not apply to or in
the circumstances giving rise to such invalidity and the effect of the remaining
provisions, or parts thereof, of these Rules shall not be affected thereby. [PASSED
JUNE 24, 1987]
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1
2
3

Proceedings taken in the Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta, Law Courts, Edmonton, Alberta

4 October 30, 2019 Afternoon Session
5
6 The Honourable Court of Queen's Bench
7 Mr. Justice Henderson of Alberta
8
9 M. Sestito For R. Twinn, M. Ward, B. L'Hirondelle, E.
10 Twinn, and D. Majeski
11 K. Martin For R. Twinn, M. Ward, B. L'Hirondelle, E.
12 Twinn, and D. Majeski
13 E. Molstad, Q.C. For Sawridge First Nation
14 E. Sopko For Sawridge First Nation
15 P. Faulds, Q.C. For the Office of the Public Trustee
16 J. Hutchison For the Office of the Public Trustee
17 C. Osualdini For C. Twinn
18 D. Risling For C. Twinn
19 (No Counsel) For S. Twinn
20 R. Lee Court Clerk
21
22
23 THE COURT CLERK: Order in court, all rise.
24
25 THE COURT: Good afternoon. Please be seated.
26
27 MR. FAULDS: Good afternoon.
28
29 MS. HUTCHISON: Good afternoon.
30
31 MS. OSUALD1NI: Good afternoon.
32
33 MR. MOLSTAD: Good afternoon.
34
35 THE COURT: Okay. Mr. Molstad?
36
37 MR. MOLSTAD: Yes. Would you like me to introduce the
38 participants here today, Sir?
39
40 THE COURT: Why don't you do that if for no other reason than
41 the record.



9

1 MS. TWINN: I guess I'll just introduce myself so you can
2 understand who I am to this. My name is Shelby Twinn. I am the daughter of current
3 Band member Paul Twinn and the granddaughter of the late Chief Walter Twinn. I'm
4 going to also start off with just asking you to bear with me. I'm a little intimidated by this
5 setting.
6
7 THE COURT: Oh, sure, but don't be intimidated. Just -- just
8 relax and just -- you just carry on --
9

10 MS. TWINN: Okay.
11
12 THE COURT: -- and we'll -- we'll give you what time you
13 need, so...
14
15 MS. TWINN: All right. So I guess I am here because I do
16 need to speak up for myself And I know it is -- I'm not the only one in my situation
17 because the Trustees of the 1985 Trust have not been and are not now protecting my
18 interest as a beneficiary of the 1985 Trust. And they've been proceeding with the end goal
19 of limiting the beneficiaries to the members of the Sawridge First Nation with little or no
20 grandfathering of the current beneficiaries, and that the Sawridge First Nation is here to
21 say that the 1985 Trust -- well, the assets do not belong to the 1985 beneficiaries, that it is
22 only for the 45 Sawridge First Nation Band members which are already benefits from the
23 1986 Trust, while the 1985 beneficiaries have been denied benefits and not for lack of
24 trying.
25
26 And as stated before, the Sawridge First Nation and the Trustees want to limit the current
27 beneficiaries to the current members Sawridge First Nation, subjecting the disentitled
28 beneficiaries to the Sawridge First Nation's abusive and painful membership application
29 system that, in my belief, is corrupt, biased, and unfair. So on October 25th this past, an
30 hour -- hours before APTN Investigates ran a documentary on the Sawridge First Nation
31 membership system, I did receive an e-mail from Mike McKiddie (phonetic) that I do
32 believe -- in regards to my membership application that I had submitted at the end of
33 April of last year, 2018. And I do believe that this e-mail proves that they are not going to
34 let in the people, the disentitled beneficiaries, and that it's not a viable option over our
35 1985 beneficiary status. I have copies of that e-mail if anybody or you wanted a copy. I
36 brought copies.
37
38 And also that I have spoken to other non Band member beneficiaries that I would like to
39 also say that if granted intervenor status, I would be willing to share it with those other
40 people.
41
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12220 Stony Plain Road
Edmonton, AB T5N 3Y4

Lawyer: Karen A. Platten, Q.C.
Telephone: (780) 482-9200
Fax: (780) 482-9102
Email: kplatten@mross.com
File No.: 144194

AFFIDAVIT OF CLAUDETTE YOUNG

SWORN ON THE 17—  DAY OF AUGUST, 2016

I, Claudette Young, of the City of Edmonton, in the Province of Alberta, SWEAR AND SAY THAT:

1. I am a legal assistant at the law firm McLennan Ross LLP, counsel for the trustee Catherine
Twinn, and therefore have personal knowledge of the matters hereinafter deposed to except
where based on information and belief, in which case I believe the same to be true.

2. Attached as Exhibit "A" to my Affidavit is a printout from the Aboriginal Affairs and. Northern
Development Canada website, accessed on August 12, 2016, pertaining to the population of the
Sawridge First Nation.
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3. I swear this as evidence for the Court and for no improper purpose.

SWORN BEFORE ME at the
City of Edmonton,
in the Province of Alberta
the /7- day of August, 2016

A Com
forth

r for Oaths in and
e of Alberta

JOEL H. FRANZ
Barrister and Solicitor

)
)
)
)
)-  /*AU--
) Claudette ̀ ?ourig
)
)
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,02 AbO.rtOlnal Maim and Affairm autoartorte5 et
Nort hrn Development Canada .f)6veloppernent du Nord Canada Canada!

J me > Aboriginal Peoples & Communities > First Nation Profiles >

Registered Population

Official Name
Number

Sawridge First Nation
454

Registered Population as of July, 2016

Residency # of People...
Registered Males On Own Reserve

_
23

Registered Females On Own Reserve 19

Registered Males On Other Reserves . 2

Registered Females On Other Reserves 4

Registered Males On Own Crown Land 0

Registered Females On Own Crown Land 0

Registered Males On Other Band Crown Land 0 •

Registered Females On Other Band Crown Land 0

Registered Males On No Band Crown Land 1 • •

Registered Females On No Band Crown Land 0

Registered Males Off Reserve 225

.- gistered Females Off Reserve 219_ .
!Total Registered Population 493

Date Modified:2015-01-23

This is Exhibit " " referred to in the
Affidavit of

clq4dell-e 
Sworn before me this  / 2-  day

of   A.D., 2016 

r t
tier for Oaths in and

rovince of Alberta

JOEL H. FRANZ
Banister and Solicitor

http://fnp-ppn.aandc-aadnc.gc.ca/fnp/Main/Search/FNRegPopulation.aspx?BAND_NUMBER=454&lang=eng
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Clerk's stamp;

COURT FILE NUMBER 1103 14112

COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH OF ALBERTA EDMONTON
JUDICIAL CENTRE

APPLICANTS

IN THE MATTER OF THE TRUSTEE ACT,
R.S.A. 2000, c. T-8, AS AMENDED

IN THE MATTER OF THE SAWRIDGE
BAND INTER VIVOS SE1'1LEMENT
CREATED BY CHIEF WALTER PATRICK
TWINN, OF THE SAWRIDGE INDIAN
BAND, NO. 19, now known as SAWRIDGE
FIRST NATION, ON APRIL 15, 1985
(the "1985 Sawridge Trust")

ROLAND TWINN,
CATHERINE TWINN,
WALTER FELIX TWIN,
BERTHA L'HIRONDELLE, and
CLARA MIDBO, as Trustees for the 1985
Sawridge Trust

DOCUMENT WRITTEN BRIEF OF THE SAWRIDGE
FIRST NATION 

ADDRESS FOR SERVICE AND
CONTACT INFORMATION OF
PARTY FILING THIS DOCUMENT

Parlee McLaws LLP
#1500, 10180-101 Street
Edmonton, Alberta TSJ 4K1

Attention: Edward H. Molstad
Telephone: (780) 423-8506
Fax: (780) 423-2870
File No: 64203-7/EHM
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Chamberlain Hutchison
#155, 10403 - 122 Street
Edmonton, AB T5N 4C1

Attention: Janet L. Hutchison
Solicitors for the Public Trustee of Alberta

Department of Justice
300, 10423 -101 Street
Edmonton, AB T5H 0E7

Attention: Jim Kindrake
Solicitors for the Minister of Aboriginal
Affairs and Northern Development (Canada)

Davis LLP
#1201, 10060 Jasper Avenue
Edmonton, AB T5J 4E5

Attention: Priscilla Kennedy
Solicitors for June Kolosky and Aline Huzar

Reynolds, Mirth, Richards & Farmer LLP
3200 Manulife Place
10180 - 101 Street
Edmonton, AB T5J 3W8

Attention: Marco Poretti
Solicitors for the Trustees for the 1985
Sawridge Trust
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. INTRODUCTION

1. This application originates from proceedings seeking advice and direction of the court in

respect to certain trust matters.

2. The Sawridge Indian Band, No. 19, now known as the Sawridge First Nation is a First

Nation located in northern Alberta (the "Sawridge First Nation"). In the 1980's, three

trusts were created for the benefit of the members of the Sawridge First Nation that are

relevant in this matter (the "1982 Trust" the "1985 Trust" and the "1986 Trust").

3. By Order of Justice Thomas dated August 31, 2011, (the "Procedural Order") the trustees

of the 1985 Trust (the "Sawridge Trustees") were directed to bring an application (the

"Advice and Direction Application") to determine the following issues:

a. To seek direction with respect to the definition of "Beneficiaries" contained in the

1985 Sawridge Trust, and if necessary to vary the 1985 Sawridge Trust to clarify

the definition of "Beneficiaries".

b. To seek direction with respect to the transfer of assets to the 1985 Sawridge Trust.

Order of Justice D.R.G. Thomas, dated August 31, 2011, paragraph 1.

4. This application is brought by the Office of the Public Trustee ("Public Trustee") and is

in respect to three issues:

a. The appointment of the Public Trustee as litigation representative of minors who

may be interested in the within proceedings;

b. The payment of advance costs on a solicitor and his own client basis with

exemption from liability for costs as conditions of any such appointment; and

c. The relevance of intervening in the membership application process of the

Sawridge First Nation and questioning on "membership" issues in these

proceedings.

5. The Sawridge First Nation's submissions are in response to the Public Trustee's

submissions on the relevance of the Sawridge First Nation's membership application

process and criteria to the Advice and Direction Application. In particular, the Sawridge

fE6148563.DOCX; 2)
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First Nation makes submissions in response to the Public Trustee seeking direction that it

may question witnesses on; i) the number of pending membership applications; ii) the

details of membership criteria and who makes membership decisions; and iii) the steps

taken to identify and fully ascertain the members of the class of beneficiaries.

PART I — STATEMENT OF FACTS

6. On April 15, 1982, Walter Patrick Twinn, former Chief of Sawridge First Nation,

executed a Deed of Settlement establishing the 1982 Trust. The purpose of the 1982

Trust was to provide long-term benefits to members of the Sawridge First Nation and

their descendants.

Affidavit of Paul Buj old, dated August 30, 2011, paragraph 3.

Affidavit of Paul Buj old, dated September 12, 2011, paragraph 9.

7. On April 17, 1982, the Constitution Act, 1982, along with the Canadian Charter of Rights

and Freedoms (the "Charter") came into force. Section 15 of the Charter, the provisions

dealing with equality, did not come into force until April 17, 1985 so that legislation

could be adapted to comply with the new equality requirements.

Affidavit of Paul Bujold, dated September 12, 2011, paragraph 13.

8. Following the passage of the Charter, the Indian Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. 1-6 (the "Pre-

Charter Indian Act") was amended by Bill C-31. The amendments in Bill C-31 allowed

for persons who had lost their Indian status to regain that status. With the passage of Bill

C-3 I , the Sawridge First Nation believed there would be a substantial influx of new

members into the Sawridge First Nation. Accordingly, the 1985 Trust was settled on

April 15, 1985 for the purpose of preserving the assets of the Sawridge First Nation for

the benefit of members as defined under the Pre-Charter Indian Act.

Affidavit of Paul Bujold, dated September 12, 2011, paragraphs 14-15.

Affidavit of Paul Bujold, dated August 30, 2011, paragraph 4.

9. The Sawridge Trustees are considering making distributions from the 1985 Trust at some

date in the future. The Sawridge Trustees are concerned that the definition of

f E6I48563 .DOCX; 2}
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"Beneficiary" under the 1985 Trust could be discriminatory since the definition refers to

provisions in the Pre-Charter Indian Act, Accordingly, the Sawridge Trustees are

seeking an order under the Advice and Direction Application to resolve the issue of

potential discrimination in the definition of "Beneficiary" of the 1985 Trust.

Affidavit of Paul Buj old, dated September 12, 2011, paragraphs 32-33.

Affidavit of Paul Bujold, dated August 30, 2011, paragraph 6,

10. The Sawridge Trustees have taken steps to notify potential beneficiaries of the 1985

Trust. These steps are detailed in the Affidavit of Paul Buj old, dated August 30, 2011,

and include:

a. A series of newspaper advertisements in Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba and

British Columbia for the purpose of collecting names of potential beneficiaries;

b. Correspondence with a number of potential beneficiaries; and

c. Creating a website to provide notice to beneficiaries and potential beneficiaries.

Affidavit of Paul Bujold, dated August 30, 2011, paragraphs 7-9, 11, 13.

11. Due to the steps outlined above, the Sawridge Trustees have made a list of 194

beneficiaries and potential beneficiaries, with contact information of 190 of those

persons.

Affidavit of Paul Bujold, dated August 30, 2011, paragraph 11.

PART II — ISSUES

12. The Sawridge First Nation submissions relate to the following issues:

a. Is the Sawridge First Nation membership processing and criteria relevant to the

Advice and Direction Application?

b. Is the Advice and Direction Application the proper forum for the membership

issues raised by the Public Trustee to be addressed?

c, Is there a conflict of interest in the dual roles of acting as a trustee of the 1985

Trust and determining membership applications of the Sawridge First Nation?

(E6148563.D0CX: 2)
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This is Exhibit " G" " " referred to in‘tla'
Affidavit of

ct 

a

C01c, 

Sworn before me this /  day

YA)49r SAWRIDGE BAND INTER VIVOS SWASEMEAI AD, 20  /I 

AlIVTErPrOy lc, A Con9missloner for Oaths

DECLARATION OF TRUST 
in and for the Province of Alberta

Catherine A. Magnari
My Commission Expires
January 29, 20/

THIS DEED OF SETTLEMENT is made in duplicate the ;c

day of April, 1985

B ETWEEN :

CHIEF WALTER PATRICK TWINN,
of the Sawridge Indian Band,

No. 19, Slave Lake, Alberta,

(hereinafter called the "Settlor"),

OF THE FIRST PART,

- and -

CHIEF WALTER PATRICK TWINN,

GEORGE V. TWIN and SAMUEL G. TWIN,

of the Sawridge Indian Band,

No. 19, Slave Lake, Alberta,

(hereinafter collectively called

the "Trustees"),

OF THE SECOND /13-ART.

WHEREAS the Settlor desires to create an inter 

vivos settlement fot the benefit of the individuals who 
at

the date of the execution of this Deed are members of the

Sawridge Indian Band No. 19 within the meaning of the

provisions of the Indian Act R.S.C. 1970, Chapter 
1-6, as

such provisions existed on the 15th day of April, 1982, and

the future members of such band within the meaning of the

said provisions as such provisions existed on the 15th day

h



of April, 1952 and for that purpose has transferred to the

Trustees the property described in the Schedule hereto;

AND WHEREAS the parties desire to declare the

trusts, terms and provisions on which the Trustees have

agreed to hold and administer the said property and all

other properties that may be acquired by the Trustees

hereafter for the purposes of the settlement;

NOW THEREFORE THIS DEED WITNESSETH THAT in consid-

eration of the respective covenants and agreements herein

contained, it is hereby covenanted and agreed by and between

the parties as follows:

1. The Settler and Trustees hereby establish a trust

fund, which the Trustees shall administer in accordance with

the terms of this Deed.

2. In this Settlement, the following terms shall be

interpreted in accordance with the following rules:

(a) "Beneficiaries" at any particular time shall mean

all persons who at that time qualify as members of

the Sawridge Indian Band No. 19 pursuant to the

provisions of the Indian Act R.S.C. 1970, Chapter

1-6 as such provisions existed on the 15th day of

April, 1982 and, in the event that such provisions

are amended after the date of the execution of

this Deed all persons who at such particular time



would qualify for membership of the Sawridge

Indian Band No. 19 pursuant to the said provisions

as such provisions existed on the 15th day of

April, 1982 and, for greater certainty, no persons

who would not qualify as members of the Sawridge

Indian Band No. 19 pursuant to the said provi-

sions, as such provisions existed on the 15th day

of April, 1982, shall be regarded as "Benefi-

ciaries" for the purpose of this Settlement

whether or not such persons become or are at any

time considered to be members of the Sawridge

Indian Band No. 19 for all or any other purposes

by virtue of amendments to the Indian Act R.S.C.

1970, Chapter 1-6 that may come into force at any

time after the date of the execution of this Deed .

or by virtue of any other legislation enacted by

the Parliament of Canada or by any province or by

virtue of any regulation, Order in Council, treaty

or executive act of the Government of Canada or

any province or by any other means whatsoever;

provided, for greater certainty, that any person

who shall become enfranchised, become a member of

another Indian band or in any manner voluntarily

cease to be a member of the Sawridge Indian Band



No 19 under the Indian Act R.S.C. 1970, Chapter

1-6, as amended from time to time, or any consoli-

dation thereof or successor legislation thereto

shall thereupon cease to be a Beneficiary for all

purposes of this Settlement; and

(b) "Trust Fund" shall mean:

(A) the property described in the Schedule here-

to and any accumulated income thereon;

any further, substituted or additional pro-

perty and any accumulated income thereon

which the Settlor or any other person or per-

sons may donate, sell or otherwise transfer

or cause to be transferred to, or vest or

cause to be vested in, or otherwise acquired

by, the Trustees for the purposes of this

Settlement;

(C) any other property acquired by the Trustees

pursuant to, and in accordance with, the

provisions of this Settlement; and

(D) the property and accumulated income thereon

(if any) for the time being and, from time to

time into which any of the aforesaid proper-

ties and accumulated income thereon may be

converted.
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3. The Trustees shall hold the Trust Fund in trust

and shall deal with it in accordance with the terms and con-

ditions of this Deed. No part of the Trust Fund shall be

used for or diverted to purposes other than those purposes

set out herein. The Trustees may accept and hold as part of

the Trust Fund any property of any kind or nature whatsoever

that the Settior or any other person or persons may donate,

sell or otherwise transfer or cause to be transferred to, or

vest or cause to be vested in, or otherwise acquired by, the

Trustees for the purposes of this Settlement.

4. The name of the Trust Fund shall be "The Sawridge

Band Inter Vivos Settlement", and the meetings of the Trus-

tees shall take place at the Sawridge Band Administration

Office located on the Sawridge Band Reserve.

5, Any Trustee may at any time resign from the office

of Trustee of this Settlement on giving not less than thirty

(30) days notice addressed to the other Trustees. Any

Trustee or Trustees may be removed from office by a resolu-

tion that receives the approval in writing of at least

eighty percent (80%) of the Beneficiaries who are then alive

and over the age of twenty-one (21) years. The power of

appointing Trustees to fill any vacancy caused by the death,

resignation or removal of a Trustee shall be vested in the

continuing Trustees or Trustee of this Settlement and such



power shall be exercised so that at all times (except for

the period pending any such appointment, including the

period pending -the appointment of two (2) additional Trus-

tees after the execution of this Deed) there shall be at

least five (5) Trustees of this Settlement and so that no

person who is not then a Beneficiary shall be appointed as a

Trustee if immediately before such appointment there is more

than one (1) Trustee who -is not then a Beneficiary.

6. The Trustees shall hold the Trust Fund for the

benefit of the Beneficiaries; provided, however, that at the

end of twenty-one (21) years after the death of the last

survivor of all persons who were alive on the 15th day of

April, 1982 and who, being at that time registered Indians,

were descendants of the original signators of Treaty Number

8, all of the Trust Fund then remaining in the hands of the

Trustees shall be divided equally among the Beneficiaries

then living.

Provided, however, that the Trustees shall be

specifically entitled not to grant any benefit during the

duration of the Trust or at the end thereof to any illegiti-

mate children of Indian women, even though that child or

those children may be registered under the Indian Act and

their status may not have been protested under section 12(2)

thereunder.



The Trustees shall have complete and unfettered

discretion to pay or apply all or so much of the net income

of the Trust Fund, if any, or to accumulate the same or any

portion thereof, and all or so much of the capital of the

Trust Fund as they in their unfettered discretion from time

to time deem appropriate for any one or more of the Benefi-

ciaries; and the Trustees may make such payments at such

time, and from time to time, and in such manner and in such

proportions as the Trustees in their uncontrolled discretion

deem appropriate.

7. The Trustees may inveSt and reinvest all or any

part of the Trust Fund in any investments authorized for

Trustees investments by the Trustees' Act, being Chapter

T-10 of the Revised Statutes of Alberta, 1980, as amended

from time to time, but the Trustees are not restricted to

such Trustee Investments but may invest in any investment

which they in their uncontrolled discretion think fit, and

are further not bound to make any investment nor to accumu-

late the income of the Trust Fund, and may instead, if they

in their uncontrolled discretion from time to time deem it

appropriate, and for such period or periods of time as they

see fit, keep the Trust Fund or any part of it deposited in

a bank to which the Bank Act (Canada) or the Quebec Savings

Bank Act applies.
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a

8, The Trustees are authorized and empowered to do

all acts necessary or, in the opinion of the Trustees,

desirable for the purpose of administering this Settlement

for the benefit of the Beneficiaries including any act that

any of the Trustees might lawfully do when dealing with his

own property, other than any such act committed in bad faith

or in gross negligence, and including, without in any manner

to any extent detracting from the generality of the fore-

going, the power

(a) to exercise all voting and other rights in respect

of any stocks, bonds, property or other invest-

ments of the Trust Fund;

(b) to sell or otherwise dispose of

by them in the Trust Fund and to acquire other

property in substitution therefor; and

(e) to employ professional advisors and agents and to

retain and act upon the advice given by such pro-

fessionals and to pay such professionals such fees

or other remuneration as the Trustees in their

uncontrolled discretion from time to time deem

appropriate (and this provision shall apply to the

payment of professional fees to any Trustee who

renders professional services to the Trustees).

9, Administration costs and expenses of or in connec-

tion with the Trust shall be paid from the Trust Fund,

any property held. 1

:Y
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including, without limiting the generality of the foregoing,

reasonable reimbursement to the Trustees or any of them for

costs (and reasonable fees for their services as Trustees)

incurred in the administration of the Trust and for taxes of

any nature whatsoever which may be levied or assessed by

federal, provincial or other governmental authority upon or

in respect of the income or capital of the Trust Fund.

10. The Trustees shall keep accounts in an acceptable

manner of all receipts, disbursements, investments, and

other transactions in the administration of the Trust.

1 1. The provisions of this Settlement may be amended

from time to time by a resolution of the Trustees that

receives the approval in writing of at least eighty percent

(80%) of the Beneficiaries who are then alive and over the

age of twenty-one (21) years provided that no such amendment

shall be valid or effective to the extent that it changes or

alters in any manner, or to any extent, the definition of

"Beneficiaries" under subparagraph 2(a) of this Settlement

or changes or alters in any manner, or to any extent, the

beneficial ownership of the Trust Fund/ or any part of the

Trust Fund, by the Beneficiaries as so defined.

12 The Trustees shall not be liable for .any act or

omission done or made in the exercise of any power, author-

ity or discretion given to them by this Deed provided such
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act or omission is done or made in good faith; nor shall

they be liable to make good any loss or diminution in value

of the Trust Fund not caused by their gross negligence or

bad faith;. and all persons claiming any beneficial interest

in the Trust Fund shall be deemed to take notice of and

subject to this clause.

13. Subject to paragraph 11 of this Deed, a majority

of fifty percent (50%) of the Trustees shall be required for

any decision or action taken on behalf of the Trust.

Each of the Trustees, by joining in the execution

of this Deed, signifies his acceptance of the Trusts here-

in. Any other person who becomes a Trustee under paragraph

5 of this Settlement shall signify his acceptance of the

Trust herein by executing this Deed or a true copy hereof,

and shall be bound by it in the same manner as if he or she

had executed the original Deed.

14, This Settlement shall be governed by, and shall be

construed in accordance with the laws of the .Province of



Alberta.

IN WITNESS WHERZOF the parties hereto have

egecuted this Deed.

SIGNED, SEALED AND DELIVERED
in the presence of:

%ALL   A. Se
DAME

ttlor

1k4bLit, 4-16 ,COla,
ADDRESS

NAME

ADDRESS

E11414
NAME

ADDRESS

NAME

3pX 3 4
ADDRESS

B. Trusteest

2. c

3

V:adult

one Hundred Dollars ($100.00) in Canadian Currency.
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SAWRIDGB

RESOLUTION

This is Exhibit " " referred to in the
Affidavit of

Pace, (4'40)8) 

B71111-1 TRUST 
Sworn before me this  I  dad

.  --
of ..a4.01071"R rt  AD., 20..11

OF TRUSTEES A.Ofeterrf2etbile, A ComMissioner for Oaths
in and for the Province of Alberta

WHEREAS the undersigned are theTruttees
inter vivos settlement (tICPIROV:
lAtte5.1,4I.:`,14:::;0444:4".::31.43AftWWSIte.
ietlitgg.61iind Chief—Weitiregih -
Tw4A- VeGeorlie:Vi*"TIL14141 ,2retIttkgir'''''-eee-teree.e.,....eeeepeeeeeeeereeeeiee..,—,:e..e.e, •

AND WHEREAS the beneficiaries of the Bawridge Band
Trust are the memberee present and future, of the Sawrid9e
tndian Band (the *Band*)( a band for the purposes of the
Indian Act R.8,C., Chapter 149;

AND WHeREAS eMendeents introduced into the Souse
of Commons on the 28th day of February, 1965 may, if
enacted, extend membership in the Band .to certain classes of
persons who did not qualify fer such membership on the 15th
day of April, 1982;

AND WHEREAS pursuant to paragraph 6 of the
instrument (the *Trust Instrumeee) establishing the Trust
the undersigned have complete and unfettered discretion, to
pay or apply all or so much of the net income of the Trust
Fund and all or so much of the capital of the Trust Fund as
they in their unfettered discretion from time to time deem
appropriate for the beneficiaries of the Trust;

AND WHEREAS for the purpose of precluding future
uncertainty as to the identity of the beneficiaries of the
TIrust the Trustees desire to exercise the said power by
reSettling the assets of the Trust for the benefit of only
those persons (the *Beneficiaries") who qualify, or Would in
the future qualify, for membership in the Band under the
provisions of the Act in force on the 15th day of April,
1982;

e,P*44j le
Aiek\Le_ ,A AND WHEREAS•by deed executed the !S day of
*wren, 1985 between Chief Walter Patrick Twinn, as Settler,
and the undersigned as Trustees, an inter vivos settlement
(the *Sawridge Band Inter Vivos Settlement") has been
Constituted for the benefit of the Beeeficiaries;

NOW TEEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT

CatrietineA.Magnar
My Commission ExpekreS

Of Winery 29, 204k.

"cftlle

1. the power conferred upon the undersigned in their
capacities as Trustees of the Trust pursuant to paragraph 6
of the Trust Instrument be and the dame is hereby exercised
by transferring all Of the assets of the Trust to the
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undersigned in their capacities as Trustees of the Sawridge

Barid Inter Vivos Settlement; and

2. Chief Walter Patrick Twinn is hereby authorised to
execute all share transfer forms and ather instruments in
writing and to do all other acts and things necessary or

expedient for the purpose of completing the transfer of the

said assets of the Trust to the Sawridge Band Inter Vivos

Settlement in accordance with all applicable legal
formalities and other legal requirements.

eteR t
DATED the (54

4
day of , 1985.

Ch e Walte Pat r Twine "

4111 
.•

4
-56.111te

—ACCEPTANCE BY TRUS*ES -

. Twih ;

The undersigned in their capacities as Trustees of
the Sawridge Band Inter Vivos Settlement hereby decl'are that
they accept the transfer of all of the assets of the Trust
and that they will hold the said assets and deal with the
same hereafter for the benefit of the Beneflciaries in all
respects in accordance with the terms -and provisions of the
sawridge Band Inter Vivos Settlement.

. **K.
DATED the iND day of Kg a, 1985.

• .4111
Chief Walter Patrick Tx inn
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SAWRIDGE SAND RESOLUTION

WHEREAS the T.ftstees of a certain trust dated the 15th day of

April, 1982, have'authoriied the transfer of the trust assets to the Tustees

of the attached trust dated the 15th day of kril,

AND WHEREAS the assets have actuaffy been transferred thi 15th

day of April, A.D. 1985.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED at this duly convened and copstituted

meeting of the Sawridge Indian Band at the Band Office in Slave Lake, Alberta,

this 15th day of April, AD. 1985, that the said transfer be and the same

is hereby approved and ratified:.

WITNESS

e OA_

This is Exhibit "2-7- " referred to in the
Affidavit of

(ft .. .............

day

 A.D., 2O.jL.

P
Sworn before me this 

of  

ANetan-rirbilc, A Commiss ner for Oaths
in and for the Province of Alberta

CatherineA,Magn
an

MyjaCnoumarTryii:72n0LpAes
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1985.

BETWEEN:

DECLARATION OF . TRUST MADE THIS 16TH DAY OF APRIL,

This is Exhibit "c ' referred to in the
A idavt of

PO U c o) 
 daySworn before me this

°Lae -1-4YIN'bR r

4. 
WALTER PATRICK TWINN, SAM TWATAitaalliNtIblic, A Commissioner for Oaths

GEORGE TWIN in and for the Province of AlbertaI
( hereinafter referred to collectively Catherine A. Magnan

as the "Old Trustee ")  . My Commission Expires
January 29, 20 a

A.D., 201.1-

AND:

OF THE FIRST PART

WALTER PATRICK TWINN, SAM TWIN AND
GEORGE. TWIN
( hereinafter referred to colleCtively
as the "New Trustees")

OF THE. SAWRIDGE INTER VIVOS. SETTLEMENT

OF. THE. SECOND! PART

WHEREAS the. "Old Trustees" of the Sawridge Band 

( hereinafter referrecl-to--as -the " trust hal&-tegal- titt tY - -

the assets described in Schedule "A" and settior Walter P. Twinn

by Deed in writing dated the 15th day of April, 1985 Created.

the Sawridge Inter Vivos Settlement (hereinafter referred tO

as the "settlement").

AND WHEREAS the settlement was ratified and approved

at a general' Maeting of the Sawride In41.an Band held ! in the

Band Office at Slave . Lake, Alberta on April 15th, A.D 1985.

NOt&I''TITE-n-PqR5 th'iH-156-6-6-wItneszeth as

The undersigned.  hereby ,deciare that as. new trustees

they now hold and will continue to hold legal title to the, assets.

,described in Sthedule "A"- for the benefit of the settleffient

in. accordance , with the terms therepf.



/2

FartheTT-bAdli- tiid trustee 'roes'_ erehy asSign -end re1eaa•se

to the new trustees any and all interest in one or more of the

promissory notes attached hereto as Schedule "8".

OLD TRUSTEES

NEW TRUSTEES



SCHEDULE "A"

SAWRILLEAWINGS LTD - ....SHARES.

WALTER PATRICK TWINN 30 CLASS "A" COMMON

GEORGE TWIN 4 CLASS "A" COMMON

SAM TWIN 12 CLASS "A" COMMONi

•

-SAWRIDGE-ENERWi-LTD,-----:SHARES 

WALTER PATRICK TWINN 100 CLASS "A" COMMON
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PROMISSORY NOTE 

FOR E RECEIVED SAWRIDGE HOLDINIGS LTD, a Federally incorporated
caroany rraintaining its. head officd -on the Sawrl*d'g'e Indian Bard Reserve near
Slave L6ke, in thp.PraVince-

in lataful mbney of Canada at Ed on on-, in t1he 'Province of -'Albeika, ON bEfAANb,

adVance) at a rate per anhan 
I 
eqQ al t 

I 
d Three (.3%)' ~e ce'n 

. 
t in excess of 'the pri~re

cam)ercial lending rate published, 'and chargEd by thei Bani k of Nova Scotia on

be-Fare as well 
. 
as after r'raturity until' 'all sun*s of 

_ 
in 

. 
teresi-*'~~"""'p'-r..;i'n--c-.'l-p-a~i...a.'r-E-.3'

Interest to be dotorrnined at a rate per 'annmn equal to Three (3%)
P in excess of the I

'me bcn~xar~laI 'lending !rote published ar~ 
 
charged by

TheBank of N Scotia ( 
~

Chartered Bank of C withC t H ad Offices
in_th.e. City. of Toronto,. in.. the... Province of QntarO'.) go 4
Dollar loans 'to its prinre risk ~wiurcial customer~s (hereinafter referred to at
"Prime rate"), until all amounts secured her6urdsr~'are paid. It being further
understood a~d agreed that if a~d 'whenever the pri 

. 
n-a rate is a variable rate

published and dWged by the Bank of Nova Scotia from tirre to time'; It being
further understood 'and agreed that ',if and whenever, the orin-e rate i's varied by

that 'at all tin6~ the interest rate hereunder, bui~uted on the daiiy minimm
balance,. shall be the percentage stipulated. for th'e,peiriods aforesaid plus the

rate") . The, M.ortgagor, by these Or~asents, hereby -waives dispute of and contest
with the prire - rate, 'and of the effective dat~ of any 'change thereto, whbthE3r' Or

provided and agreed that interest at the curront, mortgage rate then* in effect
from tin-0 to time an -the principal su 

. 
mi , or. on such part therieof as has been from

tin-a to tin-e -.advanced and is then outstanding, corTuted from -Card including) the
date the prindpal sLn or any such oart is advanced.

~
WE HEREBY waive ptgsen nt for payrnent" notice of protaet,'denand for

payment and notice of non-paymenti

DATED at tha City pf 
Ed' 

nton" in thO'prm/inoa of Alberta, this 
|~~~-



j

PROMISSORY NOTE 

FOR. VALLE RECEIVED SAWRIDGE HOLDINGS LTD. a. Federally incui.vcrated
ocirpany maintaining its head office on the Sawridge Indian Bard Reserve near
Slave Lake, .in the Province of Alberta, hereby prortliees to pay to WALTER PATRICK
TWINN, SAM TWINN AND GEORGE TWINN (tegethet being the TruStees of the Sev.itidge
Band Trust, hereinafter.referred t6 'as the "Truste6s"), the SLin of ONE HUNDRED
THOUSAND ($100,D(3D.00) DOLLARS in lawful-money ;of Canada at Edmonton, in the
Province of Alberta, ..ON DEMAND, together. With 'interest thereon, calculated and
Ocnpounded semi-annually (not in ',advance) at a rate per annum equal to Three
(3%) per cent in excess of the prime carrrerdial lending rate. published and
charged by the Bank of Nova Scotia. an substantial :Canadian Dollar loans to its
print risk cuiliorcial custcrners, both before as well as after maturity until all
surre of interest and principal are paid.

Interest to be determined at a rate per -annum equal to Three (3%)
Percent in. excess of the prime conierciel lending rate published and charged by
The Back of Nova Scotia (a Chartered Bari-c of Canada with Corporate Head Offices
in the City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario). on a substantial Canadian

l.eane to ite, prime risk pergierci.,e1 custcnere (hereinafter referred to at.
"prime rate"), until all amounts -secured -hereunder are paid.: It being further
understood and agreed that if and whenever the prirae rate" is a variable rate
published and charged by the Bank of Nova Scotia fran time to time. It being
further Und erstoba and:.ttreed.tha if and whenever -the-ptims 'rate -is-....var-ied-by. -
The Bank of Nova Scotia the interest rate hereunder shall also be varied, so
that at all tines the interest rate hereunder, computed . on the . daily minimum
b.alance., shall be the parcontage.stipulated • for the 'pet-lads aforesaid the
prime rate then in effebt. (hereinafter *referred tcl, the "current inartgage
rate") The Mortgagor, by these presents, hereby waives dispute of and: conteat.
with the primetate, and of the effective date of a' ny change thereto, WhethSa- or
not the Mortgagor shall have received notice in reOect of_any change. It being
provided and agreed that interaet at the current mortgage rate then in effect
-from time to time on the principal sum, or on such: part thereof as has been fron
time to time adVen,ced and is then outstanding, canputed Fran (end including) the
date the principal sum or any such. pert is saivenced,

tE HEREBY waive presentment for payrrent,.:-1-1:eti6e.bf prOteit; demand for
payment and notice of non-payment.

DATED at the City of Edmonton, in the Province of Alberta, this Ici

day of , A.D. 1983. •

SAWRIDGE HOLDINGS LTD.

Per:

Per:



PROMISSORY NOTE 

FOR VALLE RECEIVE) SAWRIDGE HOLDINGS LTD, a Federally inoce-perrated
company maintaining its heed office on the Spefridge Indian Band Reserve near
Slave Lake, the Province of. Alberta, hereby prbiniset to pay to 'WALTER PATRICK
TWINN; SAM TWINN•AND ,SaORGE/.114INN (together being the Trustees of the Sawridge
Band Trust, hereinafter referred to ast 'the "Trustees'), the tun of SIXTY
Till:LOAN° ($60„:000.,,Qd)..DOLLARS in lawful money of Canada at Edmonton, in the
Province of Alberta, ON DEMAND, together with interest thereon, calculated and
carpainded (nOt in advance) at a rate Per annum equal to Three
(3%) per cent in excess of the prim cu rial lending rate published and
charged by the Bank of Nova Scotia pn substantial Canadian Dollar loans to its
prime risk colmercial custarers, 'both before as well as after maturity until all
sum of interest and principal are paid.

Interest to be determined at a rate per npun equal to Three (3%)
Percent in excess of the prime ccirmercial lending rate published and charged by
The Bank of Nova Scotia (a Chartered Bank of Canada with Corporate Head Offices
in the'City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario) on a substantial Canadian
Opllar_ loans to its prim risk commercial customers (hereinafter referred to at

rate.), until all anounts secured hereunder are paid. It being further
understood and agreed that if and Whenever the priros rate is a variable rate
published and charged by the Bank of Nova Scotia from tins to time. It being
further understood and agreed that if and whenever the Prime rate is varied by

The Bank OF Nova Scotia the interest rate hereunder shall also be varied, so
that at all times the interest rate hereunder, berrOuted on the daily minimum
balance, shall be the percentage stipulated for the periods aforesaid plus the
prime rate then in effect (hereinafter referred to as the "current mortgage

rate"). The Mortgagor, by these presents, hereby waives dispute .of and contest
with the prime rate; and of the effective date of any change, thereto, whether or
not the Mortgagor shall have received notice in respect of any Mange. It being
provided' ard agreed that interest at the current ,.i.Tiortgage rate then in effect
from time to time pi the principal sum, or on suCh'part thereof as has been from
time to time advanced and is then PUtstanding, cutiduted frcM(and including) the
date the principal stimi•oi• anY'SLCh part -is adVanoed,-

WE HEREBY waive presentrient for payment, .notice .e protest, demand for
payment and notice of non-payment.

DATED at the City of EdmOnton, in the Prince of Alberta; this lei
day of , A.D. 1983.

SAWRtOGE HOLDINGS LTD,



•

PROMISSORY NOTE 

FOR VALLE RECEIVED SAWRIDGE HOLDINGS LTD. a Federally incorporated
company maintaining .ita head office on the SeWrite Indian Band Reserve near
Slave .Lake, in the Province of -Alberta, hereby ronisee promisesto pay to WALTER PATRICK
TWINN, SAM TWINN AND. GEORGE TWINN .(together :being the Trustees of the. Sawridge
Band. Trust, hereinafter :referred tb. the Trustees'), the sun Of TWENV .FAIR
THDOSANO, SIX HADRED AND TWO (.$24 02-.00) DOLLARS in lawful, ndney of Canada at
Edmonton, in the Pr•Ovi.nce of Alberta, CO.QEMANO, together with interest thereon,
calculated and .conicOunded semi-,annually" (not 'in advance) at a rate per annum
equal to Three (3%). Per..-cent in excess of the pr-ire berrinerCial lending rate
published and charged by the Bank of Nova Scotia cn substantial Canadian Dollar
loans to its prime risk ocrhiercial wataters, both before as well as after
!maturity until all burrs of interest and principal are paid.

Interest to deterinined at a rate per annum equal to Three (3%)
Percent in excess of the prime coirnercial lending rate published and charged by
The Bank of Nova Scotia (a Chartered Bank of Canada with Corporate Head Offices
in the City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario) on a substantial Canadian
Dollar loans to its .prime risk cormnercial customers (hereinafter referred to at
"prime rate"), until all a-noUnts secured hereunder are paid. It being further
understood and agreed that if and .whenever the prime rate is a variable rate
published and charged by the Bank of Nova Scotia from time; to tine.. It being
further understood and agreed that if and whenever the -prime rate is varied by
The Bank of Nova Scbtia the interest rate hereunder shall also be 'varied; so
that at all times the interest rate hereunder, -computed on the daily minimum
balance, shall be the percentage stipulated for the periods aforesaid plus the•
prime rte then effect (hereinafter referredtO as the "currant mortgage
rate"). The MortgagOr, by these presents, .herebyweives dispute of and contest
With the prime rate, . and of the effective date cif:any change thereto, whether or
not the Mortgagor; shall have received notice in respect of any change. It being
prbvided and agreed that interest at the current mortgage rate then in effect
from time to time .gn the principal sum, Or on such .part thereof as has been -Fran
time to time advanced. aid is then. outstanding, Ccirputed fran Card including) the
date the principal sum sor any Such part is advanced.

1.i.E HEREBY waive oresentirent for payment, notice of protest, demand for
payment and notice of non-payment.

DATED at the City of airnonton, in the Province of Alberta, this 1(i
day of ,A .O, 1983.

SAWRIOGE HOLDINGS LTD.

Per!

Per!

40'
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PROMISSORY NOTE 

FOR VALLE. RECEIVED SAWRIDGE HOLDINGS LTD, a Federally incorporated
cuipany maintaining, its heed office al the Sawridge Indian Bard Reserve near
Slave Lake, in the Province of Alberta, hereby pranises to pay to WALTER. PATRICK• •

• TWINN, SAM TWINN AND GEORGE TWINN (together being the Trustees of the Sawridge
Band Trust, hereinafter referred to, as the "Trustees'), the sum of TWENTY
THOUSAND, CNE FUNNED AND EIGHTY FOUR ($20,184.00),DOLLARS in lawful money of

  -Canada-, at -Edmonton, In ethe..Pxovince of Alberta, DEMAND, .,DEMAND, together :with
interest thereon, calculated and 'oarpounded semi-annually (not in aRiance) at a
rate per annirn equal to Three (3%) per cent in excess of the prima ocrirrercial
lending rate published and charged by the Bank of Nova Scotia on substantial
Canadian Dollar loans to its prime risk ccrrrrercial customers, both before as
well as after maturity until all sums of interest and principal are paid.

Interest to be determined at a rate per 6nnurn equal to Three (3%)
Percent in excess of the prime commercial lending rate published and charged by
The Bank o-F Nova Scotia (a Chartered Bank of Canada with Corporate Head Offices
in the City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario) on a substantial Canadian
Dollar- loans to its prize risk cupiercial 47;ustcrners (hereinafter referred to at
'prime rate"), until all amounts 'secured hersurder are paid. It being further
understood and agreed that if and whenever the prirre rate is a variable rate
published and charged by the Bank of Nova Scotia frcrn time to time. It being
-Further understood and agreed that if and ,whenever the prima rate is varied by

). The Bank of Nova Scotia the Interest rate hereunder shall also be varied, so
that at all times the interest rate hereunder, carputed on the daily Minimum
balance, shall be the percentage stipulated for the periods aforesaid plus the
prim rate then in effect (hereinafter referred to as the "current mortgage
rate"). The Mortgagor, by these presents, hereby waives dispute of and contest
with the prime rate, and of the effective date of any change thereto, whether or
not the Mortgagor shall have received notice in respect of any change. It being
provided and agreed that interest at the current mortgage rate then in effect
frcm time to time on the principal sum, or on such part thereof as has -been frcrn
time to time advanced and is then outstanding, carpeted fran (and including) the
date the principal sum cr any such'part is advanced.

WE HEREBY waive presentmsnt for payment,' notice of protest, demand for
payment and notice of non-payment.

DATED at the City o-F Edmonton, in the ProVince of Alberta, this Vf
day of bece,w., be,r , AD. 1983.

SAWRIDGE HOLDINGS LTD.

Per:  6 

Per:



PROMISSORY NOTE 

FOR VALLE RECEIVED SA6RID0E HOLDINGS LTD.' a Federally incuepqrated
cu . •eeeny maintaining its head office on the pawridge Indian Bard Reserve near
Slave Lake, in, the Province of Alberta, ,.hereby penises to pay to WALTER PATRICK
TWINN, SAM TWINN AND GEORGE'TWINN (together beingthe Trustees of the SaWridge.  _
-Band Trust, hereinafter referred .t.o.';aSI:the th en oF TOP 
THOUSAND, ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHTY ONE ($20,181.00) DOLLARS In lawful money of
Canada at Edmonton, in the Province of Alberta, ON :IiE013, together With
interest thereon, calculated and ocnpounded send-annually (not in advanCe) at a
rate per annirn equal to Three (3%) per cent in excess of the. prima Coremercial
lending rate published end charged by the Bank of Nova ScOtia on substantial
Canadian Dollar loans to its prima risk commercial, austo-ners, both before as
well as after maturity until all sums of interest and principal are paid.

Interest to be determined at a rate per annum equal to Three (3%)
Percent in excess of the prime Cp-rmercial lending Fate published and charged by
The Bank of Nova Scotia (a Chartered Bark of Canada with Corporate 'Head Offices
in the City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario) on a substantial Canadian

--"--Dollar- leans to its prima risk- ceeeroial custarerseChereinafter referred to at
°prime rat-6'1, until all a-nounts secured heareOnder:are paid. It being further
understoOd and agreed' that i-F and whenever the 'prifts rate is a variable rate
published and charged by the Bank of Nova Scotia frOt time tp time. It being
further understood and agreed that if and whenever the prime rate i8 varied by
The Bank of Nova Scotia the interest rate. hereunder shall also be. varied, so
that at all tires the interest rate hereunder, cierrPuted M the daily minimum
balance, shall be thei percentage Stipulated :For the periods aforesaid plus the
prime rate then in -effect (hereinafter referred to as the "current mortgage
rate") The Mortgage*, by these presents, hereby waives dispute of 'and 'Contest
with the prime rate, and of the effective' date of any change thereto, whether Pr
not the Mattgegar shall have received notice in respect of any change. It being
provided and agreed that interest at the curs  mortgage rate then in effect
from time to time on the principal sum, or M Such. part thereof es has been from
time to time advaneed and is 'then outstanding, computed from Card ineluding) the
date the principal sup tie any such part is adveneed.

WE HEREBY.WeiVia presentment for payment, notice of protest, demand for
payment and notice of nOn-paYrrent.

DATED at the City OF Edmonton, in the Province of Alberta, this 11
day of 6,vr , A.D. 1983.

SAWRIDGE HOLDINGS LTD.

Per: 4.11 _, 111 ,7,2
--•••••11,-

Peri 
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PKTIISSORY NOTE 

FOR VALUE RECEIVED SAWRIDGE HOLDINGS LTD. a Federally incorporated
company maintaining its head office on the Sawridge Indian Bard Reserve near
Slave Lake, in the Province of Alberta, hereby promises to pay to WALTER PATRICK
TWINN, SAM TWINN AND GEORGE TWINN (together being the Trustees of the Sawridge
Band Trust, hereinafter referred to as the "Trustees"), the bum of EIGHT
THOUSAND, ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY EIGHT ($8,136.00) ,DOLLARS in lawful money of
Canada at Edmonton, in the Province of Alberta, ON bEMANO, together. with
interest thereon, calculated and compounded semi-annually (not 'in advance) at a
rate per annum equal to Three (3%) per cent in excess of the' prime ccnirercial
lending rate published and charged by the Bank of Nova Scotia on substantial
Canadian Dollar loans to its prire risk commercial costomers, both before as
well as after maturity until all suns of interest and principal are paid.

Interest to be determined at a rate per annthi equal to Three (3%)
Percent in excess of the prime commercial lending rate published, and charged by
The Bank of Nava Scotia (a Chartered Bark of Canada with Corporate-Head-Offices
in the City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario) on a substantial Canadian
Dollar loans to its prire risk coullerotal customers (tlerel-nefter referred to at
"prime rate"), until all anounts secured hereunder:are paid. It being further
understood and agreed that if and whenever the prima rate is a variable rate
published and charged by the Bank of Nova Scotia flan time to time. It being

further understood and agreed that if and whenever the prime rate i$ varied by

The Bank of Nava Scotia the interest rate hereunder shall also be varied, so

that at all timers the interest rate hereunder, computed on the daily minimum

balance, shall be the percentage stipulated for the periods aforesaid plus the

prime rate then in effect (hereinafter referred to as the "current mortgage

rate"). The Mortgagor, by these presents, hereby waives dispute of and contest

with the prime rate, and of the effective date of any change thereto, whether or

not the Mortgagor shall have received notice in reapect of any change. It being

provided and agreed that interest at the current mortgage rate then in effect

from time to time on the principal sum, or on such part thereof as has been from

tiros to time advanced and is then outstanding, confuted from (and including) the

date the principal sum or any such part is advanced.

WE HEREBY waive presentment for payment, notice .of protest, demand for

payment and' notice of non-payment.

DATED at the City of Edmonton, in the Province of Alberta, this )1

day of ›ec..' e. ,1De.-c , A.D. 1983.

SAWRI.DGE HOLDINGS LTD

Per:  6410 ,e;

Per:



PROMISSORY NOTE 

• •
FOR VALLE RECEIVED SAWRIDGE HOLDINGS LTD. a Federally incorporated

company maintaining its head office on the Sawridge Indian Band Reserve near
Slave Lake, in the Province of Alberta, hereby PrOnises to pay to WALTER PATRICK
- 'INN, SAM TWINN MO GEORGE TWINN (together being the Trustees of the Sawridge
Band Trust, hereinafter referred to as the "Trustees"), the sun of FORTY FOUR
THOUSAND, ($44,000.00) DOLLARS in lawful money of Canada at Edmonton, in the
PrOVince of Alberta, ON DEMAND, together with interest thereon, calculated and
cotpOunded semi-annually (not in advance) at a rate Per annum equal to Three
(3%) per cent in excess of the prime commeroial lending rate published and
charged by the Bank' of Nova Scotia on substantial Canadian Dollar loans to its
prime risk canmercial customers, both before as well:  after maturity until all
sums of interest and principal are paid.

Interest to be determined at a rate per annum equal, to Three (3%)
Percent in excess 'of the prime commercial lending,rate published and charged by
The Bank of NoVa Scotia (a Chartered Bank of Canada with Corporate Head Offices
in the City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario) on a substantial Canadian
Dollar loans to its _prime risk commercial customers (hereina-Fter referred to at
"prime rate"), until all amounts secured he e- " idaith It being further
understood and agreed that if and whenever the prime rate is a variable rate
published and charged by the Bank of Nova Scotia from time to time. It being
further understood and agreed that if and whenever the prime .rate is varied by
The Bank of Nova Scotia the; interest rate hereunder shall also be varied, so
that at all times the interest rate hereunder, computed on the daily minimum
balance, shall be the percentage stipulated for the -periods aforesaid plus the
prima rate then in effect (hereinafter referred to as the "current mortgage
-rate"). The Mortgagor, by these presents, hereby Waives- dispute-of -ard-oontest
with the prime rate, and of the effective date of any change thereto, whether or
not the Mortgagor shall have received notice in respect of any change. It being
provided and 'agreed that interest at the mired mortgage rate then, in effect
fran time to time on the principal sum, or on Such, part thereof as has been from
time to tine advanced and is then outstanding, computed fran Card including) the
date the principal sum cr any such part is advanced.

WE HEREBY waive presentment for payment,:.notics. of protest, demand for
payment and notice of non-payrent.

DATED at the City of EdmOnton, in the Province of Alberta, this M
  day crf Detemi5e A.D. 1_983.

SAWRIOGE HOLDINGS LTD.

Per:

Per



PROMISSORY IQI.TE 

FOR .vALLx RECEIVE SAWIDGEHOLDuq .LTD. a Federally incorporated
90TPanY maintai(709. its head office on the s ridge Indian Band Reserve rear
Slave Lake, in the Province of Alberta, 1 :E* promises to pay, to WALTER PATRICK
TWINN, SAM WINN AND psoqa T9-441,! (0.0;6014r being the Trustees :Of the SawriAge
Band Trust, hereinafter e:ferredtal;(aS the '!7$1i**P!), the sum of TWO HUNDRED

FIFTY ONE THOOSAND:taREE PIOLLARS in lawful money of Canada

at Edmonton, in the Province of Alberta, :ON DEKAND, together with in
thereon, calculated and COMpounded SeMi-annuallY (net in advance) at a rate per
annum equal to Three (3%) per cent in excess of the prime commercial lending
rate published and chargedley the Bank of Nova Scotia on substantial Canadian
Dollar loans to its prime risk commercial customers, both before as well as
after maturity until all sums of interest,and.principal are paid.

Interest to be determined at a rate per annum equal to Three (3%)
Percent in excess of the prime cOminercial,lending rate published and charged by

The Bank of Nokia Scotia (a Chartered 'Bank of Canada with Corporate Head Offices

in t_P City of Toronto, th:th0. Province of Ontario) on a substantial Canadian

Dollar loans to its prime risk commercial customers (hereinafter refdrred to at

"prime rate"), until 'all amounts seddred hereunder are paid. It being further

understood and agreed that, if and whenever the prime:rate is a variable rate

published and ,chatged by the Bank of Nova Scotia from time to time. It being

further understoOd. and agreed that if and whenever the prime rate is varied by

The Bank of Nova .Scotia the interest rate hetOider shall also be varied, so

that at all timeS the interest rate hereunder, computed on the daily minimum
balance, shall be the percentage stipulated :for the periods aforesaid plus the

prime rate then in effect (hereinafter referred to. as the "current mortgage
tate"). The Mortgag9r,' by ,theSe presents, hereby waives dispute of and contest
with the prime rate, ..and of , the leffective date of any change thereto, whether or
not :.the Mortgagor shall have received notice in respect of any change. It being
provided and agreed that interest at the current '06prttjage. rate then in effect
from time bo time on the principal sum, or oh :such part thereof as has. been Cron
time to time advanced and .iS then outstanding,,coni fecm (and including) the

date the principal sum or: any such part is adVanced.

WE HEREBY waive I)resentment for paymelt, notice of protest, demand for
payment and. notice of non-OYMeht.

DATED at the City;:of Edmonton, in_theProvinoe of Alberta, this I
day of , A.D. 1983.

HOLDI  LTD,

Per:
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This is Exhibit " " referred to In the
Affidavit of

&„),A BLcO\( 

of ,g,..p+envher  A.D., 20_,

A
CA-

-Notary-Public, A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for the Provinceof Alberta

Catherine A.

magnar

My Commission Expires

THIS TRUST DEED made in dUplicate as af the 15th day of August, A.D. fgai6729,2°

BETWEEN:

Sworn before me this

THE SAWRIDGE TRUST

DECLARATION OF TRUST

CHIEF WALTER P. TWINN,
of the. Sawridge Indian Band, No. 19, Slave Lake, Alberta

(hereinafter called the "Settlor")

OF THE FIRST PART,

and

CHIEF WALTER P. TWINN, CATHERINE WINN and GEORLI• TWIN,
(hereinafter collectively called the "Trustees")

OF THE SECOND PART,

WHEREAS the Settler desires to create an inter vivos trust for the

benefit of the members of the Sawridge Indian Band, a band within the meaning

of the provisions of the Indian Act R.S.C. 1970, Chapter 1-6, and for that

purpose has transferred to the Trustees the property described in the Schedule

attached hereto;

AND WHEREAS the parties desire to declare the trusts, terms and

provisions on which the Trustees have agreed to hold and administer the said

property and all other properties that may be acquired by the Trustees

hereafter for the purposes of the settlement;

NOW THEREFORE THIS DEED WITNESSETH THAT in consideration of the

respective covenants and agreements herein Contained, it is hereby covenanted

and agreed by and between the parties as follows;
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1. The Settler and Trustees hereby establish a trust fund, which the

Trustees shall administer in accordance with the terms of this Deed.

2, In this Deed, the following terms shall be interpreted in accordance

with the following rules:

(a) "Beneficiaries" at any particular time shall mean all persons

who at that time qualify as members of the Sawridge Indian Band

under the laws of Canada in force from time to time including,

without restricting the generality of the foregoing, the

membership rules and customary laws of the Sawridge Indian Band

as the same may exist from time to time to the extent that such

membership rules and customary laws are incorporated into, or

recognized by, the laws of Canada;

(b) "Trust Fund" shall mean:

(A) the property described in the Schedule attached hereto and

any accumulated income thereon;

(B) any further, substituted or additional property, including

any property, beneficial interests or rights referred to in

paragraph 3 of this Peed and any accumulated income thereon

which the Settlor or any other person or persons may

donate, sell or otherwise transfer or cause to be

transferred to, or vest or cause to be vested in, or

otherwise acquired by, the TrUstees for the purposes of

this Deed;
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(C) any other property acquired by the Trustees pursuant to,

and in accordance with, the provisions of this Deed;

(D) the property and accumulated income thereon (if any) for

the time being and from time to time into which any of the

aforesaid properties and accumulated income thereon may be

converted; and

(E) "Trust" means the trust relationship established between•

the Trustees and the Beneficiaries pursuant to the

provisions of this Deed.

3. The Trustees shall hold the Trust Fund in trust and shall deal with

it in accordance with the terms and conditions Of this Deed. No part of the

Trust Fund shall be used for or diverted to purposes other than those purposes

set out herein. The Trustees may accept and hold as part of the Trust Fund

any property of any kind or nature whatsoever that the Settlor or any other

person or persons may donate, sel), lease or otherwise transfer or cause to be

transferred to, or vest or cause to be vested in, or otherwise acquired by,

the Trustees for the purposes of this Deed.

4. The narn.e of the Trust Fund shall be The Sauridge Trust' and the

meetings of the Trustees shall take place at the Sawridge Band Administration

Office located on the Sawridge Band Reserve.

S. The Trustees who are the original signatories hereto, shall in their

discretion and at such time as they determine, appoint'additional Trustees to

act hereunder. Any Trustee may at any time resign from the office of Trustee

of this Trust on giving not less than thirty (30) days notice addressed to the.
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other Trustees. Any Trustee or Trustees may be removed from office by a

resolution that receives the approval in writing of at least eighty percent

(80%) of the Beneficiaries who are then alive and over the age of twenty-one

(21) years, The power of appointing Trustees to fill any vacancy caused by

the death, resignation or removal of a Trustee and the power of appointing

additional Trustees to increase the number of Trustees to any number allowed

by law shall be vested in the continuing Trustees or Trustee of this Trust and

such power shall be exercised so that at all times (except for the period

pending arty such appointment) there shall be a minimum of Three (3) Trustees

of this Trust and a maximum of Seven (7) Trustees of this Trust and no person

who is not then a Beneficiary shall be appointed as a Trustee if immediately

before such appointment there are more than Two (2) Trustees who are net then

Beneficiaries.

6. The Trustee's shall hold the Trust Fund for the benefit of the

Beneficiaries; provided, however, that, at the expiration of twenty-one (21)

years after the death of the last survivor of the beneficiaries alive at the

date of the execution of this peed, all of the Trust Fund then remaining in

the hands of the Trustees shall be divided equally among the Beneficiaries

then aliVe,

During the existence of this Trust, the Trustees shall have complete

and unfettered discretion to pay or apply all or so much of the net income Of

the Trust Fund, if any, or to accumulate the same. or any portion thereof, and

all or so much of the capital of the Trust Fund as they in their unfettered

discretion from time to time deem appropriate for any one or more of the

Beneficiaries; and the Trustees may make Such payments at such time, and fror

time to time, and in such manner and in such proportions as the Trustees

their uncontrolled discretion deem approprlate.

in



7. The Trustees may invest and reinvest all or any part of the Trust

Fund in any investments authorized for trustees' investments by the Trustee's

Act being Chapter T-10 of the Revised Statutes of Alberta, 1980, as amended

from time to time, but the Trustees are not restricted to such Trustee

Investments but may invest in any investment which they in their uncontrolled

discretion think fit, and are further not bound to make any investment and may

instead, if they in their uncontrolled discretion from time to time deem it

apprOpriate, and for such period or periods of time as they see fit, Keep the

Trust Fund or any part of it deposited in a bank to which the Bank Act 

(Canada) or the Quebec Saving Bank Act applies.

8. The Trustees are authorized and empowered to do all acts that are not

prohibited under any applicable laws of Canada or of any other jurisdiction

and that are necessary or, in the opinion of the Trustees, desirable for the

purpose of administering this Trust for the benefit of the Beneficiaries

including any act that any of the Trustees might lawfully do when dealing with

his own property, other than any such act committed in bad faith or in gross

negligence, and including, without in any manner or to any extent detracted

from the generality of the foregoing, the power

(a) to exercise all voting and other rights in respect of any

stocks, bonds, property or other investitents Of the Trust Fund;

(b) to sell or otherwise. dispose of any property held by them in the

Trust Fund and to acquire other property in substitution

therefor; and



(c) to employ professional advisors and agents and to retain and act

upon the advice given by such professionals and to pay such

professionals such fees or other remuneration as the Trustees in

their uncontrolled discretion from time to time deem appropriate

(and this provision shall apply to the payment of professional

fees to any Trustee who renders professional services to the

Trustees).

9. Administration costs and expenses of or in connection with this Trust

shall be paid from the Trust Fund, including, without limiting the generality

of the foregoing, reasonable reimbursement to the Trustees or any of them for

costs (and reasonable fees for their services as Trustees) incurred in the

administration of this Trust and for taxes of any nature whatsoever which may

be levied or assessed by federal, provincial or other governmental authority

Open or in respect of the income or capital of the Trust. Fund.

10. The Trustees shall keep accounts in an acceptable manner of all

receipts disbursements, investments, and other transactions in the

administration of the Trust.

11. The provision of this Deed may be amended from time to time by a

resolution of the Trustees that received the approval in writing of at least

eighty percent (80%) of the Beneficiaries who are then alive and over the age

of twenty-one (21) years and; for greater certainty, any such amendment may

provide for a commingling of the assets, and a consolidation of the

administration, of this Trust with the assets and administration of any other

trust established for the benefit, of all or any of the Beneficiaries.
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12. The Trustees shall not be liable for any act or omission done or made

i n the exercise of any power, authority or discretion given to them by this

Deed provided such act or omission is done or made in good faith; nor shall

they be liable to make good any loss or diminution in value of the Trust Fund

not caused by their gross negligence or bad faith; and all persons claiming

any beneficial interest in the, Trust Fund shall be deemed to take notice of

and shall be subject to this clause.

13. Any decision of the Trustees may be made by a majority of the

Trustees holding office as such at the time of such decision and no dissenting

or abstaining Trustee who acts in good faith shall be personally liable for

any loss or claim whatsoever arising out of any acts or omissions which result

from the exercise of any such discretion or power, regardless whether such

Trustee assists in the implementation of the decision.

14. All documents and papers of every kind whatsoever, including without

restricting the generality of the foregoing, cheques, notes, drafts, bills of

exchange, assignments, stock transfer powers and other transfers, notices,

declarations, directions, receipts, contracts, agreements, deeds, legal

papers, forms and authorities required for the purpose of opening or operating

any account with any bank, or other financial institution, stock broker or

investment dealer and other instruments made or purported to be made by or on

behalf of this Trust shall be signed and executed by any two (2) Trustees or

by any person (including any of the Trustees) or persons designated for such

purpose by a decision of the Trustees.
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15. Each of the Trustees, by joining in the execution of this Deed,

signifies his acceptance of the Trusts herein. Any other person who becomes a

Trustee under paragraph 5 of this Trust shall signify his acceptance of the

Trust herein by executing this Deed or a true copy hereof, and shall be bound

by it in the same manner as if he or she had executed the original Deed.

16. This Peed and the Trust created hereunder shall be governed by, and

shall be construed in accordance with, the laws of the Province of Alberta.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto have executed this Deed.

A. Settlor

B. Trustees;

1.

ADDRESS

860647-1/6

CHIEFALTER P. T-14 NN

ATHERINE NN
gh 4
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SCHEDULE

One Hundred Dollars ($100.00) in CAnadian Gutrency6

/
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I,' PePertalent of Justice Minttere de to Justice
Ceriada Canada

Legal Services
Wan Affairs and flottbern Development
Room KU, Los 'Arrows de la Chauditre
10 Wellington Street
Hull, Quebec
KIA 0E4

November 9, 1994

F- ; LL4161 663.0871

Mr. Maurice C. Cullity, Q.C.
Davies, Ward & Beck
P.O. Hex 63, Suite 1400
1 First Canadian Maze
Toronto, Ontario
MSX 1BI

&wage Indian rand Expenditures pursuant to
Sections 64 and 66 of the Man Act

How 3 3 as ?It lit

Q003
vedma.At WU,

Dear Mr. Wity:

We are in receipt of your letter of October 24th, 1994.

Although we Mae the concern expressed in your letter regarding the inclusion on.
the list of amounts for recurring and other expenditures which would not involve
the acquisition of specific assets, we should remember that the suggestion for the
production of such a statement originated from your letter.of April 19, 1994.

We and our client, the Department of Iniiian Affairs and Northern. Development,
are concerned regarding the delay in resolving this matter.

In an attempt to accelerate the resolution of the current situation, we are prepared
to limit the scope of the statement to be provided by your client's auditors.
Accordingly, we hereby request confirmation by way of statement from Sawricip's
accountants that all funds that were released for the acquisition of capital assets
were balactus ,_fqt.- 4. .tux.041r.C91011411

.ar. ar .4.a. In other words, at -this—time 'Weslii'not seek
(infatuation regarding amounts released for purposes other than the acquisition of
capital assets,

Canadg
.42

SAW00187
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We would appreciate receiving confirmation of this proposal at your earliest
convenient=

Yours my truly,

Margaret McIntosh
Counsel

RO0i

SAW00188
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DAVIES, WARD & BECK
BARRISTM 6e SOLICITOM

NAJELLOPIER October 20, 1994

Ms, Margaret McIntosh
Counsel, Legal. Services
Indian Affairs and Northern Development
Room 1018
Les Terrasses de la Chimare

vveumgron Street
Hull, Quebec
KlA 01-14

Dear Ms. IvIeIntosh:

Saws

MAIllticS C. Mum,
Datecr Las (416) ass-5522

File No. 21902

Further to our recent discussions, Y am writing to confirm that I do not
believe that the list of expenditures provided with your letter of October 5, 1994 is
helpful for the purposes we have discussed. Many of the amounts referred to on the
list relate to recurring expenditures, such as legal and other professional fees, and some
are as small as $500. They extend back over a period of 20 years and to ask for a
statement from the auditors that all were properly expended on the particular purposes
referred to in the BCRs would be prohibitively expensive even if, after such a period,
it were possible to deal with them.

In my discussion with Mr. Gregor Machnosh pp; ril 7, .1,94,.,1, ,V14,
that_the (1away:n s concern was to ensure that. all Itindi*--thatribtited to =fie 13knd
pursuant to section heor  ;traced Into

glittwi,,fot#7.0111Wegttheliaid; suggested that the auditors might be
asked to certify "that all Rinds distributed to the band by the Minister pursuant to section
64 or section 69 of the Indian Act for the acquisition of specific assets, or property or
investments into which those funds have been converted, axe now held in trusts for
members of the band. In my letter of April 19 to Mr. Van Iterson, I referred too
generally to Amds distributed to the band for specific purposes pursuant to those sections
of the Indian Act, A large number of the amounts on the list you have provided refer
to section 66 of the Act but, more importantly, many of them were amounts for recurring
and other expenditures that would not involve the acquisition of assets and could not be
expected to end up in trusts or otherwise in property of the Band.

P.O. DOX 63, 6urTE 4400 f FTEGT CliNADLAN PLACE,. TOP.ONITO, ONTARIO, CANADA MSX 151
TELEPHONE Mei E63-09b FAX (410 663-0571

SAW0018E
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Yn order to try to resolve this matter without further delay and expense, I
wonder whether it would be an acceptable solution to ask the auditors to rotate their
attention to amounts on your list of $500,000 or more that were advanced for the
purpose of aequiting specific assets, If this is not satisfactory from the viewpoint a the
Department, perhaps you would suggest another alternative.

As I have indicated to you on a number of occasions, we do not agree
that the Department is entitled to demand details of expenditures made by the band in
the past or with respect to the assets that it now holds, At the same time, In the
interests of avoiding the litigation that will be inevitable if your client intends to make
unreasonable demands, I have attempted to find a solution that will satisfy the
Department without involving the Band in unnecessary expense. I still wish to do this
if it is po8sible.

Yours very truly,

Maurice C Cu114

MCC/dp

cc: M. McKinney, Esq,

SAW0018E
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Legal Services
Indian Affairs and Northern Development
Room 1018, 1.4s Tørrasses de la Moodier,:
10 Wellington Street
NA Quebec
X1A

August 29, 1994

Mr, Maurice C. Cullity,
Davies, Ward-Beck
P.O. Box 63, Suite 4400
1 First Canadian Place
Toronto, Ontario
MSX 1B1

$awridat Trusts

Dear Mr. Cullity:

Further to our telephone conversation of A t 9, 1994, we continue to anticipate a.
siat ten.froall,,the.,attditora,of the Sawrislgo„ yldiatt Band

tairVitilil in
tr tf6cthåtØ rå and that any funds were used for the purposes for
wItich they were authorized by the Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern
Development

My client is anxious to have this matter settled as expeditiously as possible. Accordingly,
I respectfully request some written indication of when this information will be available.

Thank you for your consideration of this matter.

Margaret McIntosh
Counsel

adå!

003

SAW00188



March 21, 1994

Davies Ward & Beck
Barristers & Solicitors
Box 63, 44th Floor
1 Canadian Place
Toronto, Ontario
M5X 1B1

Al DATION: M. Cullity

Dear Sir:

RE: Sawridge Trusts

Further to our recent telephone conversation, we wish to confirm that the Department
was aware of the existence of Trusts for the benefit of Sawridge Band Members for quite
some time. This knowledge can be attributed to the Department from several sources
including:

1. Annual Audits
2. Capital Project Funds Requests
3. Self-Government Negotiations
4. Early Trust discussions

1. Annual Audits

The annual audit reports show an amount each year as "Distributions to Band
Members". In the March 31, 1984 statement Note #16 reads:

16. Distributions to Band Members

Fl bo):tibet 17,.1-98,Xtfie li _ ibkrs-pf the Oatict#0.17S: tgitea:002.ain
assets with a oairying of 417,9 .110.90. to "The SaWrii:IveRapsfritigtm,
a trust formed for  behefit athe rherribers 61 the Sawridge Indian Band".

0 HEAD OFFICE: BOX 326, SLAVE LAKE, ALBERTA, TOG 2A0 • TEL: (4031649-439 • FAX: (403) 849-3446

0 BRANCH OFFICE; # 766, 10201 JASPER AVENUE, EDMONTON, ALBERTA, T5J 3N7 • TEL: (403) 421-4845 • FAX: (403) 428-7022

SAW0G188



Indian and Northern Aff&res indiennes
Affairs Canada et du Nord Canada

Assistant Deputy Minruter Sous-ministre adjoin
onrwm, o.vuela
MA0114

rK4ÅR 3 0 1094

Mr. Maurice C. Cullity
Davies, Ward & Beck
sarriaters & Solicitors
P.O. Pox .63, Suite 4400
I First Canadian Place
TORONTO ON M5X 1s1

Dear Mt. Cullity:

Thank you for your letter of March 16, 1994 concerning the
existence of trusts that were apparently established on
behalf of members of the Sawridge Bend. I appreciate your
willingness to meet to discuss this matter.

A T01 9ÅS. -desitajule heQOSe ,pifthe-Ministetlå statutory
Ospiline4bilities for ensuring that iiiönekä telexsed to the.
band4:yvurguant to,meotionsg. to .69of:-the,X214.1442 Act,, are
nsed-för tåve benefit Of the bandr  end itillne3ålhete

It may be that a relatively small amount of infomation on
the above trusts, the existence of which was unknown to the
Minister, will provide sufficient assurances that the above
concerns have been met. we may also be assured that the
assets are being held in those trusts for the benefit of all
band members, including those who may be entitled to
membership, as will be determined by the current related
litigation.

To make the necessary arrangements for the meeting, would
you please contact my office at (819) 953-5577.

Yours sincerely,

tA9ligka1 byb
YAINt Teasok

W. (Sill) Van Iterson
A/Assistant Deputy Minister
Lands and Trust Services

c.c.: Ctief Walter Twinn
Gregor MacIntoth
Ken Kirby
Chris ~aught

adiä

SAW001 89
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W. Van Iterson, Esq.
A/Assistant Deputy Minister
Lands and Trust Services
Indian and Northern Affairs Canada
Ottawa, Ontario
KlA 0H4

Dear Sir:

March 16, 1994

Sawridge Indian Band

MAURICE c cousrY, Q.C.
Drancr LINT (416) 863-5522

File No. 21902

I refer to the letters of May 1, 1994 and December 23, 1993 addressed to
Chief Walter Twirm. flo,r431)

For some years we have been retained to advise the Band with respect to,
among other matters, any trusts established for its members. Accordingly, I have been
instructed to respond to any questions you may have in connection with such trusts to
the extent that you are entitled to receive answers.

You will understand that the Band, like any other community, organization
or entity engaged in business and other activities for the benefit of its members is
reluctant to release financial information relating to such activities to anyone other than
such members unless it determines that this is in its best interests or is required by Iaw.
For this reason, although I have no objection to meeting with individuals from your
department, it would be helpful if you would indicate in advance why you believe such
a meeting to be desirable and the grounds, if any, on which you believe you are entitled
to receive information about the trusts referred to in the letter from Ms. Porteous.

It would be appreciated if you would address your reply and any further
correspondence or questions an this matter to this office.

Yours very truly,

Maurice C. Cullity
MCC/dp

cc: Chief Walter Twinni/

bcc: M. Henderson

P.O. BOX 63, Writ 4406 1 PIIL5T CANADIAN PLACE, TORONEO. ONTARIO, CANADA 145X iiit
Tip WP14"hrC (4145 Sc, new.

SAW00189
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Court of Appeal for Saskatchewan Citation: Campbell v Campbell,

2016 SKCA 39Docket: CACV2663

Date: 2016-03-22

Between:

And

Shaun Norman Campbell

Kristin Ann Campbell

Appellant

(Petitioner)

Respondent

(Respondent)

Before: Ottenbreit, Herauf and Whitmore JJ.A.

Disposition: Appeal Allowed

Written reasons by: The Honourable Mr. Justice Ottenbreit

I n concurrence: The Honourable Mr. Justice Herauf

The Honourable Mr. Justice Whitmore
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On Appeal From: DIV 540 of 2011, Saskatoon

Heard: September 24, 2015

Counsel: Sherry L. Fitzsimmons forthe Appellant

Tiffany M. Paulsen, Q.C., forthe Respondent
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Ottenbreit J.A.

I. Introduction

Shaun Norman Campbell (the father) appeals a Courtof Queen's Bench Chambers decision

dated December 17, 2014, dismissing an application to vary parenting arrangements setforth in a

consent divorce judgment dated January 5, 2012. For the reasons hereinafter setforth, the appeal is

allowed.

H. Facts and Background

[2] The father and Kristin Ann Campbell (the mother) were separated in September 2009 and

divorced in February 2012. They have twin daughters, Hailey and Hanna, now aged 12. The mother and

the father entered into an interspousal agreement (interspousal agreement) in relation to custody,

parentingtime, child support and other issues in 2011 when the twins were approximately seven years

old.

[3] The terms of the interspousal agreement with respectto parenting arrangements were

i ncorporated into a consent divorce judgment, child support and parenting order (order). Pursuantto

the order, the primary residence forthe children was with the mother. The father had specified

parentingtime. The order also incorporated the following provision (reviewclause) from the parties'

interspousal agreement:

2(d) This parenting plan shall be open for review in the event of a material change in
circumstances affectingthe children orin the eventthat the current parenting

arrangement is no longer meetingthe children's needs. In that event, either party may

trigger a review. The review shall proceed to mediation initially with the party who
triggered the review to be solelyresponsible forthe costs associated with same;

[4] In December 2013, the father applied to vary the terms of the order. He wanted to increase his

parentingtime within a four-week rotation from 9 days to 121/2 days includingtwo full weekends, have

less exchanges of the twins between the parties, and avoid early morningexchanges. He also wanted

equal sharing of summer holidays. InJanuary 2014, in accordance with the terms of the review clause,

the mother and father were directed to attend foursessions of high-conflict mediation priorto either
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party being permitted to return the application to the Chambers list. No agreement was reached atthe

mediation and, as a result, the application was eventually heard by the Chambers judge.

[5] Between them, the parties filed at least six affidavits before the Chambers judge. The affidavits

were voluminous and detailed and, as one might expect, represented the factual thrust and parry of

conflicting interpretations of whattranspired between the parties and the twins since separation, and

the circumstances of the lives of the parties and the twins as at the date of application. The affidavits of

the fatherfocussed on factstending to establish that a variation was necessary and the affidavits of the

motherfocussed on factste nding to show the contrary. The father's affidavits outlined changes in his

personal life: he had married, had a new home, benefited from two incomes and had greaterassistance

with child care. For the purposes of this decision, the facts need not be set o ut in detail although I will

referto certain of the facts with respectto the arguments of the parties.

III. Decision of the Chambers Judge

[6] The Chambers judge referred to s. 17(5) of the Divorce Act, RSC 1985, c 3 (2d Supp) [Act], which

governs variation of parenting orders. He also referred tothe jurisprudence governing variation and the

two-stage test as reflected in Gordon v Goertz, [1996] 2 SCR 27 [Gordon], and Gray v Wiegers, 2008

SKCA 7, [2008] 4 WWR 225 [Gray]. He observed that a parent seeking to vary a custody order must pass

the first stage and meet a high threshold, i.e., demonstration of a material change that will adversely

affectthe needs of the child. The Chambers judge also enunciated some of the principles governing

variation applications: a material change must be to the child's circumstances, not merely to the

circumstances of the party, and passage of time is itself not a material change.

[7] After analyzingthe review clause, the Chambers judge determined initially that its wording did

not provide an additional basis tovary the parenting arrangement apartfronn the material change

criteria required unders. 17(5) of the Act and Gordon. He questioned if it could be interpreted to

provide an additional basis to vary the parenting arrangement and whether it could be given effect given

what he perceived to be the mandatory direction of s. 17(5). He did not elaborate or provide any

analysis on that last point.

[8] Nevertheless, he stated he would proceed as if the review clause did create a second distinct

and permissible test tovary the parenting arrangement. He concluded as follows:
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[12] If it creates a differenttest, as I interpretthe words used, the conflicting

evidence does not satisfy me thatthe current parenting arrangement is no longer
meetingthe children's needs. Their needs are being met. This language does not specify

that their needs must be metto the highest potential level orsome other standard. It
simply requires their needsto be met.

[13] Based upon the conflicting evidence before me I am not able tofind a material,

pivotal orfundamental change that will adversely affectthe needs of the children. Their
needs now are essentially the same needs they had when the judgment issued. What

has changed is the petitioner's circumstances, notthe needs of the children. The fact of

the petitioner remarrying and obtaining housingthat is better able to accommodate
more parenting of the children was entirelypredictable atthe time of the agreement

between the parties and atthe time of the consent judgment, as wasthe certaintythat
the children would grow older. The petitioner has not discharged the onus on him to

demonstrate a material change that adversely affects the needs ofthe children. I do not

get beyond the first stage of the two-stage inquiry.

He dismissed the father's application to vary.

IV. Issues

[9] The father raises issues which can conveniently be restated as follows:

A. Did the ChambersJudge err by determiningthatthe review clause did not contain a
second and permissibletest for review and variation of the parenting arrangements absent a
material change in circumstances?

B. Did the ChambersJudge err in his application of the review clause tothe evidence
before him?

C. Did the ChambersJudge err by decidingthe matter in Chambers ratherthan directing
the matter to a Pre-Trial Conference?

D. Did the ChambersJudge err by accepting a Brief of Law on behalf of the Respondent but
refusing leave to counsel for the Appellanttofile materials in response?

E. Did the ChambersJudge err by awarding costs in favour of the Respondent?
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V. Analysis

A. Did the Chambers Judge err by determining that the review clause did

not contain a second and permissible test for review and variation of the

parenting arrangements absent a material change in circumstances?

[10] The fathercontendsthe Chambers judge erred by ultimately not construingthe review clause as

containing a provision forvariation independent of the material change criteria. He submits thatthe

parties to the interspousal agreement and order agreed to two distinct bases forchangingthe parenting

arrangements which were reflected in the reviewclause and thatthe second part of the review clause is

independent of whetherthere is a material change of circumstances. He submits he need only show

"the current parenting arrangement is no longer meetingthe children's needs" to justify a variation. The

father argues that the review clause is like a contract and that meaning must be given to it as a bargain

to review parenting withoutthe constraints of the material change test unders. 17(5) of the Act.

[11] The mother arguesthat the Chambers judge correctly interpreted the review clause and his

decision must, on the basis of a stringent standard of review, be accorded the highest deference. The

mother makes little argument on whatthe words of the clause mean, but instead referstothe judge's

reliance on s. 17(5) of the Actand its application tothe clause and the high threshold which someone

applying fora variation must meet.

[12] This high threshold was setforth in Gray at paras 13 and 14, where this Court, following Gordon,

held thata variation unders. 17(5) of the Act requires a two-stage inquiry:

(i) the reviewing judge must first determine if there has been a material change in the

condition, means, needs orother circumstances of the children adversely affectingthem, and

(ii) if the applicant has demonstrated such material change, the court must decide whether

such change is in the best interests of the children.

I n otherwords, if the threshold of a material change has been crossed only then should the judge

considerthe best interests of the children with referencetothat change.

[13] With this in mind, I turn to the analysis of the review clause.
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[14] As a preliminary matter, let me deal with the father's argumentthatthe review clause must be

construed similarto a clause in a contract. The review clause is not a contract and resortto contractual

i nterpretation and principles is misplaced. Once the review clause was incorporated into the judgment it

became part of a court orderand principles regarding interpretation of court orders apply.

[15] These principles have been setforth in a number of cases. In Sutherland v Reeves, 2014 BCCA

222, 61 BCLR (5th) 308, Bauman C.J.B.C. stated:

[31] First, court orders are not interpreted in a vacuum. This Court has recently

described the correct approach to the interpretation of court orders ( Yu v. Jordan, 2012

BCCA 367 at para. 53, SmithJ.A.):

[53] In my view, the interpretation of a court order is not governed by the
subjectiveviews of one or more of the parties as to its meaning after the order
is made. Rather an order, whether by consent or awarded in an adjudicated
disposition, is a decision of the court. As such, it is the court, not the parties,
that determines the meaning of its order. In my view, the correctapproach to 
i nterpreting the provisions of a court order is to examine the pleadings of the 
action in which it is made, the languageof the order itself, and the 
circumstances in which the order was granted. 

[Emphasis added.]

As a result, in addition to examiningthe language ofthe Order, it is necessaryto review
the pleadings and surrounding circumstances. It would be an errorto have regard to

those factors but to then interpret a generic Model Order instead of the specificorder
Mr. Justice Willcock made in responseto the pleadings and the surrounding

circumstances before him.

[16] In Sans Souci Limited v VRL Services Limited, [2012] UKPC 6, Lord Sumption reached the same

conclusion:

[13] ...The Board is unable to accept these propositions, becausethe construction of
a judicial order, like that of any other legal instrument, is a single coherent process. It

depends on whatthe language of the orderwould convey, in the circumstances in which
the Court made it, so far as these circumstances were before the Court and patentto

the parties. The reasons for makingthe order which are given bythe Court in its

judgment are an overt and authoritative statement of the circumstances which it
regarded as relevant. They are therefore always admissibleto construe the order. In

particular, the interpretation of an order may be critically affected by knowing whatthe
Court considered to be the issue which its order was supposed to resolve.
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[17] In Re: Sharpe, [1992] FCA 616 (Aust), the Court stated:

[20] ... even if a judgment is not ambiguous, it is nevertheless proper (if not

essential) in construing itto have regard to the factual context in which the judgment
was given and thatthis context includesthe pleadings, the reasonsforthe judgment

and the course of evidence atthe trial.

[18] With this jurisprudence in mind, I will examine the language of the order, the pleadings and the

circumstances in which the orderwas made. I turn, first, to the language of the review clause. A plain

reading of the review clause and the presence of the word "or" in the second line ofthe clause shows

that the clause is disjunctive and, on itsface, containstwo possibilitiesfor reviewof the parenting

arrangement: (a) a material change in circumstances affectingthe children, or (b) the current parenting

arrangement is no longer meetingthe children's needs. The second part of the review clause would be

unnecessary if the clause as a whole only purported to address variation where there is a material

change in circumstances. I saythis because the words "material change in circumstances" found in the

first part of the clause are well known and usually connote the two-stage testforvariation set forth in

Gordon and the principles surrounding its application. The additional language of the second part of the

review clause would be unnecessary or redundant if the clause as a whole only purported to referto the

test in Gordon. The structure and language of the review clause therefore suggests that it allows a

second avenue of review apartfrom a variation application based on material change.

[19] The second analytical factor, the pleadings leading up to the issuance of the judgment, provides

no assistance to the interpretation ofthe review clause. The review clause was part of a consent order

and there were no pleadingstouching on the issue of interpretation of the clause. There are no reasons

for judgment which might inform the interpretation of the review clause. There was no evidence

tendered in court priorto the issuance of the order which might help inform an interpretation of it.

[20] In this Court, the parties argue that theyfiled affidavit material before the Chambers judge

which spoke to each of their intentions with respectto the review clause priorto the order being issued

and to the issue of how the review clause might be interpreted. The affidavits show the father did not

wantto be in a position where, when making an application to change parenting, he would be required

to show that the threshold for variation had been crossed. He resisted incorporation ofthe parenting

provisions includingthe review clause. The motherwanted finalityto the parenting arrangements. A

long process of negotiations ensued. It would appearthatthe parties never did agree on the

i nterpretation of the review clause. Nevertheless, the fathereventuallyagreed to the incorporation of
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the parenting provisions, includingthe review clause, intothe judgment. Evidence of the parties'

i ntention is therefore of no assistance. However, on the basis of the jurisprudence mentioned earlier,

the interpretation of the order is notgoverned by the subjectiveviews of one or more of the parties as

to its meaning afterthe order is made.

[21] In this case, the meaning of the review clause must be found within the wording and structure

of the clause itself. On that basis, it is my view the reviewclause purports to create a second avenue of

variation apart from one based on material change and the test in Gordon.

[22] The Chambers judge doubted whethers. 17(5) of the Act permitted the reviewclause to set up

an independent avenue for review despite its wording. The father arguesthat s. 17(5) of the Act does

not preclude a second avenue for review and cites the cases of Kemeryv Kemery, 2012 SKCA 130, 405

Sask R 231, and Balzer v Balzer, 2003 CarswellOnt 6398 (WL) (Sup Ct). However, a review of these cases

shows that neither of them stand forthat proposition.

[23] Although there is no case directly on point, there is some jurisprudence which indirectly

suggests that the Act is not an impedimentto such a clause. In Sathery McCallum, 2006 ABCA 290, 32

RFL (6th) 233, the parties had by agreement inserted a clause into a custody order to review the issue of

parenting after mediation. There was no reference in the clause to a necessary change in circumstances.

There was no dispute on appeal thatthe clause did not require the partiesto show a material change.

The Court agreed with the parties' positions and stated:

[7] We agree with the partiesthat para. 3 of the divorce judgment allowed for

court review of the residential issue, and we are satisfied that para. 3 contemplated a

review and not a variation requiring a change of circumstance. It followsthatthe

chambers judge erred in decidingthe issue solely on the basis of no change of

circumstance. The effect of our decision, however, is to leave open the question of the

children's residence.

[24] In Sappier v Francis, 2004 NBCA 70, 8 RFL (6th) 218, a custody and access order provided fora

court-ordered review six months after it had been made. When the mattercame to a Chambers judge

for review, he dismissed the matter because there had been no change in circumstances. On appeal, the

N BCA stated:

[9] I agree with the submission of Ms. Francis that the original order provided for

an automatic review hearingtotake place within six months of the date of the first
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decision. The review therefore had to be conducted keeping in mind the best interests

of the children. The reviewing judge erred in a numberof ways. There was no onus on

eitherpartyto prove a change in circumstances as a threshold to havingthe decision

reviewed. ...Thirdly and most importantly, in deciding any question with respectto

custody, the analytical framework to be used is the enumerated criteria found in the

Act's definition of "best interests of the child." ...

[25] These two cases show that court orders can either on the agreement of the parties or at the

behest of the court contain variation provisions which do not require a material change in

circumstances.

[26] The fact that a clause providing an alternative basis forvariation is not barred by the policy

unders. 17(5) is supported by the reality that courts generally encourage parties to settle their

differences where possible: O'Reilly's Irish Bar Inc. v 10385 Nfld. Ltd., 2006 NLCA 26, 255 Nfld & PEIR

292. This policy is reflected ins. 9(2) ofthe Act which imposes on the parties' counsel a dutyto

encourage settlement. This section reflects Parliament's intention to promote negotiated settlement of

matters corollary to a divorce: Miglin v Miglin, 2003 SCC 24 at para 54, [2003] 1 SCR 303. In the context

of parenting issues, this general policy is, of course, always subjecttothe best interests of the child.

[27] In my view, it is open to parties to incorporate into parenting provisions in a court orderan

avenue of review orvariation that does not require that a material change in circumstances be shown.

The terms of s. 17(5) of the Act do not preclude a court sanctioning such an alternative basis for

variation of a parenting order.

[28] Given all the foregoing, the proper interpretation of the review clause is that it creates a second

avenue for review and avoidsthe necessity of proving a material change in circumstances before the

judge is able to move on to determine the best interests of the child. It is less stringentthan the material

change test.

[29] I turn now to the Chambers judge's treatment of the review clause. Despite his express

state mentthat he would proceed as if the review clause created a differenttest apartfrom material

change, he did not actually proceed on this basis. He treated the application as if material change was

necessary. I will explain.

[30] First, in dismissingthe father's application, the Chambers judge stated he was unable tofind "a

material, pivotal orfundamental change that will adversely affectthe needs of the children". This isthe
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language of the material change test. Second, his references to what was predictable atthe time of the

consent judgment and the certainty atthe date of the orderthat the children would grow older all point

to the question of whetherthere has been a material change. Third, the Chambers judge appearsto

have measured the need to change the parenting against a test of whetherany changes adversely affect

the children's needs. This again reflectsthe Gordon test and the language of "material change". If the

second part of the review clause creates a differenttestthan material change then it must allow forthe

potential that the change, although not adverse, is better overall forthe children. Fourth, in relation to

the onus on the father, the Chambers judge stated thatthe father has failed to demonstrate a material

change. Last, the Chambers judge stated he does not get beyond the first stage of the two-stage inquiry.

This is a reference tothe material change testenunciated in Gordon.

[31] In my view, the Chambers judge failed to approach the review clause as if there was a testfor

variation which was diffe rent than the material change test.

[32] As a final matter, the father also argues thatthe Chambers judge was wrong in making a

determination that he bore the onus of proof underthe second part of the review clause. In this respect,

I agree with the Chambersjudge. The party relying on the second part of the review clause hasthe onus

of provingthatthe current parenting arrangement is no longer meeting the needs of the children.

B. Did the Chambers Judge err in his application of the review clause to the

evidence before him?

[33] The father accepts that the first part of the review clause setsforth the material change test for

variation. He arguesthat the evidence shows thatthere is a material change which can triggera

variation. He arguesthat the Chambers judge neverdid go onto do an assessment of the best interests

of the children whethera review istriggered by the first orsecond part of the review clause. The mother

argues that the Chambers judge did not err in law or make a material errorin the application of the

facts. She contendsthat the Chambers judge's decision must, on the basis of the standard of review, be

accorded deference.

[34] Given my earlier comments regarding a "differenttest" as set out in the review clause, it is not

necessary for me to determine whetherthe Chambers judge erred in determiningthatthe father had

not discharged his onus of meetingthe material change test. I do accept, however, thatthe Chambers

judge did not undertake a sufficient analysis of what was in the best interests of the twins.
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[35] The Chambers judge concluded the children's needs were sufficiently met by way of the existing

parenting arrangement. The Chambers judgetook a narrow view of the words "no longer meetingthe

children's needs" statingthatthe language itself does not specifythatthe needs must be metto the

highest potential level orsome otherstandard. The impression left by the Chambers judge in respect of

his description of the "needs" of the twins suggests that as long as the children's bare minimum needs

are met, there wil l be no variation. This is an error.

[36] The inquiry thatthe Chambers judge should have made in this case is whetherthe parenting

arrangement was no longer meetingthe children's needs in the context of their best interests. The

i nquiry regarding best interests must be contextually sensitive and individualized (Gordon). Assessment

of a child's needs is the foundation of the best interests inquiry. In keeping with the court's parens

patriae obligations, that assessment must not be restricted to only basic needs or result in conclusions

that the manner in which the child's needs are being met is "good enough". Both these approaches are

inimical to a broad and sensitive approach tothe best interests inquiry. What was required in this case

was thatthe judge assessthe children's needs on the basisthat any variation orderto be made

optimizes within reason the fulfillment of those needs based on the evidence before the judge. In short,

the interpretation of the needs of the children by the Chambers judge was too narrow.

[37] These errors caused the Chambers judge to fail to determinewhetherthe evidenceas a whole

allowed fora betterfulfillment of the children's needs. An assessment of the needs of the children in

accordance with the review clause is required. This is best accomplished by movingthis matterforward

to a pre-trial conference and, failing agreement, atrial.

[38] In view of my determination on this issue, I need not address the remaining issues raised bythe

father.

VI. Conclusion

[39] For the reasons setforth above, the appeal is allowed. The decision is set aside. This matterwill

proceed to a pre-trial conference. If the issues concerningthe children are not resolved atthe pre -trial

conference, there shall be atrial of those issues. The fathershall have his costs of this appeal.
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"OttenbreitJ.A."

OttenbreitJ.A.

I concur. "HeraufJ.A."

HeraufJ.A.

I concur. "OttenbreitJ.A."

for Whitmore J.A.
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Introduction

[1] This is an appeal of an Order made by Master Robertson, Q.C. on October 6th, 2015 (the
"Robertson Order") declaring that a builder's lien filed by Manseau & Perron Inc. (hereinafter
referred to simply as the "Appellant" or "M&P") ceased to exist pursuant to the terms of an
Order of Master Hanebury, Q.C. granted and filed March 17th, 2015 (the "Hanebury Order").
The Roberson Order also permitted the Respondent ThyssenKrupp (hereinafter "TKIS") to
reduce the amount of its lien bond by $595,944.85 being the face amount of the appellant's lien.

Facts

[2] Pacer Promec Energy Corporation ("PPEC") was a construction company. It engaged in
two oil sands projects. One was for Canadian Natural Resources (the "CNRL project"), the other
for Imperial Oil (the "Krupp project"). The general contractor for both projects was TKIS. The
appellant was a subcontractor to PPEC with respect to both the CNRL and the Krupp projects.
RNS Scaffolding Inc. ("RNS") was a subcontractor of PPEC only with respect to the Krupp
project.

[3] M&P, RNS and PPEC all registered liens with respect to the Krupp project. The PPEC
lien was registered for $41,184,135. The RNS lien was registered for $1,204,768.27. The M&P
lien was registered on November 12, 2014 for $595,944.85.

[4] On March 10, 2015 PPEC was placed into receivership pursuant to an order made by
Hawco J. (the "Hawco Order") under the provisions of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, RSC
1985, c. B-3 (the "BIA").

[5] The Hawco Order had the standard stay provision which reads, in part:

8. No Proceeding against or in respect of the Debtors or the Property shall be
commenced or continued except with the written consent of the receiver or with
leave of this Court and any and all Proceedings currently under way against or in
respect of the Debtors or the Property are hereby stayed and suspended pending
further Order of this Court, providing, however, that nothing in this Order shall (i)
prevent any Person from commencing a proceeding regarding a claim that might
otherwise become barred by statute or an existing agreement if such proceeding is
not commenced before the expiration of the stay provided by this paragraph 8;...

[6] RNS and M&P, as subcontractors of PPEC, were given notice of the receivership as was
TKIS as PPEC had claimed it was owed $41,184,135 by TKIS for work performed on the Krupp
project.

[7] On March 17, 2015 TKIS applied for an order under s.48 of the Builders' Lien Act
("BLA"), R.S.A. 2000, c. B-7 permitting it to pay monies in court in order to discharge the liens
of RNS, M&P and PPEC. The application was granted and the resulting order made whereby,
inter alia, upon TKIS depositing with the court security for the liens registered and costs, in the
total amount of $43,584,848.12 the PPEC lien, the RNS lien and the M&P lien would be
discharged. Paragraph 10 of that order sets out the issues to be tried or determined, including the
validity of each lien and the amount of money each claimant is entitled to receive. Paragraphll
of this Order provides:
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11. The Respondents shall each file a Statement of Claim in relation to their
respective Liens within 180 days of the registration of each of their respective
Liens, failing which the Liens for which no Statement of Claim has been filed
shall cease to exist without further Order of this Honourable Court.

[8] M&P as well as the receiver for PPEC were represented by counsel at TKIS's application
on March 17th. Counsel provided Master Hanebury with a copy of the Hawco Order and there
was a brief reference in the oral argument before her as to the stay provisions in the Hawco
Order. There was a discussion and submissions by counsel on the amount of security that TKIS
should post for the liens themselves, the amount of security for costs that should be posted and
the potential for TKIS to apply for the discharge of other liens that might be filed in the future.
Those discussions resulted in the Master making a number of handwritten alterations to the form
of the order that TKIS had apparently brought to the application.

[9] There was no discussion about paragraph 11 of the Hanebury Order requiring the lien
claimants to file statements of claim within 180 days of their lien's registration.

[10] The Hanebury Order, in its recitations, notes the consent of the various parties to the
order.

[11] The Hanebury Order was not appealed.

[12] M&P did not file a statement of claim with respect to its lien filed against the Krupp
project.

[13] M&P did file a statement of claim to perfect its lien filed against the CNRL project
wherein M&P named as one of the defendants, PPEC. That statement of claim was filed March
31, 2015 after PPEC had been placed into receivership under the Hawco Order.

[14] On May 7, 2015 Mr. Justice B. Nixon issued an order, filed May 11, 2015 ("the Nixon
Order") in the PPEC receivership. That order, inter alia, provided a procedure for lien
management and was made under the BIA.

[15] On August 21, 2015 TKIS filed an application against M&P seeking a declaration that
M&P's lien against the Krupp project has ceased to exist pursuant to the Hanebury order and
requesting that TKIS be permitted to reduce the amount of its lien bond by the face amount of
the M&P lien.

[16] The matter came before Master Robertson in morning chambers. He requested written
briefs and set the matter over to an afternoon hearing. As there was no transcript of the March
17th 1 / application, he listened to the audio recording of the March 17th application. On October 6th,
2015 he gave his decision allowing TKIS's application. The resulting order was filed on October
7th, 2015 and M&P filed its appeal of the Robertson Order on October 16, 2015.

Issue

[17] The issue on this appeal is whether Master Robertson erred in declaring that M&P's lien
had ceased to exist by virtue of the fact that M&P had failed to file a statement of claim as
required under the Hanebury Order.
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Positions of the Parties

Appellant's Position

[18] The Appellant takes the position that there are really three issues in this appeal. The first
is the proper test to apply when interpreting court orders. In that regard, its position is, citing para
31 of Sutherland v Reeves, 2014 BCCA 222 ("Sutherland") that "...the correct approach to
interpreting the provisions of a Court Order is to examine the pleadings, the language of the
Order itself, and the circumstances in which the Order was granted".

[19] The second issue which the Appellant raises is: Has the M&P lien ceased to exist by
operation of para 11 of the Hanebury Order or hasthe requirement to file a statement of claim
been vitiated by the claims procedure established by the Nixon Order? In discussing that
question, the Appellant considers the impact of s.22 of the BLA on that analysis as well as the
impact of s.49 (3) of the BLA. It also questions whether there is any equitable or statutory reason
why M&P should be required to file a statement of claim in respect of the M&P lien.

[20] The Appellant argues that the Nixon Order establishes a process to determine the
quantum of RNS and M&P's claims against PPEC, that by virtue of the decision in Iona
Contractors Ltd. v Guarantee Company of North America, 2015 ABCA 240 any money which
PPEC ultimately receives from TKIS as a result of the TKIS litigation will be the subject of a
statutory trust under s.22 of the BLA in favour of M&P and RNS and consequently there is no
need to resort to litigation to prove quantum and indeed to do so would be a collateral attack on,
and violation of, the Nixon Order.

[21] The Appellant also argues that s.49 (3) of the BLA would require it to name PPEC, the
contractor, as a defendant in its statement of claim under the BLA and that to do so would place
M&P in direct conflict with the provisions of the Nixon Order and that requiring M&P to file a
statement of claim against PPEC would be a collateral attack on the Receivership process.
Further, the Appellant argues that s.8 of the Hawco Order prohibits the commencement of any
proceeding against PPEC or the "Property", that none of the exceptions to the staying provision
of the Hawco Order apply to an action in respect of the M&P lien, that Master Hanebury did not
have the jurisdiction to make her Order, and that the Nixon Order specifically stayed all
requirements for lienholders to file statements of claim.

[22] As a further argument against being required to file a statement of claim the Appellant
contends that given the claims procedure established by the Nixon Order, "there is no equitable
or statutory reason why M&P or RNS should be required to file a statements of claim in respect
to its their liens against the Krupp project. Doing so would create a sub-class of creditors who
would have to engage in duplicative proceedings".

[23] The third issue raised by the Appellant, in the alternative, is that if this court finds that
M&P was required to have filed its statement of claim in respect of its lien within 180 days, then
it should be permitted to now file it and re-instate its lien. It relies on TRG Development Corp. v
Kee Installations Ltd., 2015 ABCA 187. It argues that no party has suffered any prejudice as a
consequence of M&P not having filed a statement of claim. The only party who would be
prejudiced would be M&P in that it would be required to engage in "duplicative and unnecessary
proceedings" by filing a statement of claim in these circumstances.
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TKIS's Position

[24] TKIS's position is that the Hanebury Order is a correct and valid order. The Appellant
was present in court when the order was made. Its counsel had input into that order and could
have objected to it if it had concerns. It did not and cannot now claim that that order is invalid.
Further, despite the stay created by the receivership proceedings, paragraph 8 of the Hawco
Order contemplated and permitted the bringing of a claim that might become barred by statute or
otherwise. TKIS points to the fact that M&P filed 'statement of claim for its lien arising out of
the CNRL project, naming PPEC as a defendant and that that statement of claim was filed March
31, 2015 three weeks after the Hawco Order was made. TKIS points out that if M&P or indeed
any other party to the Hanebury Order, "wanted to avail itself to the security posted by TKIS
pursuant to the Discharge Order [the "Hanebury Order"], perfecting its respective builders' lien
within the time period clearly stipulated in the Discharge Order was a prerequisite".

[25] TKIS argues that the Nixon Order has no application in this case because M&P's lien did
not come within the definitions of liens as set out in that order. The M&P lien was never referred
to in the "Receiver's Letter" as therein defined. The M&P lien had already been discharged by
the Hanebury Order by the time the Nixon Order was made. Consequently, the M&P lien does
not fall under the dispensing of actions provisions of paragraph 22 of the Nixon Order.

[26] TKIS rejects the Appellant's argument that requiring M&P to file its statement of claim
to perfect its lien is a collateral attack on the receivership process. Rather, TKIS says, its
application for the Hanebury Order was "outside of the parameters of the receivership process, it
was a parallel process".

[27] Finally, TKIS submits that it has done nothing to waive M&P's requirement to file a
statement of claim under the terms of the Hanebury Order. It points out that it is TKIS who was
obliged to pay the lien bond into court to stand as security for M&P's lien. It asserts that it would
suffer prejudice if the Appellant was permitted to file its statement of claim now.

Receiver for PPEC's Position

[28] The Receiver submits that the issue on appeal is narrow: whether M&P lost its builder's
lien as a result of its failure to file a statement of claim as required under the Hanebury Order. It
says that many of the submissions made by the Appellant touch on issues that are irrelevant to
the narrow issue on this appeal.

[29] The Receiver argues that, contrary to the Appellant's various assertions in its brief, PPEC
is not a "contractor" as that term is defined under the BLA. Consequently, PPEC is not required
to be named as a defendant under s. 49 of the BLA. Furthermore, the issue of entitlement to funds
that might be obtained by PPEC from the Krupp claim, including any possible claim under s. 22
of the BLA was not an issue before Master Robertson and therefore is not a proper subject of this
appeal. Moreover, there is no evidence before the court as to whether a certificate of substantial
performance was issued and therefore it is not possible to determine if s.22 is even applicable. To
quote from the Receiver's brief: "Ultimately, the determination of M&P's rights as against PPEC
is not before this Honourable Court and will be resolved in the Claims Procedure Order [the
"Nixon Order"] granted in the receivership proceedings of PPEC. In that regard, the Receiver
notes that the Robertson Order states that M&P can advance its claim under s.22 of the BLA, if it
has one, and that it can continue to advance its claim within the receivership proceedings.
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[30] In summary "...it is the Receiver's position that the issue before the Court in the
September 3 Application, and this Appeal, is narrow and concerns only whether M&P's
builder's lien expired. Any issues relating to M&P's other claims against PPEC are irrelevant."

Analysis

[31] I agree that the correct approach in interpreting the provisions of a court order are as set
out in the Sutherland case which in turn quoted and relied upon that court's decision in Yu v
Jordan, 2012 BCCA 367 where Smith J.A. said:

[53] In my view, the interpretation of a court order is not governed by the
subjective views of one or more of the parties as to its meaning after the order is
made. Rather an order, whether by consent or awarded in an adjudicated
disposition, is a decision of the court. As such, it is the court, not the parties, that
determines the meaning of its order. In my view, the correct approach to
interpreting the provisions of a court order is to examine the pleadings of the
action in which it is made, the language of the order itself, and the circumstances
in which the order was granted.

[32] However, the facts and circumstances in Sutherland are quite different than those here.
In Sutherland the court was interpreting the meaning of a phrase in the court order to determine

if an action brought personally against a partner in a limited partnership was one "in respect of"
the limited partnership and thus subject to the stay provision which had been granted in a
receivership order.

[33] The Hanebury Order is not one which has a phrase or word that requires interpretation.

On the contrary, it is quite clear. Paragraph 11 of it is clear and unambiguous. In essence, what
the Appellant is saying is that it should not have been made --- that the Master had no
jurisdiction to make it in face of the Hawco Order.

[34] Of course, as noted previously, the Appellant did not object at the time the Hanebury
Order was made even though it was aware of the Hawco Order. And, as noted earlier, not only
did M&P not appeal the Hanebury Order or its paragraph 11, it actually filed a statement of
claim against PPEC in relation to its lien in the CNRL project, despite the Hawco Order stay

provision.

[35] The Hanebury Order was made in an application arising out of the BLA. That application

was brought by TKIS, the contractor, under the provisions of the BLA, to permit it to put up

security in the form of a bond, to replace the security represented by the property against which

the liens had been filed. Under the BLA, a lienholder is obliged to perfect its lien by filing a
statement of claim within 180 days of registering its lien. That is what para 11 of the Hanebury

Order requires.

[36] The Appellant contends that the requirement for it to file a statement of claim was
vitiated by the claims procedure established by the Nixon Order and refers to s.22 and s.49 (3) of

the BLA to support its position. As well, it argues that the stay put into place by the Hawco Order

in relation to proceedings involving PPEC's receivership, prevented it from filing a statement of

claim as required by para 11 of the Hanebury Order.

[37] There are a number of problems with the Appellant's position.
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[38] First, with respect to the stay contained in the Hawco Order, it must be remembered that
the Hanebury Order was issued in an application brought by TKIS under the provisions of s.48
of the BLA to permit it to discharge the liens registered against the lands involved in the Krupp
project upon it paying into court sufficient security. The application was outside of any
receivership proceedings relating to M&P. The Hanebury Order permitted TKIS to discharge the
PPEC, RNS and M&P liens then registered against the Krupp property upon depositing security
with the court in the amount of $43,584,848.12. Paragraph 10 of that order set out the issues to
be tried or determined including the validity of each lien and the amount of money each of the
Respondents (lienholders) is entitled to receive. Paragraph 11 directs each Respondent to file a
statement of claim within 180 days of the registration of their lien.

[39] I do not accept the Appellant's argument that the Hawco Order prevented it from
complying with para 11 of the Hanebury Order and issuing its statement of claim as required by
it.

[40] Para 8 of the Hawco Order reads, in part:

No proceeding against or in respect of the Debtors or the Property shall be
commenced or continued except with the written consent of the Receiver or with
leave of this Court...provided, however, that nothing in this Oder shall: (i) prevent
any Person from commencing a proceeding regarding a claim that might
otherwise become barred by statute or an existing agreement if such proceeding is
not commenced before the expiration of the stay provided by this paragraph 8;...

[41] This language is broad enough to permit M&P to file a statement of claim to protect its
lien which would otherwise become barred under para 11 of the Hanebury Order which itself
was made pursuant to the BLA and which Order was arrived at by agreement and consent of the
parties to it, including M&P. Moreover, if there is any doubt about that, M&P could have either
sought leave of the court to file its statement of claim or it could have sought the Receivers
consent to do so, all as is provided for under the terms of para 8 of the Hawco Order. It did
neither.

[42] Furthermore, it would appear from M&P's own actions that it did not regard the Hawco
Order as preventing it from filing a statement of claim against PPEC as it filed one in the CNRL
matter on March 31, 2015. As noted by TKIS in para 27 of its argument: "The CNRL Statement
of Claim was filed in the face of the provision of the First Receivership Order [the Hawco Order]
that Manseau is now attempting to rely upon."

[43] Finally, as the Court of Appeal noted in Iona Contractors Ltd. v Guarantee Company of
North America, 2015 ABCA 240, provisions of the BLA can apply in certain circumstances even
in the face of insolvency proceedings under the BIA. At para 23 the Court noted:

It is obvious that the Builders Lien Act could have an effect on the entitlement to
payments on bankruptcy. A subcontractor which has a valid lien, or another valid
claim under the Builders' Lien Act, might become entitled to payments to which
it would not be entitled as a mere unsecured creditor. No one has suggested that
these provision, relating as they do to property and civil rights in the province,
necessarily offend the bankruptcy distribution regime.

[44] Accordingly, I find that the Hawco Order did not prevent the Appellant from filing its
statement of claim to perfect its lien as required under para 11 of the Hanebury Order.
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[45] As to the Appellant's argument relating to the trust provisions under s.22 of the BLA and
the duplicative nature of proceeding with a statement of claim under the Hanebury Order, it
appears to be based on M&P's and RNS' lien claims falling under the claims procedures
established by the Nixon Order. At para 43 of its written argument the Appellant states:

43. Because of the operation of s.22 of the BLA, the resolution of the PPEC/
Krupp litigation is required in order for RNS and M&P to know whether they
even need to advance a BLA claim against Imperial Oil. The Court could not have
intended to compel RNS and M&P to participate in duplicative and overlapping
proceedings — especially given that it is highly likely that such proceedings are
completely unnecessary given the s.22 trust provision of the BLA.

[46] There are number of problems with the Appellant's position.

[47] First, the Nixon Order deals specifically with lien management commencing at para 13 of
the Order. Para 17 states:

17. Upon being presented with evidence of deposit of the Aggregate Security with
the Clerk of the Court and the Receiver's Letter, the Registrar of the Land Titles
Office is hereby directed to forthwith discharge the Liens registered by the
Lienholders as listed in the Receiver's Letter, together with any related
Certificates of Lis Pendens, from the Real Property Interests listed in the
Receiver's Letter notwithstanding the requirements of s.191 of the Land Titles Act
(Alberta).

[48] Paragraph 13 of the Nixon Order defines the "Receiver's Letter" to mean "...a letter
issued by the Receiver pursuant to this Order listing the Liens to be discharged and the Real
Property Interests from which the liens are to be discharged".

[49] Para 22 of the Nixon Order further provides:

22. Pursuant to section 44 of the BLA, upon the posting of the Aggregate Security
with the Clerk of the Court, the requirement of a Lienholder whose Lien has been 
discharged by operation of this Order to (i) register the certificate of lis penned,
and (ii) commence action to realize on the Lienholder's Lien, are hereby
dispensed with [emphasis added].

[50] The letter from the Receiver's solicitors, Dentons, dated September 2, 2015 confirmed
that the Receiver did not post any security in respect of the M&P builders lien and that there was
no Receiver's Letter issued with respect to the M&P lien.

[51] It is clear, therefore, that the M&P lien falls outside the provisions of the Nixon Order
and was not discharged pursuant to it. Further, the provisions of para 22 of the Nixon Order do
not dispense with the necessity of M&P filing a statement of claim to prove its lien since by its
terms para 22 only applies to a lien that has been discharged by "operation of this Order". Thus
lien claims falling under the provisions of the Nixon Order are separate and distinct from the lien
claims dealt with and discharged by the Hanebury Order. The processes are not duplicative. They
are separate and distinct processes.

[52] I do not agree with the Appellant's argument that because of the trust created by sec.22 of
the BLA, the PPEC/ Krupp litigation must be resolved in order to avoid likely unnecessary
proceedings with the RNS and M&P litigation mandated by the Hanebury Order.
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[53] Section 22 of the BLA states:

22(1) Where

(a) a certificate of substantial performance is issued, and

(b) a payment is made by the owner after a certificate of
substantial performance is issued

the person who received the payment, to the extent that the person owes money to
persons who provided work or furnished materials for the work or materials in
respect of which the certificate was issued, holds that money in trust for the
benefit or those persons

(2) When a person other than a person who received the payment referred to in
subsection (1)

(a) is entitled to the money held in trust under this section, and

(b) receives payment pursuant to that trust,

the person, to the extent that the person owes money to other persons who
provided work or furnished materials for the work or materials in respect of which
the payment referred to in clause (b) was made, holds that money in trust for the
benefit of those other persons.

(3) A person is subject to the obligations of a trust established under this section is
released from any obligations of the trust when that person pays the money to

(a) the person for whom that person holds the money in trust, or

(b) another person for the purposes of having it paid to the person
for whom the money is held in trust.

[54] As counsel for the Receiver correctly points out in his written argument "There is no
evidence before this Court that a certificate of substantial performance was issued and, thus, this
Court cannot determine if section 22 is engaged, let alone any impact it might have".

[55] A further problem with the Appellant's position regarding the s.22 trust is illustrated in
para 38 of its written argument. There it state:

38. As a result of s. 22 of the BLA...the first $1,800,713.12 recovered by PPEC
from Krupp, or any lesser amount as determined by the claims officer, will be
split rateably between M&P and RNS in satisfaction or their respective claims
against the Krupp project.

[56] According to that argument, a claims officer, not a court, decides and there is a potential
for a rateable distribution. Further, M&P and RNS's claims become caught up in PPEC's
insolvency proceedings, even considering the "carve-out" of the Krupp matters under the Nixon
Order.

[57] The process put in place under the Hanebury Order is separate from and independent of,
the insolvency proceedings of PPEC. The Hanebury Order arose from TKIS' s application to
discharge certain liens, including M&P's, from Imperial Oil's property. RNS and M&P had filed
liens in their own right. These liens were discharged by the Hanebury Order upon TKIS paying
security into court. The lien holders were obliged to file their statement of claims and prove their
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liens pursuant to para 11 of that Order. Those proceedings were outside and independent of the
insolvency proceedings of PPEC under the Hawco and Nixon Orders. M&P and RNS are, under
the Hanebury Order, to have their claims adjudicated by the court — not a "claims officer". They
were secured for the full amount of their claims and costs by the security posted by TKIS.

[58] Furthermore, the Robertson Order did not purport to deal with or affect any rights that
M&P might have under s.22 of the BLA. Para 4 of his order states: "Nothing in this Order affects
any rights that Manseau may have pursuant to Section 22 of the Builders' Lien Act..."

[59] The Appellant also raises s. 49(3) of the BLA. It argues, inter alia, that PPEC is the
contractor for the Krupp project and that M&P is a subcontractor and therefore any statement of
claim it issued pursuant to para 11 of the Hanebury Order would require it to name PPEC as a
party defendant and that would be in direct conflict to the Nixon Order as well as the stay
provisions of the Hawco Order. Thus, it argues, the Hanebury Order is a collateral attack on the
Hawco and Nixon Orders and that the Master did not have the jurisdiction to make such an order.

[60] I do not accept that argument.

[61] Section 49(3) of the BLA provides:

(3) When the party issuing the statement of claim is not the contractor, the
statement of claim shall name as defendants.

(a) the owner

(b) the contractor, and

(c) the holder of any proof registered encumbrance against whom
relief is sought.

[62] In the first place, I have dealt earlier in these reasons with the jurisdiction of the Master to
make the Hanebury Order and specifically para 11 thereof. The Master had jurisdiction to make
that order. Further, it was not a collateral attack on the Hawco Order. Nor was it a collateral
attack on the Nixon Order. Indeed, I do not understand how the Hanebury Order, made about 7
weeks before the making of the Nixon Order, could ever be considered a collateral attack on it.

[63] Secondly, the Receiver, in his written argument, notes that PPEC is not a "contractor" as
defined in the BLA and therefore, there would be no need for M&P to name PPEC as a defendant
in its statement of claim.

[64] While that may be the case, it is not necessary to finally determine that since, as I have
previously noted, it was always possible under the terms of para 8 of the Hawco Order, for M&P
to sue to protect a claim that might otherwise become barred. In that regard, para 11 of the
Hanebury Order was made pursuant to the provisions of the BLA. And, it was also possible under
that same paragraph to seek leave of the court or permission of the Receiver to sue PPEC. The
Appellant never sought such leave or permission.

[65] The Appellant asks if there is any equitable or statutory reason why it should be required
to file a statement of claim in respect of its lien. It argues that there is not. However, its argument
is based on its position that the Nixon Order established a claims procedure which applies to the
RNS and M&P liens. I have held that it does not. The Hanebury Order was a valid order made
pursuant to the BLA. The Appellant had input into it. It did not object to it. It did not appeal it. It
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did not comply with the provisions of para 11 of it. What it seeks to do by attempting to justify
its failure to file a statement of claim is a collateral attack on the Hanebury Order.

[66] Therefore, for all of the foregoing reasons, I find that the decision of Master Robertson
declaring the M&P lien to have ceased to exist by virtue of its failure to file a statement of claim
as required in para 11 of the Hanebury Order, was correct. I agree that M&P's lien has therefore
ceased to exist.

[67] The Appellant seeks, in the alternative, permission to now file a statement of claim and
an order re-instating its lien. It relies on the decision of TRG Development Corp. v Kee
Installations, 2015 ABCA 187 ("TRG Development Corp."). In that case the court reinstated a
lien which had been cancelled by the Registrar of Land Titles for as a consequence of the
lienholder failing to file a Certificate of Lis Pendens as required by s. 43 of the BLA. The facts in
TRG Developments Corp. are quite different from those at bar. Nevertheless, the Appellant
contends at para 70 of its written argument that the logic behind the Court of Appeal's reasoning
that: ..."where an owner has notice of a lien, and where no prejudice will result from a failure to
comply with a timeline, and where parallel proceedings are in place, the Court will apply
equitable principles of waiver and estoppel to preserve lien rights" applies to this application.

[68] I do not agree.

[69] Firstly, in the case at bar, we are dealing with the specific requirement of a valid court
order, that a statement of claim be issued within a specific time frame. This is not, as in TRG
Developments Corp., a matter of waiving a notice requirement when everyone concerned already
had notice.

[70] Secondly, unlike the situation in TRG Developments Corp. TKIS has done nothing to
suggest it has in any way waived the requirement that M&P file its statement of claim pursuant
to para 11 of the Hanebury Order.

[71] Thirdly, unlike the situation in TRG Developments Corp., here there would be prejudice
if the court were to permit the statement of claim to be filed now and the lien re-instated. It is
TKIS who applied to place the security for the liens into court. When the Robertson Order was
granted declaring M&P's lien had ceased to exist, TKIS was allowed to reduce the lien bond by
the amount of the M&P lien. That would reduce the amount of the premium TKIS was obliged to
pay. To re-instate the M&P lien and issuance of its statement of claim would result in increased
premium costs as well as litigation costs with respect to the new statement of claim.

[72] Fourthly, although there are parallel proceedings, they are not the same as indicated
earlier in these Reasons. Under the Nixon Order, claims are to be determined by a claims officer
as part of the claims assessment proceedings in the insolvency, albeit relating specifically to the
Krupp project carve-out. Under a statement of claim, there would be an adjudication by the
court.

[73] Finally, the Appellant is asking the court to use its equitable jurisdiction to grant its
request to file a statement of claim and restore its lien. Assuming (without deciding) that I have
the jurisdiction to do so, that requires the court to use its discretion judicially and to look at the
conduct of the party seeking equity. I find it would not be equitable in the circumstances of this
case to grant the relief sought. Quite aside from the issues of prejudice and lack of waiver, here
the Appellant knew of the requirement to file its statement of claim within the time limit. It was
involved in the proceeding which granted that Order. It at no time objected to para 11 of the
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Order. It did not appeal that Order. It did nothing to attempt to comply with para 11 of the Order.
Rather, after TKIS applied for the declaration that M&P's lien ceased by operation of the
Hanebury Order, it proceeded to essentially make a collateral attack on the Hanebury Order by
challenging the Master's jurisdiction to make it. Given all of the circumstances, I do not think it
equitable to grant the Appellant's request to be permitted to file a statement of claim now and
reinstate its lien.

Conclusion

[74] For all of the above reasons, I conclude that Master Robertson was correct and that the
appeal of his Order should be dismissed with Costs.

Dated at the City of Calgary, Alberta this 21st day of November, 2018.

C. Scott Brooker
J.C.Q.B.A.

Appearances:

Scott Chimuk
for the Appellant

Shaun W. Hohman
for the Respondent

David LeGeyt and John Regush
for the Third Party
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LORD SUMPTION:

1. The Board has before it an appeal and a cross-appeal arising out of arbitration
proceedings in Jamaica. The appeal is concerned with the scope of an order made by
the Court of Appeal of Jamaica remitting the award to the arbitrators. The cross-
appeal raises two discrete questions on costs.

The facts

2. The Appellant company was the proprietor of the Sans Souci Hotel at White
River, St. Mary. The Respondent entered into a contract dated 12 October 1993 to
manage the hotel. It is convenient to refer to the parties as "the Proprietor" and "the
Manager" respectively. The agreement was for a period of just over ten years to 31
March 2004, plus a further ten years at the Manager's option. At the relevant time, the
option had been exercised, and the agreement was therefore due to expire in 2014. For
present purposes, the provisions which matter are clauses 4(A) and 13-16. By clause
4(A) the Manager was entitled to an annual management fee based on the gross
revenue and gross operating profit of the hotel business. Clause 14 conferred on either
party a right of tennination in certain events, including force majeure. By clause 15,
the agreement would also terminate if the Proprietor sold the hotel during its term, but
before doing this he was required to offer it to the Manager. Clause 13 provided for
disputes to be referred to arbitration before two arbitrators and an umpire in
accordance with the laws of Jamaica.

3. In March 2003, the Proprietor purported to terminate the agreement under
clause 14 on the ground of force majeure. This provoked a dispute which was referred
to arbitration. It was common ground throughout the arbitration proceedings that the
agreement was at an end. The issues were defined in general terms in Terms of
Reference prepared by the arbitrators at the outset of their proceedings. Paraphrasing
this document, they were (i) whether the teimination of the agreement had come about
by the lawful exercise of the Proprietor's right of termination or by their unlawful
repudiation; and (ii) if the latter, what damages were recoverable by the Manager in
consequence.

4. Before the arbitrators, the Manager claimed damages under three heads. The
main claim was for the gross management fees which would have accrued from the
termination of the agreement until 2014, discounted for early receipt. This was
disputed mainly on the ground that the correct measure of damages was the Manager's
loss of profit, and that in arriving at the loss of profit it was necessary to deduct from
the gross fees the so-called "unrecoverable expenses". These were expenses which,
according to the Proprietor, the Manager would have incurred in performing its
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functions and could not have recovered under the terms of the agreement. The main
issue about them was whether they were really unrecoverable. Second, there was a
claim for the value of the Manager's right of first refusal on the sale of the hotel, if it
should be held that the hotel would have been sold before the natural expiry of the
agreement. This head of claim appears to have been introduced in case the Proprietor
should contend that the hotel would have been sold and the payment of management
fees thereby brought to an end before 2014. In the event, however, the Proprietor did
not say this. Its case was that there was no evidence of any intention to sell and no
reason to suppose that if there was a sale the Manager would emerge as the buyer. At
some stage, the Manager appears to have conceded this, and the point fell away.
Finally, the Manager claimed certain expenditure said to have been wasted as a result
of the termination. This head was, in the event, unchallenged.

5. The arbitrators issued their award on 16 July 2004. They held that the
Proprietor had repudiated the agreement, and awarded damages of US$6,034,793. A
small proportion of this sum represented the wasted expenditure. The rest was the
present value of management fees accruing between the termination of the contract
and 2014, on assumptions about the gross revenue and operating profit during that
period which were derived from expert evidence given at the hearing. The tribunal
made no deduction from the projected management fees for "unrecoverable
expenses". Apart from referring briefly to this issue as arising from a "set-off"
claimed by the Proprietor, they said nothing about it at all.

6. After receiving the award, the Proprietor applied to the Court under Section 11
of the Arbitration Act to set it aside or remit it to the arbitrators. One of the grounds of
the application was the arbitrators had not dealt with the "unrecoverable expenses". A
number of other grounds were also put forward, but they failed and are not part of this
appeal. It is unnecessary to say anything about them.

7. The Judge, Harris J, dismissed the Proprietor's application in its entirety. The
Proprietor appealed, and the Court of Appeal gave judgment on 12 December 2008.
On most points, they agreed with the Judge. However, they allowed the appeal on the
ground based on the "unrecoverable expenses". They held that by characterising the
Manager's case about these expenses as being based on set-off, the arbitrators had
misundersto6d it. As a result, they had failed to make the appropriate findings about
the expenses, or to take them into account in the assessment of damages, or to explain
why they had not done so. They remitted the award to the arbitrators in the following
terms:

"The appeal against the award of damages is allowed and the matter is
remitted to the Arbitrators to determine the issue of damages only."
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This order was perfected on 2 January 2009.

8. When the matter came back before the tribunal, the Proprietor sought to raise
two points on damages in addition to the question of "unrecoverable expenses", and to
lead fresh evidence in support of them. The first was that the Proprietor had in fact
sold the hotel on 10 September 2005. This was presumably the prelude to an argument
that management fees could not in any event have been earned beyond that date. The
second additional point was that economic problems adversely affecting the Jamaican
tourist industry after the termination of the agreement would have reduced the
management fees below the level which the tribunal, in their award, had derived from
the expert evidence. The tribunal refused to entertain either point. In a preliminary
ruling on 20 February 2009, they ruled that the award had been remitted to them for
the limited purpose of dealing with the "unrecoverable expenses" to be deducted from
the future management fees. They were not therefore entitled to reassess the value of
the management fees themselves.

9. The Proprietor responded with fresh court proceedings to challenge the
arbitrators' preliminary ruling. Their case was that the Court of Appeal had remitted
the question of damages generally, and that all points relevant to damages were
therefore in principle open before the arbitrators. This was rejected in the Supreme
Court and again in the Court of Appeal. The issue now comes before the Board some
seven years after the date of the original award.

The appeal: the scope of the remission

10. Section 11 of the Arbitration Act empowers the Court to "remit the matters
referred, or any of them, to the reconsideration of the arbitrators or umpire." This
statutory power has its origin in section 8 of the English Common Law Procedure Act
1854. It exists in order to enable the tribunal, which would otherwise have been
functus officio from the publication of its award, to address issues which were part of
the submission to arbitration but were not resolved, or not properly resolved, in the
award. Leaving aside the perhaps anomalous category of cases in which an award has
been remitted on the ground that fresh evidence has become available since it was
made, the essential condition for the exercise of the power is that something has gone
wrong with the proceedings before the arbitrators. Some error, oversight,
misunderstanding or misconduct must have occurred which resulted in the tribunal
failing to complete its task and justifies reopening what would otherwise be a
conclusive resolution of the dispute.

11. It is apparent from the reasons given by the Court of Appeal in December 2008
that, in ordering a remission, they were concerned only with the way in which the
arbitrators had dealt with, or failed to deal with, the "unrecoverable expenses".
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Harrison P., delivering the leading judgment, identified the error or oversight which
justified the remission at paragraph 69:

"Whether or not expenses incurred by the Respondent were in fact
`unrecoverable', as claimed by the appellant in its Points of Defence, or
reimbursable as contended by the Respondents, should have been
determined by the arbitrators. The arbitrators were required to
demonstrate in their award that they accepted that the expenses were
ùnrecoverable', or alternatively payable by the Appellant. At its lowest,
the arbitrators should have demonstrated that they considered the issue
of 'unrecoverable expenses' as contended for by the Appellant."

No other matter is identified by the Court of Appeal as warranting a remission.
Indeed, no other criticism was made of the way in which the arbitrators had dealt with
damages.

12. The Proprietor's response is simple, perhaps too simple. It is that the scope of
the remission is determined by the Court of Appeal's order. The order allowed "the
appeal against the award of damages", and remitted the award to the arbitrators to
determine "the issue of damages". In the absence of any words of limitation, it is said
that this unambiguously means the entire issue as to damages as formulated in the
arbitrators' Terms of Reference. In the absence of any ambiguity in the language of
the order, it should not be construed by reference to the limited reasons given for
making it.

13. In the opinion of the Board, this approach to the construction of a judicial order
is mistaken. It is of course correct that the scope of a remission depends on the
construction of the order to remit. But implicit in the Proprietor's argument is the
suggestion that the process of construing the order is to be carried out in two discrete
stages, the first of which is concerned only with the meaning of the words, and the
second with the resolution of any "ambiguities" which may emerge from the first. The
Court's reasons, so it is said, are relevant only at the second stage, and then only if an
"ambiguity" has been found. The Board is unable to accept these propositions,
because the construction of a judicial order, like that of any other legal instrument, is a
single coherent process. It depends on what the language of the order would convey,
in the circumstances in which the Court made it, so far as these circumstances were
before the Court and patent to the parties. The reasons for making the order which are
given by the Court in its judgment are an overt and authoritative statement of the
circumstances which it regarded as relevant. They are therefore always admissible to
construe the order. In particular, the interpretation of an order may be critically
affected by knowing what the Court considered to be the issue which its order was
supposed to resolve.
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14. It is generally unhelpful to look for an "ambiguity", if by that is meant an
expression capable of more than one meaning simply as a matter of language. True
linguistic ambiguities are comparatively rare. The real issue is whether the meaning of
the language is open to question. There are many reasons why it may be open to
question, which are not limited to cases of ambiguity.

15. As with any judicial order which seeks to encapsulate in the terse language of a
forensic draftsman the outcome of what may be a complex discussion, the meaning of
the order of the Court of Appeal in this case is open to question if one does not know
the background. The order refers generally to "the issue of damages" because if the
arbitrators were to decide that there were "unrecoverable expenses", they would not
simply deduct them from the amount which they had awarded. They would have to
deduct them from the undiscounted gross management fees, and then discount the net
figure for early receipt. But the reference in the order to "the issue of damages",
although necessary, begged the question "Which issue of damages?" The order does
not itself answer it. Only extrinsic evidence can do that. The Proprietor accepts this.
Mr Nelson's case was that it is admissible to consult the arbitrators' Terns of
Reference to identify "the issue of damages" to which the order referred. But it
appears to the Board that this concession, which was clearly rightly made, exposed the
illogicality of the Proprietor's case. If it is admissible to construe an order of
remission by reference to the issues in the arbitration, it cannot rationally be held
inadmissible to construe it by reference to the issues which the remitting court
regarded as calling for reconsideration by the arbitrators. As Rix J pointed out in his
valuable judgment in Glencore International A.G. v. Beogradska Plovidba (The
"AVALA") [1996] 2 Lloyd's Rep. 311, 316:

"When... a Court remits an award to an arbitrator, it is not remitting a
whole dispute, unless upon the terms of the order it expressly does so. It
generally remits something narrower, and where it does so against the
background of an arbitration which has already been defined by
pleadings and argument before an arbitrator, it is some one or more of
the issues as so defined within the scope of the reference that in general
must be considered to be the subject matter of the remission."

16. Of course, it does not follow from the fact that a judgment is admissible to
construe an order, that it will necessarily be of much assistance. There is a world of
difference between using a Court's reasons to interpret the language of its order, and
using it to contradict that language. The point may be illustrated by the decision of the
Court of Appeal in England in Gordon v. Gonda [1955] 1 WLR 885, where an attempt
was made to contradict what the Court regarded as the inescapable meaning of an
order, by arguing that the circumstances described in the judgment could not have
justified an order which meant what it clearly said. Therefore, it was said, the judge
must have meant something else. The answer to this was that any inconsistency
between the circumstances of the case or the reasoning of the Court and the resultant
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order was properly a matter for appeal. A very similar argument was rejected by the
Board for the same reason in Winston Gibson v Public Service Commission [2011]
UKPC 24. Decisions such as these (and there are others) are not authority for the
proposition that a Court's reasons are inadmissible to construe its order. They only
show that the answer depends on the construction of the order and that the reasons
given in the Judgment may or may not make any difference to that.

17. These considerations apply generally to the construction of judicial orders. But
there are particular reasons for giving effect to them in the context of the judicial
supervision of arbitration proceedings. An arbitration award is prima facie conclusive.
The Court has only limited powers of intervention. It exercises them on well-
established grounds such as (to take the case arising here) the arbitrators' failure to
deal with some matter falling within the submission. The reopening by the arbitrators
of findings which there were no grounds for remitting and which they had already
conclusively decided would therefore have been contrary to the scheme of the
Arbitration Act. The tennis of the order may of course in some cases be such that it
must be concluded that the Court did exceed the proper limits of its functions. But it
should not readily be assumed to have done so, especially when its reasons show that
it has not.

18. The arbitrators were right to reject the Proprietor's attempt to introduce new
challenges to the assessment of the gross future management fees in February 2009,
and the Courts below were right to endorse their decision.

The cross-appeal: Costs of the Proprietor's application to set aside or remit

19. This point may be shortly dealt with, for it turns entirely on the facts.

20. The Court of Appeal reserved judgment for nineteen months on the
Proprietor's application to set aside or remit the award. They then handed it down on
one day's notice on 12 December 2008, the last day of term. No advance copy of the
judgment was available before it was handed down. Counsel who had been engaged
for the Manager on the application were unable to attend, and it was necessary to send
junior counsel to take the judgment who knew little or nothing about the case. The
judgment as handed down dealt with the costs of the application by ordering that half
of the Proprietor's costs should be paid by the Manager. But no argument about costs
was either invited or heard.

21. Once the Manager's advisers had studied the judgment, they decided to ask for
a more favourable order as to costs than the Court had proposed. They wrote to the
Registrar of the Court of Appeal on 7 January 2009 asking to be heard. Unfortunately,
unknown to the Manager or its representatives, the order had in the mean time been
perfected on 2 January 2009. On 20 January 2009, the Manager formally applied for a
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more favourable order. On the following day the Registrar wrote in answer to the
Manager's letter of 7 January to convey the view of Panton P., the President of the
Court of Appeal, that the Court of Appeal was functus officio and that in any event the
order for costs was right. Panton P. had not been a member of the court that decided
the Proprietor's application. Nor, judging by the Registrar's letter, had he consulted
those who had been. He also appears to have been unaware of the Manager's formal
application of 20 January. The Manager's application on costs was ultimately heard
on 9 March 2009 by a division of the Court of Appeal presided over by Panton J
himself On 2 July 2009, they gave Judgment rejecting it. Their reason, in summary,
was that that there had been no miscarriage of justice, essentially because "there was
ample opportunity for Counsel for the Applicant to make an application to be heard on
the issue of costs before the order was perfected": Panton P. at [32]; cf. Cooke at [49].
By leave of the Board, the Manager now cross-appeals against that decision.

22. It is the duty of a Court to afford a litigant a reasonable opportunity to be heard
on any relevant matter, including costs, on which he wishes to be heard. The Court of
Appeal included an order for costs in their Judgment of 12 December 2008 without
hearing either party upon it. The Practice Direction in Jamaica assumes that
submissions on costs, if any, will be made before the Court rises after giving
Judgment, a course which it would have been impossible for the Manager's
representatives to follow in this case because they had had no advance notice of the
contents of the judgment and only one day's notice of the fact that it was to be
delivered. This procedure may nevertheless be perfectly acceptable, provided that the
order included in the Judgment is provisional, and that parties are given a reasonable
opportunity to address the Court on costs later.

23. The importance of finality in litigation has been emphasised by generations of
common lawyers. Ultimately there must come an end to the parties' opportunities for
reopening matters procedural or substantive which have been judicially decided. This
principle is, however, founded on an assumption that they were decided in accordance
with the rules of natural justice. Notwithstanding the importance of finality, the rule
of practice is that until either (i) a reasonable time has elapsed, or (ii) the order has
been perfected, a party who has not been heard on costs or other matters arising out of
a judgment, is entitled as of right to be heard. Thereafter, the Court still has an
inherent jurisdiction to hear him, but the test is more exacting. The order will be
varied only in exceptional circumstances, when the party can demonstrate that the
form of the order can be attributed to a miscarriage of justice: Taylor v. Lawrence
[2002] EWCA Civ. 10, [2003] QB 528 at [55]. The Board would endorse the test
which was formulated in Re Uddin [2005] I WLR 2398, at [4], and applied by the
Court of Appeal in this case, that there must be "special circumstances where the
process itself has been corrupted." This is not the occasion for extended review of the
circumstances which will satisfy this test, but the Board has no doubt that one of the
circumstances which will satisfy it is that the party desiring to be heard did not have a
reasonable opportunity to be heard at an earlier stage when the test would have been
less formidable.
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24. The Board cannot avoid a strong sense of discomfort about the rather
peremptory procedure which was adopted in this case. However, the Manager was
ultimately heard on costs, and it seems to the Board that when the Court of Appeal
came to rule upon it they applied the correct test. The decisive factor was the Court's
finding that in the three week period between the delivery of judgment on 12
December 2008 and the perfection of the order on 2 January 2009, the Manager had
had a reasonable opportunity to apply to be heard. The Board has been invited to
reject this finding. But they are satisfied that it would not be appropriate for them to
do so. The Court of Appeal was familiar with the practicalities of litigation in its
jurisdiction. It was in a much better position than the Board is to assess what
opportunities there were for the Manager to make its application in that period. There
are no grounds on which its finding can properly be disturbed.

The cross-appeal.• the costs of the guarantee

25. There is brief coda to the cross-appeal. It arises from the fact that in 2005 the
Supreme Court stayed enforcement of the award on teims that the Proprietor should
pay it in full against a guarantee for its repayment so far as the subsequent
proceedings should go the Proprietor's way. The Manager had to pay the substantial
charges for setting up the guarantee and maintaining it in force, which it now wishes
to claim as part of the costs of the proceedings. However, no application to this effect
was made to the Court of Appeal when the Manager sought to vary the order for costs
made on 12 December 2008. And if it had been, it would inevitably have met the same
fate as the Manager's principal application on costs. Since the premise of this
particular argument is that the Manager succeeds in its application to reopen the Court
of Appeal's order for costs, the point does not arise.

Conclusion

26. The Board will humbly advise her Majesty that the appeal and the cross-appeal
should both be dismissed. The parties will have twenty-eight days in which to lodge
written submissions about the order to be made for the costs of the proceedings before
the Board.
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IN THE FEDERAL COURT OF AUSTRALIA )
QUEENSLAND DISTRICT REGISTRX
INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

No. QI 6 of 1989

BETWEEN: CYRIL SHARPE, ARTHUR SMITH, JOHN BURTON
AND PATRICK KEANE 

Applicants

AND: KENNETH GOODHEW

First Respondent

AND: BARRY DAY AND IAN BARTON

Second Respondent

AND: RALPH ROOTS, BARRY GLOVER AND GRAHAM SMITH

Third Respondent

AND: STAN HARDWICK, LES SUMMERS AND P.K. BRADY

Fourth Respondent

AND: HUGRCOMBE PTY. LIMITED

Fifth Respondent

AND: MICHAEL SLADE

Sixth Respondent

AND: FEDERATED ENGINE DRIVERS AND FIREMENS
ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALASIA, QUEENSLAND
BRANCH UNION OF EMPLOYEES JACK KEVIN
CAMBOURNE AND VIC FITZGERALD

Respondents by Cross-
Claim

MINUTES OF ORDERS 

JUDGE MAKING ORDER: Drummond J
DATE OF ORDER: 11 December, 1992
WHERE MADE: Brisbane

THE COURT ORDERS THAT:

1. The order made by Pincus J on 25 November, 1991 that
the first respondent file and serve an account and

•
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verifying affidavit regarding the following
transactions be set aside:

FUNDS DESCRIPTION AMOUNT

J. Ware Metway account
no. 168167285-6 cash
withdrawal 24/10/85

J. Ware Metway account
no. 340105802-6 cash
withdrawal 20/03/86

J. Ware Metway account
no. 340105802-6 transfer
to K.W. Wilson Metway no.
168171364-7 on 19/03/86

$500.00

$478.73

$15,534.69

2. The Registrar is to proceed to take the accounts
directed with respect to the following transactions
only:

(a)

(b)

FUNDS DESCRIPTION AMOUNT

N. Jackwitz Westpac $51,264.50
account no. 510443,
various cash cheque
withdrawals from 11/03/88
to 03/07/89

N. Jackwitz Westpac $7,050.00
account no. 510443,
various cash cheque
withdrawals from 11/03/88
to 03/07/89

(c) N. Jackwitz Westpac $2,900.00
account no. 510443,
various handybank
withdrawals from 11/03/88
to 03/07/89

(d)

(e)

(f)

Suncorp undisclosed FEDFA
account no. 20511118609,
cash withdrawals between
19/08/85 and 26/02/86

Suncorp undisclosed FEDFA
account no. 20511118609,
cash withdrawals between
18/06/87 to 24/06/87

Transfer to K.W. Wilson
(Goodhew account) on
23/07/87

$13,200.00

$3,800.00

$8,000.00
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(g)

3

Bass and Wilson account
Metway no. 168171348-6
transfer to K.W. Wilson
Metway account 168171364-
7 on 12/01/87

$2,302.40

(h) K.W. Wilson Metway $8,000.00
account no. 346286499-5,
cash withdrawals between t%
25/03/88 and 08/04/88

(1) K.W. Wilson Metway $500.00
account no. 346286499-5
transfer to K.W. Wilson
Metway account no.
168171364-7 on 26/07/88

3. It being conceded by counsel on behalf of the
Federated Engine Drivers and Firemens Association of
Australasia ("FEDFA") that the accounts are to be
taken on the basis that there was in existence at
all relevant times a governing body of FEDFA with
authority to bind FEDFA to the application of its
funds by the first respondent, the Registrar is to
take the accounts on the following bases:

(a) that it is not open to the first
respondent to dispute that he is liable to
account to FEDFA in respect of each of the
transactions the subject of the directions
referred to in paragraph 2;

(b) that the Registrar shall have regard to
any evidence that either party may adduce
relevant to the question whether the
governing body of FEDFA for the time being
was aware, either prior to or after the
event, of the particular application that
was made of the funds of FEDFA which are
the subject of the directions referred to
in paragraph 2 and whether any such
application of funds was expressly or
impliedly authorised or acquiesced in or
ratified by that governing body.

4. The taking of the accounts is to proceed before the
Registrar on a date to be fixed by him after
completion of the following steps:

(a) the first respondent is to file and serve
affidavits of all persons upon whose
evidence he intends to rely therein by
Friday, 29 January, 1993;

(b) FEDFA is to file and serve affidavits of
all additional persons upon whose evidence

r '
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(c)

4

it intends to rely therein by Friday, 12
February, 1993;

if either party intends to call a witness
who is not prepared to provide an
affidavit, that party, by the time already
limited by this order, shall serve on the
other party a statement summarising the
evidence that party expects to elicit from
that witness.

5. There is to be no order as to costs in relation to
the proceedings of 23 November, 1992 and so much of
today's proceedings as relate to those proceedings.

NOTE: Settlement and entry of orders is dealt with in
Order 36 of the Federal Court Rules.



IN THE FEDERAL COURT OF AUSTRALIA ) No. QI 6 of 1989
OURENSLAND DISTRICT REGISTRY
INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

BETWEEN: CYRIL SHARPE, ARTHUR SMITH, JOHN BURTON
AND PATRICK KEANE

Applicants

AND: KENNETH GOODHEW

First Respondent

AND: BARRY DAY AND IAN BARTON

Second Respondent

AND: RALPH ROOTS, BARRY GLOVER AND GRAHAM SMITH

Third Respondent

AND: STAN HARDWICK, LES SUMMERS AND P.K. BRADY

Fourth Respondent

AND: HUGHCOMBE PTY. LIMITED

Fifth Respondent

AND: MICHAEL SLADE 

Sixth Respondent

AND: FEDERATED ENGINE DRIVERS AND FIREMENS 
ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALASIA, OUEENSLAND
BRANCH UNION OF EMPLOYEES JACK KEVIN
CAMBOURNE AND VIC FITZGERALD 

Respondents by Cross-
Claim

Coram: Drummond J
Date: 11 December, 1992
Place: Brisbane

REASONS FOR JUDGMENT

This matter came before me by way of a request by

the District Registrar for further directions as to the manner

- 5"
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of taking an account. The account in question is that which

Pincus J in his judgment of 3. June, 1990 ordered be taken by.

the District. Registrar of what sum. (if any) was due by the

first respondent in the action, Mr. Goodhew, to the respondent

by cross-claim, Federated Engine Drivers and Firemens

Association of Australasia Queensland Branch, Union of

Employees ("FEDFA"). The judgment is reported as Sharpe v

Goodhew (1990) 33 I.R. 238. His Honour adjourned for further

consideration the question of the directions that should be

given as to the mode of taking this account. On 25 November,

1991, Pincus J gave directiCns which included a requirement

that Mr. Goodhew file and serve an account and verifying

affidavit regarding particular cash withdrawals from, and

other transactions on, certain bank accounts.

In compliance with these directions, a large volume

of material has now been filed by Mr. Goodhew and FEDI% and

both parties have informed the Regidtrar that they intend to

call a number of witnesses to give oral evidence. It is

because of the nature and complexity of the issues which the

parties intend to raise on the taking of the account that the

District Registrar has sought directions from the Court.

The chief question for my determination is whether,

in view of Pincus' J order of 1 June,. 1990, it is still open

to Mr. Goodhew to assert (as he has) that, with respect to a

number of the transactions the subject of the directions of 25

November, 1991, he is under no liability to account to PEDFA.
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By way of example, some of the directions related to

three groups of withdrawals from a Westpac account no. 510443

in the name of "N. Jackwitz". Mr. Goodhew deals with the

"Jackwitz" account in paragraphs 4 to 18 of his affidavit

filed in compliance with these directions. In essence, he

alleges that another union official, Gannon, using the name of

a deceased union member, Jackwitz, set up a contract in

Jackwitz's name for the cleaning of certain union premises and

that Mr. Goodhew suspects that Gannon used the account set up

in Jackwitz's name to siphon union funds into it for his own

benefit. FEDFA has filed an affidavit by Mr. Procopis, a

financial analyst with the Cooke Royal Commission, who says

that he discovered that various persons connected with the

union had set up a number of accounts in false names into

which union funds were moved, thereby removing control of

those funds from the union to the signatories of the various

false name accounts; while most of these funds were either

transferred back to disclosed union bank accounts or used for

union purposes, some of these funds were used for personal

purposes or were otherwise unaccounted for. The "Jackwitz"

Westpac account was one of this last-mentioned class of funds.

Most of the deposits into the "Jackwitz" account coincide with

withdrawals from union accounts. However, Mr. Procopis has

turned up little evidence as to the destination of funds

withdrawn from the "Jackwitz" account, including the three

amounts the subject of the directions. He does not say that

Mr. Goodhew was a signatory to the "Jackwitz" account. Mr.

Channell, the solicitor for FEDFA, in his affidavit filed 19

I
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February, 1992, describes approaches he has made to obtain

affidavits from the various people to whom Mr. Goodhew refers

in his own affidavit. Mr. Channell, however, did not approach

Gannon for the reason that "he is currently awaiting trial for

misappropriating FEDFA money".

The taking of an account is only appropriate once it

has been established that the parties involved are in an

accounting relationship with each other, that is, only once it

has been established that one party is liable to pay to the

other anything that is found, on the taking of the account, to

be due to that other: Rapid Metal Developments (Australia) 

Pty. Ltd. v Rosato [1971] Qd.R. 82 at 88-90; Rockhampton

Permanent Buildina Spciet14 v Petersen [1986] 1 Qd.R. 128 at

130 and Lang v Simon (1952) 53 S.R. (N.S.W.) 508 at 514.

Rules such as Order 39, rules 1 and 3 of the Federal Court

Rules do not create a new cause of action or a new equity, nor

do they confer a general right to an account in substitution

for the trial of issues; these rules do not authorise the

sending of the whole case to the Registrar, they only

authorise the directing of such accounts as are subsidiary to

determining the rights of the parties, thus emphasising that

the main issue in suit cannot be disposed of by ordering the

taking of an account: Rapid Metal Developments (Australia) 

Pty. Ltd. v Rosato at pages 88 and 89.

Pincus' J judgment of 1 June, 1990 in which he

ordered that an account be taken, must be held to be a

E.
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determination binding on Mr. Goodhew that he was liable to

account to FEDFA with respect to certain transactions: "A

decree for an account is not, as appears to have been assumed,

a mere direction to inquire and report. It proceeds, and must

always proceed, upon the assumption that the party calling for

it is entitled to the sum found due. It is

his rights, only leaving it to be inquired

due to him from the party accounting ...

decree, ordering them to account, without

a decree affirming

into, how much is

We cannot make a

first determining

that they are liable to pay if anything be found due." Lanq v

Simon at pages 513-4, citing from the judgment of Dr.

Lushington in the Privy Council decision in Baboo Janokey Doss

v Bindabun Doss (1843) 3 Moo. Ind. App. 175.

The present difficulty arises because Pincus J

deliberately did not set out in his judgment his reasons for

holding that Mr. Goodhew was in an accounting relationship to

FEDFA with

any of the

respect to any particular transaction, including

transactions the subject of his directions of 25

November, 1991. The reason for his Honour's reticence was,

plainly enough, his concern that if he were to make express

findings on the allegations

Goodhew in the proceedings

the conduct of the

Mr. Goodhew.

of misconduct made against Mr.

before him, that might prejudice

criminal proceedings foreshadowed against

The issues in the action covered a much wider field

than Mr. Goodhew's liability to account to FEDFA. But as to
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the issues raised by FEDFA's cross-claim concerning Mr.

Goodhew's financial wrongdoing, Pincus J, at page 239 of his

judgment, said:

"The origin of this problem (at least in part) may
have been an attempt by some officials of the
Queensland branch to conceal assets, in order to
keep them beyond the reach of legislation passed or
contemplated by the Queensland Government. As it
was, I suppose, an inherent risk of that
concealment, it appears that some succumbed to the
temptation to take advantage of the opportunities
afforded by the resultant irregularities in the
company's administration, in order to improve their
own financial positions. It is not possible for me
to reach a conclusion as to the final financial
outcome of any misfeasance which occurred. It is
however necessary, in order completely to dispose of
the issues, to determine whether any sum is due by
Mx. Goodhew as a result of the dealings just alluded
to."

His Honour did not explain further the grounds for

making the order for the taking of an account other than to

say (at page 254), when dealing with the issue concerning

ownership of the branch's property:

"As will appear, I do not propose in these reasons
the grant of any specific relief with respect to
property, except ordering the taking of an account
against Mr. Goodhew. All other questions concerning
relief as to property will be adjourned for further
consideration."

and (at page 259):

"A barrister appointed by the State Government,
shortly after these proceedings began, to
investigate amongst other matters overlapping those
with which I am concerned has recently, I am
informed, made his report. It seems evident that
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the investigations of fact underlying the report
were much more comprehensive, as to certain
financial questions, than those the results of which
were presented to me. It appears that the report
recommends certain prosecutions. In these
circumstances, there is risk that material which
might be published in these reasons concerning Mr.
Goodhew could be relevant in any prosecution which
might be brought against him. There is plainly
evidence suggesting the necessity of a careful
scrutiny of financial dealings involving the branch
and Mr. Goodhew, but it seems undesirable, in the
circumstances, to publish at this stage my views
concerning the evidence against Mr. Goodhew relating
to financial matters.

It was admitted that accounting matters need to be
investigated, and the only question raised is as to
how that should be done. Counsel for FEDFA, who
appeared before me in an interlocutory hearing in
these proceedings recently, suggested that it would
not be appropriate to appoint the Registrar to take
an account, since questions of credit and the like
arise.

Despite that submission, I propose that the District
Registrar shall be appointed to take an account, as
0 39, r 9 contemplates may be done."

There are some passages in his Honour's reasons in

reliance upon which it was submitted on behalf of Mr. Goodhew

that his Honour should not be regarded as having made any

finding to the effect that Mx. Goodhew was liable to account

to FEDFA in respect of any particular transaction. I have

already referred to the passage at page 259. .To this can be

added what his Honour said at pages 259 and 260, concerning

the proposals by FEDFA for an investigation in a form other

than the taking of an account and what his Honour had to say

about FEDFA's application to join parties additional to Mr.

Goodhew, including various of Mr. Goodhew's relatives and the

person Gannon I have already referred to, against whom FEDFA

made allegations that they had misappropriated moneys
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belonging to it,. However, 1 think the explanation for what

his Honour said there was his concern not to make any findings

which might prejudice the criminal proceedings foreshadowed

against Mr. Goodhew in respect of his dealing with union

funds, the very matter that was before his Honour.

The argument advanced on behalf of Mr. Goodhew

really proceeded on the basis that the directions of. 25

November, 1991 were in large part wrongly given because they

could only properly be given if it was first established that

Mr. Goodhew was an accounting party in respect of the

transactions the subject of the directions; it was said that

the evidence did not justify such a conclusion.

But Mr. Goodhew has not appealed against the

judgment of 1. June, 1990. Nor has he appealed against the

order of 25 November, 1991 on the ground that it gives

directions for the taking of an account with respect to

transactions that are not within the scope of the judgment of

1 June, 1990 that he account to

In seeking an answer to the question whether Mr.

Goodhew can dispute hid liability to account in respect of any

of the transactions the subject of the directions, I think I'

must proceed on the basis that the judgment of 1 June, 1990 is

a binding determination that Mr. GoOdheW is liable to account

to FBDFA in respect of certain transactions that are not,

however, identified in the forMal jtdpient. It is by the
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process of construing that judgment that these transactions

are to be identified.

The directions of 25 November, 1991 are necessarily

interlocutory in view of Order 39, rule 10(1), (3) and (4).

If these directions can be seen to go beyond the judgment of

June 1990 in that they require Mr. Goodhew to file an account

of particular transactions in relation to which he has not

been found by that judgment, properly construed, to be liable

to account to FEDFA, then I think 1 should exercise the power

conferred by Order 35, rule 7(2)(c) to set aside any such

direction, even though the order containing the directions has

been perfected: for the reasons already given, a direction

with respect to the manner of taking an account can properly

be given only where there has already been a finding that the

person to whom the direction is addressed is liable to account

in respect of the matter in question to another.

The circumstances in which the directions of 25

November, 1991 were made were the subject of discussion before

me. The material to which I was referred showed that Mr.

Goodhew was given notice after the judgment of June 1990, but

well prior to the hearing on 25 November, 1991, that FEDFA

would seek the directions in fact given that day; it also

appears from what took place at that hearing that Mr. Goodhew

agreed to the making of directions in the terms in which

Pincus J gave them on 25 November, 1991. However, the

directions are not themselves expressed in the formal order to

I
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be by consent and Mr. Goodhew's concurrence can only be

gathered from a reference to the transcript. A perusal of the

material before the Court on 25 November, 1991 shows quite

clearly that Mr. Goodhew's consent was accompanied by a

reservation of the entitlement he believed he had to dispute

that he was liable to account in relation to certain of those

transactions. I do not therefore think that FEDEA can gather

any support for the proposition that Mr. Goodhew cannot, in

complying with the directions given on 25 November, 1991,

dispute his obligation to account on the ground that he

consented to those directions being given. In any event, the

power contained in Order 35, rule 7(2)(c) can be exercised

even if the interlocutory order in question is a consent

order: R.D. Werner & Co. Inc. v pailev Aluminium Products

Ptv. Ltd. (1988) 80 A.L.R. 134.

Since I am of the view that the answer to the

present problem depends upon the proper construction of the

judgment of 1 June, 1990, it becomes necessary to identify the

range of material to which regard can be had in interpreting

that judgment.

In Australian Energy Limited v Lennard Oil N.L. (No. 

al [19883 2 Qd.R. 230, Andrews CJ (Kelly SPJ agreeing)

rejected an argument that a declaration should be granted as

to the proper construction of a declaration made in an earlier

action between the parties only if the latter was ambiguous.

He said, at page 232:
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"I would further hold that it is necessary in order
fully to understand the effect of the declaration to
examine the reasons expressed by McPherson J in
coming to his decision and the extrinsic evidence
and surrounding circumstances relied upon by him.
This is not so much to construe the words of the
declaration as to understand it in its place in the
context of the matter and thus give it its true
construction."

In granting Australian Energy Limited the

declaration as to the proper construction of the original

order which it sought, His Honour had regard to both the

reasons of the judge who made the original declaration and to

the evidence before that judge, which took the form of

admitted facts. In Gordon v Gonda [1955] 1 W.L.R. 885,

Evershed M.R., with Hodson L.J. agreeing, appears to have

taken much the same approach as the majority in the Australian

Energy Limited case in construing the judgment there in issue.

In Kwikspan Purlin System Pty. Ltd. v F.C. of T. 86

A.T.C. 4602, Macrossan J had to decide whether an earlier

order allowing a taxpayer's appeal and remitting the case to

the Commissioner of Taxation for re-assessment resolved the

question whether the Commissioner was precluded from

disallowing a particular deduction claimed by the taxpayer on

the re-assessment. He took the view that the matter was

governed by the proper interpretation of the earlier order.

In determining this, his Honour declined to limit his

considerations to the words of the order, which were argued to

be sufficient in themselves to justify the Commissioner's

amended assessment disallowing the particular deduction, and

; •
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had regard to the reasons given for the making of the earlier

order and to the notice of objection that led to the appeal in

which that order was made, as aids to the construction of that

order. His conclusion was that the taxpayer's entitlement to

the deduction was fairly involved in, and so decided by, the

appeal. The problem here is very similar to that which

confronted Macrossan J.

In my view, these three cases are authority for the

propositions that even if a judgment is not ambiguous, it is

nevertheless proper (if not essential) in construing it to

have regard to the factual context in which the judgment was

given and that this context includes the pleadings, the

reasons for the judgment and the course of evidence at the

trial.

I turn now to this question of construction of the

judgment of 1 June, 1990. I have already referred to what

appears in the reasons relevant to this question: that

material throws little light on the present problem. Nor do

the pleadings illuminate the matter. It is thus by reference

to the evidence that this question must be resolved.

As to the direction given on 25 November, 1991 that

Mr. Goodhew file an account and verifying affidavit regarding

the three groups of transactions on the "Jackwitz" account,

evidence was called at the trial by the applicants that linked

Mr. Goodhew with the "Jackwitz" account. A handwriting
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witness gave evidence that a withdrawal form in respect of the

withdrawal of $24,000.00 from a Union Metwey account upon

which form the name "N. Jackwitz" was written was in Mr.

Goodhew's handwriting and that $24,000.00 was deposited into

the "Jackwitz" account on the same day as this withdrawal was

made. There is also evidence in the applicants' case that at

a number of Union committee meetings in mid-1989, Mr. Goodhew

declined to answer questions concerning the "Jackwitz" account

or to respond to accusations by the man Gannon that Mr.

Goodhew was connected with the "Jackwitz" account in a number

of respects, that he had arranged "withdrawals" (that is, more

than one) from a Union account and the transfer of the money

withdrawn into the "Jackwitz" account. Mr. Goodhew declined

to give evidence at the trial.

It is submitted that I should not treat this failure

to give evidence as an admission by conduct by Mx. Goodhew of

the various allegations I have summarised and the correctness

of the other evidence I have referred to which connected him

with the "Jackwitz" account because that failure could be

explained by the fact that Mr. Goodhew was then "in

considerable jeopardy with respect to criminal charges". It

was also submitted that there was no evidence at the trial

that Mr. Goodhew was involved in the withdrawal of any money

from the "Jackwitz" account. It was submitted that all the

evidence at the trial justified was an inquiry as to whether

Mr. Goodhew was liable to account to FEDFA in respect of funds
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deposited into and withdrawn from the "Jackwitz" account, but

that it could not justify a finding in that regard.

Notwithstanding the submissions advanced on behalf

of Mr. Goodhew, it is I think clear that an issue litigated at

the trial was the transfer of money from Union accounts into

the "Jackwitz" account and Mr. Goodhew's connection with and

control of that particular account. I think a reading of the

judgment against the relevant surrounding circumstances in

which it was given shows that the investigation as to whether

Mr. Goodhew was liable to account to FEDFA in respect of the

"Jackwitz" account was conducted at the trial and determined

adversely to Mr. Goodhew by his Honour's judgment of 1 June,

1990. The subsidiary directions his Honour gave on 25

November, 1991 pursuant no doubt to Order 39, rule 3, cannot

therefore be understood as impermissibly leaving it to the

District Registrar to determine that main issues it had

already been determined by the judgment. All the Registrar

was required to do by the directions of 25 November, 1991 was

to conduct such an investigation as would enable him to

quantify the amount, if any, of Mr. Goodhew's liability to

FEDFA in respect of the "Jackwitz" account transactions, which

liability had been established by the judgment of 1 June,

1990.

As to the directions of 25 November, 1991 concerning

the Suncorp account number 20511118609, while this account was

opened in FEDFA's name, the evidence showed that Mr. Goodhew
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the sole signatory and there was evidence that he had

instructed Union clerical staff not to disclose the existence

of this account to the Union auditors. It is conceded that

the evidence before Pincus J was sufficient to entitle him to

find that Mr. Goodhew had withdrawn funds from this account

and was liable to account to FEDFA in respect of any apparent

deficiency. However, it was submitted that, because the

evidence showed that Mr. Goodhew had supplied an explanation

for the disbursement of the first sum the subject of the

directions concerning this account which the auditors did not

at the time challenge, his Honour could not find that Mr.

Goodhew's explanation in respect of that sum was untrue.

Be that as it may, this is not an appeal from the

judgment of 1 June, 1990 and it is quite clear, having regard

to the circumstances in which judgment was given on 1 June and

which I have summarised, that the judgment must be understood

as establishing Mr. Goodhew's liability to account to FEDFA in

respect of deposits to and withdrawals from this particular

Suncorp account. All the relevant directions require of the

Registrar is for him to conduct such an investigation as is

necessary to establish the quantum, if any, of Mr. Goodhew's

liability in that regard.

As to the two withdrawals from the two "J. Ware"

Metway accounts the subject of other directions, there is

evidence from Union clerical officers that they were aware of

the existence of a Metway account in the name of "j. Ware",
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having seen at the Union offices a passbook on that account;

there was also evidence that at a Union committee meeting in

mid-1989, Mr. Goodhew said "the Union, through the auditor, is

well aware of it and knows that FEDFA money went into the

James Ware account because of the SEQEB dispute." There was

hearsay evidence, admitted without objection, that this "J.

Ware" account was "looked after" by Et. Goodhew. There are,

however, two different Metway accounts in the name of "J.

Ware" referred to in the directions. The auditors' letter to

the Committee of Management of the Union dated 21 August, 1989

which was in evidence does not (despite submissions made to '
the contrary) refer to either of the two Metway accounts the

subject of Pincus' J directions. While the judgment, read

against the relevant surrounding circumstances, can be seen to

involve a determination that Er. Goodhew was liable to account

to FEDFA in respect of a withdrawal from the particular "J.

Ware" account referred to in the evidence, it is not possible

to identify which of the two accounts it is that answers this

description. I will therefore order that the directions given

on 25 November, 1991 with respect to these two transactions be

set aside.

As to the direction concerning the "transfer to K.W.

Wilson (Goodhew account)", the only evidence given at the

trial to which I have been referred in which mention was made

of this particular account was evidence from the Union

auditors that Mr. Goodhew had in effect told them that he

opened this account in the name of "K.w. Wilson", that he used
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it to protect his own personal assets and that no Union funds

ever passed through this account. Even if it is assumed that

his Honour rejected this statement by Mr. Goodhew, there is no

basis upon which the judgment of 1 June, 1990 can be construed

as establishing Mr. Goodhew's liability to account to EEDFA in

respect of the transfer of $8,000.00 to this account. I will

order that this direction be set aside.

As to the direction concerning the "Bass and Wilson"

account, in exhibit 5 (which was a copy of a paragraph from

one of Mr. Goodhew's affidavits, tendered on behalf of the

applicants at the trial, in which Mr. Goodhew identified what

he described as "the various undisclosed accounts operated by

the State Union"), there was included an account with

Metropolitan Permanent in the name of "Bass and Wilson"; this

is the same account described in the Union auditors' letter of

21 August, 1989 to which I have already referred as the

"Metway account - Bass and Wilson". In exhibit 5, Mr. Goodhew

identified the two signatories to this "Bass and Wilson"

account as Gannon, under the name of "Bass", and himself,

under the name of "Wilson"; he also there stated that

$25,000.00 was withdrawn from this account in 1986 and used to

purchase a bond with Occidental Life Insurance in the names of

"Maskey" and "Kelso". He identifies "Maskey" as an alias of

Gannon and "Kelso" as an alias for himself. He repeated this

information to the auditors, according to their letter of 21

August, 1989. The evidence before Pincus J was sufficient to

show that Mr. Goodhew was involved in the operation of this
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account as one of two signatories to it, it being an account

in which Union funds were concealed. There is also the

evidence, already referred to, that Mr. Goodhew told the Union

auditors that the particular "K.W. Wilson" account into which

the transfer of the $2,302.40 here in question was made and in

respect of which the direction requires Mr. Goodhew to account

to the Union was an account opened by Mr. Goodhew for his own

personal purposes. The judgment should therefore be construed

as involving a determination that Mr. Goodhew is an accounting

party vis-a-vis FEDFA in respect of operations on the "Bass

and Nilson" account. There is no reason to interfere with the

direction given with respect to the one transfer in question

from this account.

As to the direction given with respect to the

transfer from a nominated "J. Ware" Metway account to a "K.W.

Wilson" account of $15,534.69, the evidence goes no further

than showing that while there were two accounts in the name

"J. Ware" with Metway, Union funds were deposited to only one

of those accounts, but that account is not identified. 1 do

not think the judgment of 1 June, 1990 can be construed as

involving a determination that Mr. Goodhew is liable to

account to FEDFA in respect of this transaction. I will order

that this direction be set aside.

As to the withdrawals from the "K.W. Wilson" account

number 346286499-5, it is not disputed that this particular

account is the Metway account number 6286499/5 referred to on
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page 5 of the letter from the Union's auditors of 21 August,

1989. There was evidence at the trial that Mr. Goodhew

admitted to the auditors that he established this particular

account, upon which he was the sole signatory, as "a transfer

account for Union business". Mr. Goodhew told the auditors

that withdrawals totalling $6,500.00 from this account between

25 March, 1988 and 26 July, 1988 were used for a Union

purpose. There is also evidence that Union funds were

deposited into this account and that Mr. Goodhew made various

withdrawals from it for various Union purposes. There was no

other evidence concerning this matter. However, I think the

judgment of 1 June, 1990, construed against the background of

this evidentiary material, involves a determination that Mr.

Goodhew was an accounting party vis-a-vis FEDFA in respect of

all withdrawals from this account. There is no ground for

interfering with this direction (otherwise than to check

whether the reference to $8,000.00 in the direction is in

error for $6,000.00).

As to the direction with respect to the transfer

from this "K.W. Wilson" Metway account to another "K.W.

Wilson" Metway account of $500.00, the same comments as apply

to the previous direction are applicable here, with the

addition of the fact that the "K.W. Wilson" account into which

the $500.00 is said to have been paid was admitted by Mr.

Goodhew to be one which he set up for his own private use.

1
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I should also mention that it was submitted on

behalf of Mr. Goodhew that his Honour's directions, insofar as

they required the Registrar to determine substantive issues,

were void as running "foul of the requirement that the

judicial power of the Commonwealth is to be exercised by the

Federal Court". Counsel for Mr. Goodhew disclaimed any

challenge to the validity of Order 39 on the ground that the

order purported to confer judicial power on the Registrar, a

disclaimer fully justified in view of the provisions of Order

39, rule 10: cf. the differing views of Mason CJ and Deane J,

on the one hand, and of Brennan J, on the other, in Harris v

Caladine (1991) 172 C.L.R. 84 at 95 and 110-111. Na issue

arises to which s. 78B of the Judiciary Act 1903 (Cth) would

apply: it is not suggested that Order 39 is beyond power, all

that is challenged is an order of the Federal Court which was

said to go beyond what Order 39 permits by delegating to the

Registrar power to determine substantive issues. No question

of constitutional -invalidity arises in relation to a judgment.

EX TEMPORE REASONS FOR JUDGMENT - 11 DECEMBER, 1992

One of the directions given by Pincus J on 25

November, 1991 was that Mr. Goodhew file and serve an account

and verifying affidavit regarding a particular item described

as "transfer to K.W. Wilson (Goodhew account) on 23 July,

1987" in an amount of $8,000.00. In the reasons which I have

just published, I dealt with this particular matter and

concluded that, having regard to the evidence which was before

1
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his Honour, the judgment of June 1990 could not be regarded as

establishing that Mr. Goodhew was liable to account in respect

of that particular transaction.

However, in the course of those reasons, I explained

why I thought the judgment of June 1990 should be regarded as

settling Mr. Goodhew's liability to account to FEDFA in

respect of all deposits into and withdrawals from the Suncorp

undisclosed FEDFA account no. 20511118609. I have now been

referred to the evidence of Mr. Procopis, which was first put

before me on behalf of FEDFA on 23 November last, in which he

said that on 23 July, 1987 a sum of $8,000.00 was withdrawn

from this particular Suncorp account and deposited to the

"K.W. Wilson" account.

It is clear that it is this particular transaction

that was intended to be the subject of the direction given on

25 November, 1991. What the direction plainly was concerned

with was that Mr. Goodhew should account to FEDFA in respect

of the source of the $8,000.00 which was transferred to the

"K.W. Nilson" account on the day in question. For the reasons

earlier given, I think that the issue of Mr. Goodhew's

liability to account to FEDFA in respect of this particular

Suncorp account was settled by the judgment of June 1990 and

that FEDFA has at all relevant times clearly been seeking an

account from Mr. Goodhew in respect of the source of this

particular sum of $8,000.00. It is therefore appropriate that

I should not make the order foreshadowed by my published
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reasons setting aside the direction of 25 November, 1991 in

respect of this transaction. In view of what Mr. Goodhew has

already said about this transaction in his affidavit filed 9

December, 1991, 2 will not give a direction that Mr. Goodhew

file a further affidavit dealing specifically with this

transaction.

Given that I regard the judgment of 1 June, 1990 as

settling the question of Mr. Goodhew's liability to account to

FEDFA in respect of a range of transactions, it is, in theory

at least, open to FEDFA to make applications to the Court for

directions that Mr. Goodhew account in respect of any

particular transactions that FEDFA may now want to pursue, so

long as they are transactions in relation to which the

judgment settles Mr. Goodhew's liability to account to the

union. I say FEDFA can do that in theory, but it seems to me

that save in wholly exceptional circumstances the union has

had its opportunity, when it sought directions from Pincus J

on 25 November, 1991, to ask for directions requiring Mr.

Goodhew to account in respect of any particular transaction

that it is interested in pursuing and it should not be allowed

to keep the matter open indefinitely.

So far as concerns the costs of the proceedings on

23 November, 1992 and the costs incurred today in relation to

those same proceedings, they involve a discrete dispute in the

litigation: Mr. Goodhew sought to terminate a potential

liability to pay the sum of $113,530.32, the subject of the 25
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November, 1991 directions, by arguing that the directions

should not be further enforced. He failed very largely on

that, although he did achieve a modest measure of success.

The cause, however, of that particular dispute seems to me to

fairly arise from the confused form in which the directions

were proposed by FEDFA to Pincus Jon 25 November.

I am aware that Mx. Goodhew then agreed with the

making of the directions in that form, but I think it is clear

enough that it was FEDFA that had the carriage of formulating

the directions and, as I have said, it chose to formulate them

in a way which was confusing and, indeed, unjustifiable in a

number of respects.

I therefore think that the proper order to make is

that there be no order as to costs in relation to the

proceedings of 23 November last and so much of the proceedings

of today as relate to those proceedings.

I certify that this and the preceding
twenty two pages is a true copy of the
reasons for judgment herein Of the
Honourable Mt. Justice Drummond.

Associate: Ttli\f`'
Date: 11 December, 1992
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NOTICE TO RESPONDENT(S)

This application is made against you. You are a respondent.

You have the right to state your side of this matter before the master/judge.

To do so, you must be in Court when the application is heard as shown below:

Date Thursday, August 24, 2016

Time 10:00 AM

Where Law Courts Building
1 Sir Winston Churchill Square
Edmonton, AB T5J 3Y2

Before Whom Justice D.R.G. Thomas

Go to the end of this document to see what you can do and when you must do it.

1. Applicants

(a) The Trustees of the 1985 Sawridge Trust

Issues to be determined or nature of claims

(a) Approval of the transfer of assets which occurred in 1985 from the Sawridge Band Trust ("1982
Trust") to the Sawridge Band Inter Vivos Settlement ("1985 Trust") nunc pro tunc, The approval
of the transfer shall not be deemed to be an accounting of the assets of the 1982 Trust that were
transferred and shall not be deemed to be an accounting of the assets in the 1985 Trust that ,
existed upon settlement of the 1985 Trust.

(b) Providing Direction that without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the Trustees' application
cannot be relied upon by the Trustees in the future as a basis to oppose or prevent a beneficiary
from seeking an accounting from the 1985 Trust, including an accounting to determine the assets
that were transferred into the 1985 Trust from the 1982 Trust or an accounting of the assets
transferred into the 1982 trust.

3. Grounds for request and relief sought

(a) Assets were transferred from the 1982 trust to the 1985 trust in 1985;

(b) There are representations from counsel for the Sawridge Trustees that the Sawridge Trustees
have exhausted all reasonable options to obtain a complete documentary record regarding the
transfer of assets from the 1982 Trust to the 1985 Trust;

(c) The parties to this action have been given access to all documents regarding the transfer of
assets from the 1982 Trust to the 1985 Trust that the Trustees have obtained;
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(d) The Trustees are not seeking an accounting of the assets transferred into the 1982 Trust;

(e) The Trustees are not seeking an accounting of the assets transferred into the 1985 Trust;

(f) The Trustees are not seeking an accounting of the assets transferred from the 1982 Trust into the ,
1985 Trust;

(g) Little information is available regarding the transfer of assets from the 1982 Trust to the 1985
Trust.

4. Documents filed in this application

(a) Affidavits of Paul Bujold filed in this action;

(b) Questioning on the affidavits of Paul Bujold filed in this action;

(c) Undertakings of Paul Bujold filed in this action;

(d) Form of Order in respect of this matter attached as Schedule "A" hereto.

5. Applicable Statutes

(a) Trustee Act R.S.A. 2000, c.T-8, s.43, as amended

6. Any irregularity complained of or objection relied on:

7. How the application is proposed to be heard or considered:

I n chambers before Justice D.R.G. Thomas, the case management justice assigned to this file.

WARNING

If you do not come to Court either in person or by your lawyer, the Court may give the applicants what
they want in your absence. You will be bound by any order that the Court makes. If you want to take part
in this application, you or your lawyer must attend in Court on the date and time shown at the beginning of
the form. If you intend to rely on an affidavit or other evidence when the application is heard or
considered, you must reply by giving reasonable notice of the material to the applicant.

22972708_1INATDOCS
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COURT FILE NUMBER

COURT

JUDICIAL CENTRE

APPLICANTS

DOCUMENT

ADDRESS FOR SERVICE
AND CONTACT
INFORMATION OF PARTY
FILING THIS DOCUMENT

Clerk's Stamp:

1103 14112

COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH OF ALBERTA

EDMONTON

IN THE MATTER OF THE TRUSTEE ACT, RSA 2000, c
T-8, AS AMENDED

IN THE MATTER OF THE SAWRIDGE BAND INTER
VIVOS SETTLEMENT CREATED BY CHIEF WALTER
PATRICK TWINN, OF THE SAWRIDGE INDIAN
BAND, NO. 19 now known as SAWRIDGE FIRST
NATION ON APRIL 15, 1985 (the "1985 Sawridge Trust")

ROLAND TWINN, CATHERINE TWINN, WALTER
FELIX TWIN, BERTHA L'HIRONDELLE and CLARA
MIDBO, as Trustees for the 1985 Sawridge Trust (the
"Sawridge Trustees")

ORDER

Doris C.E. Bonora
Dentons Canada LLP
2900 Manulife Place
10180 —101 Street
Edmonton, AB T5J 3V5
Ph. (780) 423-7188
Fx. (780) 423-7276
File No.: 551860-1

Marco Poretti
Reynolds Mirth Richards
& Fanner LLP
3200, 10180 —101 Street
Edmonton, AB T5J 3W8
Ph. (780) 425-9510
Fx: (780) 429-3044
File No. 108511-MSP

DATE ON WHICH ORDER WAS PRONOUNCED: , 2016

LOCATION WHERE ORDER WAS PRONOUNCED: Edmonton, AB

NAME OF JUSTICE WHO MADE THIS ORDER: Mr. Justice D.R.G. Thomas

ORDER

UPON HEARING representations from counsel for the Sawridge Trustees that the Sawridge

Trustees have exhausted all reasonable options to obtain a complete documentary record

regarding the transfer of assets from the 1982 Trust to the 1985 Trust; AND that the parties to

this Order have been given access to all documents regarding the transfer of assets from the 1982

Trust to the 1985 Trust that the Trustees have reviewed; AND that the Trustees are not seeking



an accounting of the assets transferred into the 1982 Trust; AND that the Trustees are not

seeking an accounting of the assets transferred into the 1985 Trust; AND UPON noting that

assets from the 1982 Trust were transferred into the 1985 Trust; AND UPON noting that little

information is available regarding the transfer of assets from the 1982 Trust to the 1985 Trust;

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT:

1. The transfer of assets which occurred in 1985 from the Sawridge Band Trust ("1982

Trust") to the Sawridge Band Inter Vivos Settlement ("1985 Trust") is approved nunc pro

tune. The approval of the transfer shall not be deemed to be an accounting of the assets

of the 1982 Trust that were transferred and shall not be deemed to be an accounting of the

assets in the 1985 Trust that existed upon settlement of the 1985 Trust.

2. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the Trustees' application and this Order

cannot be relied upon by the Trustees in the future as a basis to oppose or prevent a

beneficiary from seeking an accounting from the 1985 Trust, including an accounting to

deteitnine the assets that were transferred into the 1985 Trust from the 1982 Trust or an

accounting of the assets transferred into the 1982 trust.

The Honourable Mr. Justice D.R.G. Thomas

23040318_1INATDOCS
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930 CHAPTER 18 DUTIES UNDERLYING THE OFFICE OF TRUSTEE

an overall prudent strategy should cover the case." In New Brunswick the thinkingmay be that the old rule of equity, which exempted the trustee from liability if heprudently selected and monitored the agent, will apply unless excluded by thelegislation.
Subsection (4) is strangely worded, since it refers to a duty to "the trust" and itis elementary that the trust is not a legal person which holds rights. In the normalcourse, the agent would owe a duty to the trustee, under their agreement, and thetrustee holds that duty (and any claims arising out of its breach) on trust. It wouldbe unusual, perhaps unprincipled, to give a right of action directly to the beneficiaries,which they could exercise against the agent, without the involvement of the trustee.The agent, after all, might not even know of the trust, and might wish to rely onterms of the contract made with the trustee. Some Canadian provinces (Alberta,Saskatchewan and Ontario) removed this language in enacting the model Act.84

E. Conclusion

In Canada, therefore, all the common law jurisdictions have modified, in at leastsome way, the old rules of equity as to the use of agents, and the trustee's respon-sibility for an agent's acts. The prudent investor jurisdictions have gone the furthest,as regards the core trustee function of selecting investments. Nevertheless, thereremains the innate responsibility of the trustee as a trustee, Despite the legislation,there are tasks which the trustee must perform personally.

II. CONFLICT OF INTEREST AND DUTY

A. Introduction

It is a fundamental principle of every developed legal system that one whoundertakes a task on behalf of another must act exclusively for the benefit of the

" R.S.O. 1990, c. T.23, s. 28: "A trustee is not liable for a loss to the trust arising from the investmentof trust property if the conduct of the trustee that led to the loss conformed to a plan or strategy forthe investment of the trust property, comprising reasonable assessments of risk and return, that aprudent investor could adopt under comparable circumstances." The main aim of this is to makeclearthat under modern portfolio theory, it is impermissible for a beneficiary to complain about one singleinvestment choice; prudence must be assessed by looking at the whole portfolio. But it also exoneratesin the case of prudent employment of an agent; s. 27.1(2) stipulates that an agent may only beemployed pursuant to a written strategy that complies with s. 28." The Saskatchewan legislation (S.S. 2009, c. T-23.01, s. 28(4)) states that the agent's duty of care isowed to "the trustee and the beneficiaries"; this also arguably creates a direct right of action by thebeneficiaries against the agent. Ontario (R.S.O. 1990, c. T,23, s. 27.1(3)) and Alberta (R.S.A. 2000,c. T-8, s. 5(5)) instead provide that the beneficiary may proceed directly against the agent on thefailure of the trustee to pursue the claim within a reasonable time (see btfra, chapter 24), This could,in any event, have been done through the procedural mechanism of joining the recalcitrant trustee asa defendant, although that procedure is based on the traditional idea that the beneficiaries only enforcewhatever rights are held by the trustee.
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other, putting his own interests completely aside. In the common law system this
duty may be enforceable by way of an action by the principal upon the contract of
agency, but the modes in which the rule can be breached are myriad, many of them
in situations other than contract and therefore beyond the control of the law of
contract. It was, in part, to meet such situations that Equity fashioned the rule that
no one may allow his duty to conflict with his interest.85 Stated in this way, Equity
has been able, since the sixteenth century, to provide a remedy for a whole range of
cases where the person with a task to perform has used the opportunity to benefit
himself"

In this section on the "Conflict of Interest and Duty", therefore, we shall be
concerned with express trustees, and with all those others whom the courts have held
to be fiduciaries and consequently bound by a duty of loyalty. The duty of loyalty
requires the avoidance of situations where that duty conflicts with the self-interest
of the fiduciary; indeed it prohibits conflicts of a fiduciary duty to one person with
the same duty owed to another." Contracts made when the fiduciary is in such a
conflict are voidable at the instance of the person to whom the duty is owed." And
if a profit was acquired, it must be disgorged. Both the express trustee and the
fiduciary who is not an express trustee have an obligation to account, the express
trustee to the trust beneficiaries, and the fiduciary to the person or persons on behalf
of whom he is acting." The express trustee will be compelled to hand over improper
gains to the beneficiaries in an ordinary action brought by them for breach of trust.
The fiduciary is so compelled by an order of the court requiring him to account for
his profits," or possibly declaring him to be a constructive trustee of the improper

" Equity had exclusive jurisdiction over trusts and the administration of estates, and the principle had
primary importance there. It was extended into relationships which have a common law foundation
in contract, such as agency and partnership.

" For the same principle in the law of Quebec, see Mongeau v. Mongean (1971), [1973] S.C.R. 529
(S.C.C.); Banque de Montreal v. Ng, [1989] 2 S.C.R. 429 (S.C.C.) at 436.
" This case is rarer but equity's standards are equally high. See Raso v. Dionigi (1993), 12 O.R. (3d)
580, 100 D.L.R. (4th) 459 (Ont. C.A.). Although the case is discussed in terms of "conflict of interest",
it seems that it is a possible conflict of duty which underlies MacDonald Estate v. Martin, (sub nom.
Martin v. Gray) [1990] 3 S.C.R. 1235, 77 D.L.R. (4th) 249 (S.C.C.). If a firm of lawyers acting for
one side of a dispute is joined by a lawyer who had acted for the other side in the same dispute, the
firm may be disqualified. The firm, as a whole, now has duties to both sides in that dispute.
" This is the consequence of any exercise of a fiduciary's powers in breach of the duty of loyalty. If a

third party in good faith has transacted with the fiduciary, the principal may not be allowed to rescind:
Logicrose Ltd. v. Southend United Football Club, [1988] 1 W.L.R. 1256; Criterion Properties plc v.
Stratford UK Properties LLC, [2004] UKHL 28 (U.K. H.L.) (C.A,). Other remedies against the
breaching fiduciary would not be affected.

" The rule, however, is not ordinarily penal. If a partner takes a secret profit, his obligation to account
nonetheless allows him to keep his share of the gain: Olson v. Gullo (1994), 17 O.R. (3d) 790, 113
D.L.R. (4th) 42 (Ont. C.A.), leave to appeal to S.C.C. refused (1994), [1994] S.C.C.A. No. 248, 4
E.T.R. (2d) 280 (note) (S.C.C.). Even a trustee who breaches his duty of loyalty may be entitled to
compensation: Simone v. Cheffetz (2000), 36 E.T.R. (2d) 297 (Ont. C.A.). As to whether punitive
damages may be awarded in an appropriate case, see chapter 25, Part II C.
" Warman international Ltd. v. Dwyer (1995), 182 C.L.R. 544 (Australia H.C.); Rochwerg v. Truster
(2002), 58 O.R. (3d) 687 (Ont. C.A.), additional reasons at (2002), 212 D.L.R. (4th) 498 (Ont. CA.).
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it is part of the ordinary business or practice
of a dank to collect cheques for their custo-
melt. If therefore a standard is sought, it
must be the • standard to be derived from
the ordinary practice of bankers, not' indi-
viands. Their Lordships think therefore
.that the evidence of bank officials in Ken-
dall's case as to the practice of banks was
rightly tendered and received, as indeed the
Court in that case decided,
Corning now to the reasons alleged for

holding the learned trial judge to have been
wrong in holding no negligence proved,
they really amount to this, that the bank
ought not to have collected a cheque for a
customer who was of such recent introduc-
tion and about whom they knew nothing.
There was, however, nothing suspicious
about the way the account was opened. A
customer, however genuine and respectable,
could hardly, assuming him to start with
a deposit of £20 in cash, have opened it in
any other way.l Was then the fact that
a cheque was paid into that account for
collection two days after the account was
opened a circumstance of an unusual char-
acter calculated to arouse suspicion and
provoke inquiry? For if it was laid down
that no cheque should be collected without a
thorough inquiry as to the history of the
cheque it would render banking business as
.ordinarily carried on impossible; customers
would often be left for long periods without
available money. Now if the cheque here
had been for some unusually large sum,

,perhaps suspicion might have been aroused,
This is really .a question of degree, and their
Lordships cannot say that the trial judge
was wrong in thinking that £743 was not a
sum of such magnitude as to create the duty
of inquirY.
If the cheque had been in different form

things - might well have been otherwise,
Their. Lordships cannot help remarking
that to a certain extent the appellants have
.themselves to thank for what has happened,
owing to the terms of their instructions.
If they had insisted that in the case of pay-
ments made at the office, as they did insist
in the case of drafts sent by post, the cheques
should be made payable to the Commis-
sioners of Taxation, then there would have
been something on the face of the cheque
to arouse inquiry. The fact that the cheque
was to bearer distinguishes this case from
the case of Permewan. In that case, in the
case of thirty-six cheques, the cheques were
drawn in favour of the Commissioners, or
had such markings on them as showed that
they were drawn for the purpose of paying
duties. This was held, their Lordships
think rightly, to be a circumstance which
ought to have put the bank on inquiry when
such cheques were presented by a private
individual, Their Lordships do not think
it necessary to consider. and decide as to
whether the majority or minority were
right as to the other twenty-two cheques in
that case, the point being whether the
markings on those cheques did or did not
sound such a note of alarm as ought to have
put the bank on their guard. There was
here no note of warning of any kind on the
cheque, and accordingly the conditions

which arose in the Permewan case do notapply.
Their Lordships will therefore humblyadvise His Majesty to dismiss the appeal

with costs,
Appeal dismissed,
Counsel for the Appellants—Rome, K.C.

—Austen-Oartmell. Agents—Light & Ful-
ton, Solicitors.
Counsel for the Respondents — R. A.Wright, K.0.— Jowitt. Agents—Slaughter& May, Solicitors.

H OUSE OF LORDS,

Thursday, February 26, 1920,

(Before Lords Finlay, Sumner, Farmoor,
and Wren bury.)

O'ROURKE v. DARBISHIRE AND
OTHERS.

(ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL
IN ENGLAND.)

Agent and Client—Privileged Communica-tion — Solicitor Acting Both as Trustee
and Agent of the Trust — Allegation ofFraud—Extent of Privilege,

The fact that the solicitor of a trustis also a trustee does not affect theprivilege attaching to confidential com-
munications seeking or giving profes-
sional advice. In re Postlethwaite,1887,35 Oh. D. 722, considered and distin-
guished.
Where fraud is claimed to defeat suchprivilege a prima facie ease must beestablished—dicta of Romer, L.-J., andLord Davey in Bullivant v. Attorney-

General for Victoria, [1900] 2 Q.B. 163,
11901] A. C. 198, considered.
The right to. refuse production ofdocuments on the ground that theyrelate solely to the case of the resisting

party is nob confined to such documentsas the resisting party could put in asevidence in support of his own case.
Knight v, Waterford (Marquess of),1836, 2 Y. & C., Ex, 22 ; Hey v. De laHey, 1886, W.N. 101, distinguished,Besoicke v. Graham, 1881, 7 Q.B.D.400, approved,

Ap eal—Arbitration—Judicial Reference—
ompetency of Appeal.
Observations on the competency ofappeal against the decision of a judgewho, in the course of proceedings beforehim for discovery, at the request of bothparties has looked at certain documentsto ascertain whether they should beproduced.
Decision of the Court of Appeal, [1919]

1 Ch. 320, affirmed (Lord Finlay dissent-ing with regard to one item).
The facts appear from their Lordships'considered judgment, which was deliveredas follows ;—
LORD FINLAY — This case raises someimportant questions with regard to theright to require production of documents,•
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The order made by Peterson, J„ for produc-
tion was reserved by the Court of Appeal,
from whose judgment the present appeal has
been brought.
-'The writ in the action was issued on the
11th February 1915. The plaintiff's claim is
to the estate of the late Sir Joseph Whit-
worth, who died on. the 22nd January 1887,
leaving property, real and personal, said to
be of the value of £1,000,000 or more, The
plaintiff claims as representing the heiress-
a -law and one of the two next-of-kin of the
testator. The representatives of the exe-
cutors of Sir Joseph Whitworth are defen-
dants. The defendants Ellen McGowan and
Elise Jenkins are the executrices of the other
text-of-kin of the testator.
The amended statement of claim was

delivered on the 12th April 1918, and the
defence in June of the same year. The
affidavit of documents was filed on the 1st
May 1917, and a further affidavit on the 3rd
May 1918. In, this last affidavit the defen-
dants claimed that they were not bound to
produce a number of documents on the

fround of professional privilege, and on theurther ground that the documents relate
solely to the defendants' case and not to the
plaintiff's case, and do not in any way tend.
to support the plaintiff's case or to impeach
that of the defendant's.
The statement of claim alleges that the

deceased. Sir Joseph Whitworth left a will,
dated the 3rd December 1884, and four
codicils, the effect of -Which is stated, and
that the widow Lady Whitworth, Mr
Christie, and. Mr Darbishire were the trus-
tees and executors,
. By the will and the first three codicils it

is: alleged that provision was made for
educational purposes, and various legacies
were given, the fourth codicil being in the
following terms (par. 8 of the statement of
claim)—" I declare that the gift in my first
codicil-of all other property if any not
effectually disposed of beneficially by my
said will or by that codicil to my wife and
Richard Copley Christie and Robert Dukin-
field Darbishire for their own absolute
benefit in equal shares which gift 1 have
auginented by the provisions of my second
codicil shall include all the real and. personal
estate 'belonging to me and not otherwise
disposed of by my will or any codicil
thereto, And I accordingly, give to them
such real and personal estate in equal shares
for their own benefit having full confidence
that they, will respectively desire to carry
out my Wishes to the utmost of their power
but nothing in this codicil or in my will or
my first three codicils contained shall be
construed so as to impose any trust upon
my residuary legatees and deviSees or any
of them or in any manner to abridge or
qualify their absolute ownership or rights.
And. subject to the provisions herein con-
tained I hereby confirm my said will and
first three codicils.
The statement of claim charges in pars.

11 and 12 that the trustees and executors
took the residuary 'estate upon a secret
trust which was never defined or was in-
valid by reason of the Mortmain Acts or
otherwise (so that there would be a result-

ing trust for the heir-at-law and next-of-
kin), and further that if the trustees and
executors took for their own useand bene-
fit, the dispositions had been obtained by
them from the testator by fr aud. Par.
ticulars were delivered under these two
paragraphs stating that the fraud was in
devising and carrying out the scheme em-
bodied in the will and codicils whereby the
testator was left, in the belief that his wishes
as to the disposal of the residue of his estate
for educational purposes would be carried
out by the executors, whereas they intended
to appropriate the greater part of the tes-
tator's estate for their own use.
The statement of claim further alleges

(par, 23) that a deed of release, dated. the
81st December 1889, was made between
Fanny Uniacke of the first part, Ellen
McGowan of the second part, the defendant
Joseph Whitworth McGowan of the third
part, and Whitworth's executors of the
fourth part.' This deed recited that the
parties of the first, second, and third parts
(the heiress and next-of-kin of the testator)
had expressed their intention to take pro-
ceedings for the recall of the probate of Sir
Joseph Whitworth's will and codicils, and
that a compromise had been arranged on
the terms that Whitworth's executors were
to pay £75,000 to be divided. in the propor-
tion specified between Fanny Uniacke and
her children and Ellen McGowan and Joseph
McGowan. By this deed the first, second,
and third parties released to Whitworth's
executors all the real and personal estate of
the testator discharged from all claims.
The statement of claim alleges that the
execution of this release was procured by
the fraud of Whitworth's executors in con-
cealing from the other parties to the deed
the facts as to the testator's will and codicils,
as-alleged earlier in the statement of claim,
and. that the executors appropriated to their
own use a considerable part of the testator's
estate,
The claim made in the action is that Whit-

worth's executors should be declared to be
trustees for the heir-at-law and next-of-kin
of the testator, and that the deed of release
should be cancelled. or declared not to be
binding.
The application for production of docu-

ments was heard in the first instance by
Petersen, J., and he made the order of the
3rd July 1918 for the production of the
documents described. in the schedule to
that order, The Court of Appeal, consist-
ing of Bankes, Warrington, and Scrutton,
L.JJ„ reversed this order, holding that the
documents in question were covered by
professional privilege. On the present
appeal it was urged on behalf of the plain-
tiff—(a) That the professional privilege did.
not exist, the solicitor being himself one of
the trustees and executors ; (b) that the
plaintiff had. what was called a " proprie-
tary right" as one of the cestui que trust
to see all documents relating to the trust;
(c) that no privilege exists where the com-
munication has been made for the purpose
of carrying out a fraud, and that this was
the case with regard to the documents in
question.
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I shall take these -points in order—(a) Mr
Darbishire, one of tie three trustees, acted
as solicitor for the trust. The privilege is
claimed in respect of communications be-
tween him as such solicitor and his co-trus-
tees with reference to the trust. Peterson,
J,., held on the authority of Postlethwaite's
case (35 Ch. D. 722) that there could be no
privilege where the solicitor consulted was
himself one of the trustees. In my.opinion
any such proposition is erroneous in point
of law, and

i 
think that no such proposi-

tion is involved in the decision of North, J.,
in that case. Trustees are entitled to con-
sult a solicitor with reference to the affairs
of the trust, and the communications be-
tween them and their legal adviser are
privileged if for the purpose of obtaining
legal advice. Why should such communi-
cations be less privileged because the
solicitor is himself one of the trustees?
There is no valid distinction between
such communications with the solicitor
who is himself a trustee, and such com-
munications with a solicitor who is outside
the trust altogether. Of course the privilege'
is confined to communications genuinely
for the purpose of getting legal advice, It
would not extend to mere business com-
munications with reference to the trust,
not for the purpose of getting legal advice.
In the present case the affidavit of the 3rd
May 1918 states that the• communications
were for the purpose of getting legal advice.
No snfficient reason has been shown for
discrediting this affidavit as untrue or as
made under some misconception of fact
or law. The statement is not inherently
incredible, as was suggested on behalf of
the appellant, and I thiuk that the Court
of Appeal was right in giving effect to it,
When the decision in Postlethwaite's case

is examined it will be found that it does
not, really support the proposition con-
tended for.
The judgment must be read with refer;

ence to the facts of the case, The plaintiffs
were admittedly cestui que trust of the
testator's property. They averred that one
of the trustees had himself secretly pur-
chased part of the trust property and made
a profit out of it. As cestui que trust they
had a right to see all the documents relat-
ing to the trust passing between the trus-
tees, and this right could not be got rid of
by the employment by the one trustee of
the other as his solicitor.
(b) It was further urged that the plaintiff,

as representing the heir and one of the
next-of-kin of the testator, has a right to
see any documents relating to the trust as
being one of the cestui que trust. I assume
that the plaintiff is the representative of
the heir and next-of-kin, but it does not
follow that he is a cestui que trust. By the
will and codicils the property is expressed
to be given to the trustees and executors
absolutely free from any trust. The plain-
tiff's case is put in the alternative. The first
alternativeis that the trustees and executors
took the property on the terms of a secret
trust, and that as such trust has failed
owing to its not having been sufficiently
defined or lay reason of the statutes of

Mortmain, the representatives of the heir
and. next-of-kin of the testator are entitled
to the property as on a resulting trust.
Whether there was such a secret trust,
which has failed, is a matter in dispute in
the action, and at present there is not even
a prima facie case that the plaintiff is a
cestui que trust on this ground. The second
alternative put forward by the plaintiff is
that the trustees and executors induced the
testator to leave the property to them by
fraudulently leading him to believe they
would apply it for educational purposes in 
accordance with his wishes, while in fact
they from the first intended to appropriate
it to themselves as it is alleged they have
done. No more serious charge could well
be put forward. It cannot be assumed to
he true for the purpose of obtaining. inspec-
tion of documents, and it is putting the
case with great moderation to say that the
appellant has not made out any prima facie
case of the truth of these charges. There
is a complete absence of evidence to show
that the appellant is in a position to claim
inspection on this ground, and there is noth-
ing to show that the "proprietary right"
on which the appellant relies in fact exists.
To establish any such right it would further
be necessary for the appellant to get rid of
the deed of release of the 21st December
1889. The release was given so long ego as
1889 and the fraud alleged has yet to be
proved. There is certainly no prima facie
case that it can be set aside, and so long as
the deed stands the appellant cannot be a
cestui que trust,
(c) The appellant also relied on the pro-

position that no privilege comes into exist-
ence with regard to communications made
in order to get advice for the purpose of
carrying out a fraud,
This is clear law, and if such guilty pur-

pose was in the client's mind when he sought
the solicitor's advice professional privilege
is out of the question. But it is not enough
to allege fraud. If the communications to
the solicitor were for the purpose of obtain-
in professional advice, there must be in
order to get rid of privilege, not merely an
allegation that they were made for the pur-
pose of getting advice for the commission
of a fraud, but there Must be something to
give colour to the charge, The statement
must be made in clear and definite terms,
and there must further be some primafacie
evidence that it has some foundation in fact.
It is with reference to cases of this kind that
it can be correctly said that the Court has
a discretion as to ordering inspection of
documents. It is obvious that it would be
absurd to say that the privilege could be got
rid of merely by making a charge of fraud.
The Court will exercise its discretion not
merely as to the terms in which the allega-
tion is made, but also as to the surrounding
circumstances, for the purpose of seeing
whether the charge is made honestly and
with sufficient probability of its truth to
make it right to disallow the privilege of
professional communications. In the pre-
sent case it seems to me clear that theappellant has not shown such a prima faciecase as would make it right to treat the claim
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of professional privilege as unfounded.
A. great many cases were cited to your

Lordships on the question of professional
privilege, but I do not think it is necessary
to ggo through them. Bullivant's case ([1901]
A. O. NB) was cited by the respondents.
The question there arose not on application
for discovery but with regard to a witness
who was being examined under a commis-
sion from the Courts of New Zealand, and
who claimed professional privilege. The
House of Lords decided that in the absence
of a. definite allegation of fraud the privi-
lege prevailed. The question, what more is
necessary to get rid of the privilege, was
not discussed.
For these reasons I agree with the Court

of Appeal in thinking that inspection should
in this case be refused on the ground of pro-
fessional privilege, subject to what I shall
say as to item 434 later in the judgment.
The Court of Appeal thought that profes-

sional privilege was sufficient to dispose of
the case, and gave no judgment on the
second ground, which was thus stated in
par, 4 of the further affidavit — " To the
best of our knowledge, information, and
belief the said documents numbered 484: and
436 and (so far as we object to produce the
same) 437 either do not in any way relate
to the matters in issue in this action, or in
so far as they do relate to the same relate
solely to our case and to the case of our
said co-defendants and not to the case of
the plaintiff, and do not in any way tend to
support the plaintiff's case or impeach our
own."
This claim was rejected by Peterson, J.,

on the ground that on perusal by consent
of the documents in item 434, for which
amongst others this privilege had been
claimed, he thought that they might tend
to support the plaintiff's case to some
extent. He therefore declined to give effect
to this claim with respect to any documents,
as in his opinion the defendants' affidavit
must have been made under a misconcep-
tion of the law applicable to this head of
privilege or a misapprehension of the effect
of the documents. I agree with the Court
of Appeal in thinking that this mistake as
to item 434 was not a sufficient reason for
treating this claim as unfounded in all cases.
This ground of privilege has been elaborately
argued before us, and I propose to state the
conclusions at which I have arrived.
The grounds on which privilege under

this head was denied were—(1) That such
privilege is confined to documents which are
admissible in evidence; (2) that it sufficiently
appears in this case that the affidavit in
which this privilege is claimed is untrust.
worthy. There is no case confining privi-
lege of this kind to documents which are
admissible in evidence, and such a limita-
tion would be inconsistent with the prin-
ciple on which it rests.
A great many passages were cited from
Wigram on Discovery (2nd ed. 1810) in which
the documents which are the subject of
this privilege are described as " evidences,"
and it was urged that this showed that the
privilege could not be claimed in respect of
any document, not admissible in evidence.

It is, however, a mistake to suppose that
" evidences " (an old phrase in English law)
necessarily denotes only documents which
are admissible in evidence. The principle•
laid down by Wigram on Discovery (p. 284,
par. 316) is that a plaintiff is not entitled to
exact from the defendant any discovery
exclusively relating to his case or to the
evidence by means of which that case is to.
be established. It is obvious, as Mr Tomlin
pointed out in his extremely clear and
cogent argument, that to exempt from
inspection only documents which are admis-
sible in evidence would leave open to inspec-
tion many documents which might reveal
what the case of the opponent is and the
evidence by means of which it is proposed
to establish it.
A party is entitled to get inspection of

any, documents relating to his own case.
He is not entitled to see documents relating
exclusively to his opponent's case in order
that he may prepare means of meeting it or
try to discover flaws in it. The whole of
the plaintiff's argument on this head seems
to me to rest on a misconception of the
. meaning of the. terms " evidences " as used

in this connection. Of course in a very
great number of cases the documents which
have come into question have been title-
deeds or other documents which are admis-
sible in evidence, but there is an entire
absence of authority to show that the privi-
lege is confined to such documents, and if
it were so confined the value of the privilege
would be greatly lessened. The affidavit
in the present case is in the form which has
been in use for a great many years, and
your Lordships are now in effect asked to
say that judges, counsel, and solicitors have
all failed to appreciate the latv on a matter
of everyday practice, and that every affi-
davit which has been made claiming such
privilege within the memory of man has
been erroneous and insufficient. The pro-
position put forward on behalf of the appel-
lant on this head seems to me to be entirely
novel, erroneous in principle, and destitute
of authority.
I think the affidavit in the present case is

sufficient, and that if it were necessary to
rely on this head of privilege the defen-
dants have properly claimed it.
Some questions of a special nature have

arisen with regard to documents under
item 434. These documents consist of—(1)
A case and opinion of counsel taken on
behalf of the testator ; (2) a case and opinion
of counsel taken by the trustees and execu-
tors after the testator's death.
In my opinion the appeal as to these docu-

ments should not have been entertained by
the Court of Appeal; the decision of Peter-
son, J,, with regard to them was not appeal-
able. The learned Judge was invited by the
defendants' counsel to inspect these docu-
ments and to say whether they should be
produced. He did so and decided that the
plaintiff should see them. An order made
under the circumstances was in the nature
of an award, not a judgment.
The statement of Peterson, J., as to what

took place is set out in the appendix. He
begins by touching on certain legal con-
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siderations, and points out that the plaintiff
could not claim to inspect the documents
under the second head of item 434. He
then says that the plaintiff also rested
his claim to inspect on the ground that
fraud was charged, and proceeds thus—
" Whether this is correct or not I need not
consider for the purpose of this part of the
case, as in both cases comprised in item 434
counsel for the defendants invited nie to
peruse the two cases and opinions and say
whether in my judgment they ought to be
produced. I have done so, and although I
do not say that the plaintiff will derive
much comfort and support from them, in
my opinion he ought to have the oppor-
tunity of seeing them."
There are of course many cases in which

documents are shown to the judge to give
him materials for his judgment and to form
an element for his appreciation of the case
as a judge. Peterson, J., in the passage
which I have quoted above expressly states
that he considers it unnecessary to deter-
mine a legal point which was raised as he
had been invited to say on perusing the
documents whether they should be pro- .
duced. This seems to me to show that he
understood that he was invited to decide
summarily what should be done as a matter
of fairness and not to decide merely on legal
considerations. In other words, that he was
to arbitrate. His language is quite unequi-
vocal and his decision would be appealable
only if it appeared that he had misunder-
stood the effect of what passed before him,
A reference to the proceedings as set out

in the supplemental appendix shows I think
that he was quite right.
At the beginning of the discussion as to

this item the counsel for the respondents
said—"Now so far as item 434 is concerned,
although our views are that we have good
grounds for resisting the production of
those—[those are the two opinions)---we are
quite content that your Lordship should see
those, and if your Lordship thinks that
they ought to be produced, t len they shall
be produced, so that I need not trouble
about the principle concerned there."
This to my mind is a clear statement that

the respondents would produce the docu-
ments if the learned Judge on seeing them
thought they ought to be produced, and on
this basis the •parties dispensed with dis-
cussion of principle. The undertaking that
the documents should be produced if the
Judge on seeing them thought that they
ought to be produced is quite inconsistent
with there being any right of appeal from
his decision on this point.
Later in the argument respondents' coun-

sel said—" If the views I put before your
Lordship are sound, I submit that this appli-
cation must fail except so far as your Lord-
ship thinks it is proper that they should
succeed on those two cases. Perhaps I may
hand those up, [Same handed to his Lord-
ship.] Those are item 434, and if your Lord-
ships thinks that the notes and memoranda
in item 435 are not sufficiently claimed we
do not mind their seeing those, but with
regard to all the rest I submit that the
claim must fail."

Then followed a discussion in which coun-
sel on both sides took part as to whether it
was desirable that the Judge should. have
the drafts as well as the cases themselves,
and in answer to an observation from the
other side as to the case submitted to Mr
Theobald the respondents' counsel said —
" My friend must not take it in that way.
If it is going to be disputed I submit there
is great dispute about the first. I invite
your Lordship to look at them. As a
matter of fact your Lordship will see that
that was a case to advise, amongst others,
the executors nominated personally, Even
if my friend relies upon Russell v. Jackson
((1851) 9 Hare 387, 10 Hare 204) that would
not necessarily avail him, It would apply
to the right which they might have with
regard to advice they had taken for
themselves personally. I am leaving it in
your Lordship's hands, I do not in the least
admit that the first case is a clear case
These passages appear to me to show

clearly that the matter was left in his Lord-
ship's hands to determine summarily and
not in the ordinary way as a judge, and
they are in conformity with the view which
he himself took of his functions under the
consent of the parties.
At the close of the judgment Peterson, J.,

went through the documents with counsel,
stating that the documents to be produced
included both cases in item 434. The defen-
dants' counsel then asked for leave to appeal
" in regard to such parts of your decision as
are against us," which Peterson, J., granted,
nothing being said by anyone as to except-
ing from the appeal the decision as to item
434, But I do not think that this can alter
the effect of what had taken place before the
decision. The leave to appeal can operate
only on what is appealable. The question
is not whether the parties entered into an
express agreement that there should be no
appeal, but whether they took a course
which is inconsistent with the existence of
a right to appeal. The fact that general
leave to appeal was given may have been
due to inadvertence, or to the fact that the
parties had not present to their minds at
the moment the effect in this respect of the
course which had been adopted.
I should add that the perfect good faith of

counsel in this matter is beyond question,
The only point raised is as to the legal effect
on the right to appeal of what passed.
In Bustros v, White (1876, 1 Q.B.D, 423) Sir

George Jessel, M.R., delivering the judg-
ment of the Court of Appeal, said that where
to avoid further affidavits the Judge at the
desire of both parties has looked into the
documents himself and decided whether
they should be produced, it is not com-
petent to either party to appeal (p. 427).
The view so expressed by an exceptionally
strong Court of _Appeal, consisting of eight
Judges (Jessel, M.R., Kelly, C.B., James,
and Mellish, L.JJ., Baggalay, S.A., Lush
and Denman, JJ., and Pollock, B.) has
never, so far as I am aware, been dissented
from and in my opinion it is right, It
appears to me to be directly applicable to
the facts 'of the 'present case in which this
course was taken to avoid a legal argument.
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I cannot agree with the view expressed
by Bankes, LT., that Peterson, .1., was
asked to look at the documents merely in
order that he might see whether the claim
of privilege on the ground that they related
only to the defendants' case was justified.
Such a view is in conflict with what took
place on the argument, and is contradicted
by the terms in which Peterson, J,, in his
judgment gave his view on what had taken
place.
If the right to inspection of the docu-

ments 434 had to be determined by legal
considerations applicable in cases where the
parties have not consented to cut the knot
in the fashion adopted here, I think that
as to the documents under head (1) the
appellant would succeed, and that he would
fail as to those under head (2).
As to (1) the case was submitted to counsel

and his opinion taken in the lifetime of the
testator. Both the plaintiff and the defen-
dants claim under the testator, the plaintiff
as representing their heir and the next-of-
kin, the defendants as representing his trus-
tees and. executors under his will. The
foundation of the law of professional Drivi•
lege is that it is necessary in order twat a
person may be able without danger to make
full disclosure to his professional advisers.
It follows that as between him or his repre-
sentatives and third persons claiming not
under the testator but adversely to him, the
privilege exists, but as was pointed out by
urner, V.C., in Russell v, Jackson (1851,

9 Hare 387 and 10 Hare 207) the reason
of the privilege does not exist in the
case of competition between persons all
claiming under the testator, as the dis-
closure in the latter case can affect no right
or interest of the client. The bill in that
case was filed by the next-of-kin against the
executors of the deceased, who were also his
residuary legatees and alleged that the gift
of the property was made upon a secret
trust for the foundation of a school and
that the defendants were trustees for the
heir-at-law and next-of-kin—(See judgment
10 Hare, pp. 207,208). The solicitor to the
testator, who after his death became solici-
tor to the executors, was examined under
commission, and a motion was made to
suppress parts of his deposition on the
ground of professional confidence. It was
held that the communications between the
testator and his solicitor might be read, but
that the communications between the
executors and the solicitor after the death
of the testator were privileged. The Vice.
Chancellor gives his reasons at length (9
Hare, p. 391-3). Bankes, L,J„ in hisjudg-
ment says— "With reference to the case
and opinion in the lifetime of the testator,
in my opinion that first case is covered by
the conclusion which Peterson, J., arrived
at in another part of his judgment, namely,
that a person who claims a document under
a proprietary- right must first of all ;estab-
lish the existence of that right, and that
not having been done in this case it appears
to me. that the plaintiff must fail in his
claim with reference to that first case." This
rule has no application to the point under
discussion. As was explained by Turner,

V.C., in the case just cited it is not by
" proprietary right " that the privilege is
negatived but by the fact that as both
claim under the testator the ground of this
kind of privilege fails.
The production of the documents under

head (1) could not be resisted on the second
ground put forward by the defendants—
namely, that they relate only to the defen-
dants' case. Peterson, J., himself inspected
these documents and came to the conclusion
that they related in part to the plaintiff's
case,
With regard to head (2) under 434 pro-

fessional privilege would have prevented
any right to inspect. The parties have,
however, taken a, course which makes it
unnecessary to consider these legal ques-
tions.
The Court of Appeal reversed the order

of Peterson, J., in tote. By some inadvert-
ence it was not realised that this order
would exempt from inspection in item 135
"memoranda and notes of evidence in
actions," and in item 437 " draft and fair
copies, bill of costs Tu1y1882 to D ece in ber 1888,
and diaries before the 22nd January 1887,"
for which protection had not been claimed.
These matters should be set right and for
the reasons I have given I think that the
appeal ought to be allowed under item 434
as regards the cases and opinions both in
the lifetime of the testator and after his
death ; otherwise the appeal should be die-
missed.

LORD SUMNER—This appeal has raised
three questions which, as they were copi-
ously and earnestly argued and go to the
root of long - settled practice, require a
reasoned solution, though I do not imagine
that the answer to them could ever have
been in doubt, These questions are—(1)
Does a pleaded charge of fraud strip those
against whom it is made of the ordinary
right to rely on professional privilege as a
ground for resisting production of docu-
ments ? (2) Is that privilege taken away

the relation of solicitor and client,because -
on which it rests, arises between persons
who are trustees and executors, and are in
effect parties to the action ? (3) Is the
claim to refuse production of documents on
the ground that they do not support his
opponent's case but only his own, a claim
which is available solely for such documents
as the claimant could give in evidence in
support of his own case P
(1) No one doubts that the claim for pro-

fessional privilege does not apply to docu-
ments which have been brought into exist-
ence in the course of or in furtherance of a
fraud to which both solicitor and client are
parties. To consult a solicitor about an
intended course of action, in order to be
advised whether it is legitimate or not, or
to lay before a solicitor the facts relating to
a charge of fraud, actually made or antici-
pated, and make a clean breast of it with
the object of being advised about the best
way in which to meet it, is a very different
thing from consulting him in order to learn
how to plan, execute, or stifle an actual
fraud.. No one doubts again that you can
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neither try. out the issue in the action on a
mere interlocutory proceeding, nor require
the claimant to carry the issue raised to a
successful trial before he can obtain pro-
duction of. documents which are only rele-
vant to that issue and only sought for the
purpose of proving it. I am, however, sure
that it is equally clear in principle that no
mere allegation of a fraud, even Lb oughmade
in the most approved form of pleading, will
suffice in itself to overcome a claim of pro-
fessional privilege properly formulated.
North, .T., in the first of the grounds of

decision in In re Postlethwaite (35 Oh, D. 722)
seems to have otherwise held. I think that
he overlooked the fact that in one of the
cases which he relied upon no fraud
appeared on the pleadings at all, and that
in the other numerous facts had already
been admitted or ascertained. So far I
think that his. decision was wrong.
'If the dicta in Bullivant's case of Romer,
L.J. (119001 2 Q.B. at p. 169) and of Lord
Davey ([19011 A.C, at p. 203) are to be read
as supporting such a view, I think they
ought not to be followed. As I read the
opinion of Lord Halsbury, he clearly holds
that aprima facie case must be „made out"
without purporting to 'define in what
" mode " this is to be done, and without
sanctioning a mere pleaded allegation as
sufficient. The right of the one party to
have discovery and inspection and the
right of the other, within certain areas, to
be protected from inspection, are parallel
rights ; in itself neither is paramount over
the other. It is therefore the business of
the party claiming production to meet a
properly framed claim of professional privi-
lege by showing that the privilege does not
attach, because it is being asserted for docu-
ments which were brought into existence
in furtherance of a fraud, and he can only
do this by establishing a prima facie case
of fraud in fact, Evidence, admission, infer-
ence, from circumstances which are common
ground, or "what not," as Lord Halsbury
says, may serve for this purpose. I do not
pretend to define what material may and
what may not be used. The imperfections
of his pleadings or the dubious character of
his .procedure in the action may militate
against the claimant's case. The fact that
a motion to strike out his pleadings has
been made and has failed does not establish
that he has a sufficient prima facie case
for this purpose. The stage in this action
is only an interlocutory one and the
materials must be weighed, such as they
are, without the apparatus of a formal trial
of an issue, On such materials the court
must judge whether the claim of privilege
is displaced Or not.
This is, as I understand it, the view taken

by the Court of Appeal, though expressed
in somewhat different language. It is not
my business even to form any opinion now
as to the plaintiff's prospects at the trial,
but I see no ground for thinking that on
the material before it the Court of Appeal
was not justified in holding that no suf-
ficient foundation had been laid for setting
aside the respondents' claim of professional
privilege.

(2). The necessity which haS sometimes
been said to be the foundation for the
claim of professional privilege is not the
necessity for confiding in the particular
solicitor consulted, but the necessity for
letting a litigant confide in some solicitor,
It is equally obvious that this principle
involves allowing the litigant to choose his
own solicitor and to consult the person in
whom he feels confidence. To limit the
persons among whom he can choose might
be to deny him a choice. To say that if he
chooses to consult a co-executor he does so
on the terms that their written communi-
cations will be open to his opponent, so
penalises that particular choice that in
effect it is a prohibition. For reasons
stated later I say nothing of the special
case whet a solicitor and client are execu-
tors of a will under which the party claim-
ing production is a beneficiary, but I do not
wish to be understood as accepting the
appellant's argument, which I think it
irrelevant at present to discuss,
(3) No case has been citecl"which decides

that the right to refuse production of rele-
vant documents, on the ground that they
only support the possessor's case, is limited
to " evidences " of his case in the sense that
they are such as could be put in evidence
by him and form part of his title. Before
the Judicature Acts many cases were
decided on claims to refuse production of
documents which their possessor might
have put in evidence, and none are forth-
coming, it seems, in which the documents
could not have been so used, The two cases
which were said to have decided the point
—Knight v. Waterford (Marquis of), 1836,
2 Y. & C., Ex. 22, and Hey v, De la Hey, 1886,
W. N. 101—turn out on examination to be
decisions on other grounds. Very little can
be inferred from such a condition of the
reported authorities. It may be accidental,
In any case the point turns on different
considerations. The orders and rules made
under the statutory. authority of the Judi-
cature Acts are -Lie code which is para-
mount in matters which they regulate.
The same word "relate" is used in them in
connection with the obligation to make dis-
covery by affidavit and ,with the right to
refuse production on the specified ground in
question. In terms neither is limited,
and relevancy and that alone is the test.
In substance that must be so as to dis-
covery, and no reason has been suggested
why it should not equally be so as to privi-
lege from production, and for many years
this has been regarded as settled practice.
The contrary would work injustice. I think
the appellant's contention fails,
As to the questions arising 'upon item 434

the two cases for the opinion of counsel and
the opinions of counsel thereon I am not
disposed to allow the appeal. If the docii-
men is were submitted to the learned Judge
in order that he might decide once for all
whether they should be produced or not
his decision could not be appealed (Bustro8
v, White, 1 Q.E.D. at p. 427), but the reason
for this must be that both parties have so
intended, The joint request of both parties
that the learned Judge should inspect the
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documents for himself would in itself raise
a presumption that the intention was to
submit them for his final decision, but the
special language used may negative that.
Contrary to the respondents' contention I
think in the present case the language used
would not in itself negative that presump-
tion, though it is true that after the judg-
ment of Peterson, I., was given counsel for
the now respondent said —" Will your Lord-
ship give us leave to appeal in regard to
such parts of your decision as are against
us ?" which included these particular docu-
ments, and leave was given, and at the
request of the other sideu as made "mutual."
The case, however, goes further. If the
learned Judge's decision is unappealable it
is because the parties have agreed that it
should be so, and here this is in dispute. Mr
Tomlin says that whatever words he used
this never was his meaning. The agree-
ment whatever it was never was reduced
into writing and signed, and in themselves
the words are susceptible of more than one
interpretation. It has not been contended
for the appellant that by accepting Mr
Tomlin's language in the wider sense his
position (has in any way been changed on
the faith of the words being so intended
and understood, and the question therefore
is whether there was any consensus awl-
anorum between counsel if the decision Mr
Tomlin asked for was meant to be appeal-
able; and the decision Mr Hughes assented
to take was understood to be unappealable.
This controversy has been raised before

the Court of Appeal and in substance de-
cided. Such a case must be exceptional,
and I think must be rare and must depend
mainly upon the statements of counsel. It
is hardly a matter suitable for appeal to
your Lordships' House, and I see no. suffi-
cient reason for interfering with the deter-
mination of it at which the Court of Appeal.
arrived.
There is a further point as to the opinion

of counsel, No 1 of No 484. It was taken in
the lifetime of the testator, and though the
defendants' first affidavit covers it by the
description "Cases and instructions to coun-
sel to advise the executors of Sir Joseph
Whitworth as to his will and codicils, and
counsel's opinion and notes thereon," their
second affidavit showed that it consisted of
communications "between the testator and
his counsel," and only the second is said to
have been between counsel and the execu-
tors. The Lords Justices examined the
documents in the first item as Peterson, J.,
had done. They agree with Peterson, J.,
that they might be used to support the
plaintiff's case, and one of the grounds on
which protection was claimed fails accor-
dingly, but they go on to say that the claim
of professional privilege covers them. This
is the claim of the client, and if the testator
alone was the client I do not quite see how
the defendants could set up professional
privilege. It may be, however, that the
proposed executors and legatees joined in
taking this opinion, I have not seen the
papers, Peterson, J., rejected the claim to
refuse production, partly on what has been
called the "proprietary" ground,' partly

von. 'levee.

because he thought that no professional
privilege can be claimed between 0o-execu-
tors, He does not negative the possibility
that the proposed executors were also Mr
Theobald's clients in the matter, and if so,
the view of Bankes and Warrington, L.JJ.,
would be explained. I am not satisfied that
your Lordships should interfere, It is a
question of particular documents, not of
general principle.
The remaining matters relate to the ap-

plication of well-settled rules to the particu-
lar facts of this case in a mere interlocutory
proceeding. I agree that the appellant has
no claim to see these documents, including
the first of the two cases for opinion in No.
434, except under the law relating to dis-
covery, because while the releases obtained
by " Whitworth's executors" stand, to say
nothing of the fourth codicil, he cannot
claim to see them as being his documents in
any sense. I am satisfied that if the two
letters dated 30th December 1895 and 28th
January 1895 have been wrongly appreciated
by the respondents in relation to discovery
(which I by no means decide) their error
has not been such as to cast doubt on their
general understanding or observance of
their obligations, or to vitiate their claims
to withhold disclosure in respect of other
documents.
In drawing up the order of the Court of

Appeal an error has been made as to which
I think the respondents have been to blame,
and might well have been made liable in
costs to some extent, but as two of our
Lordships think differently, as the appellant
has already seen some of the documents
which the order has erroneously dealt with,
and as counsel has undertaken for the pro-
duction of the others when requested, and
as the order being interlocutory is only of
importance as affecting production, I acqui-
esce in their views.
I agree that the appeal should be dismissed

with. costs.

LORD PARMOOR—Sir Joseph Whitworth
died in January 1887, seized or possessed of
real or personal estate of great value. The
appellant is the legal personal representa-
tive of Fanny Uniacke, who was the heiress-
at-law and one of the two next-of-kin of the
testator, The respondents are the respec-
tive legal personal representatives of the
executors of Sir Joseph Whitworth. The
action related to the estate and testamen-
tary disposition of Sir joseph Whitworth,
and the plaintiff charged that there was
either a secret trust or that the executors
took the residuary real and personal estate
for their own absolute use and benefit, and
that the form in which the testamentary
disposition was arranged or settled was a
mere fraudulent device or scheme for appro- •
priating to the use of the executors a very
large portion of the estate of the testator.
It is not necessary to determine how far the
action is well constituted, so long as the
probate of the will and codicils of the testa-
tor have not been recalled. The appeal
must be determined on the pleadings as
they stand. The question is whether an
order for production of the documents con-

NO, XLVII
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tamed in. the second part of the schedule of
docuxnents should be made, These doom
merits relate to the matters in question in
the action, but their production is refused•
on the ground that they are privileged
either as being documents which consist
solely of professional communications of a
confidential nature, which for the purpose of
obtaining legal advice have passed between
the executors and their solicitors, or on the
ground that the documents either do not in
any way relate to the matters in issue in
this action, or in so far as they do relate,
relate solely to the case of the defendants
and not to the case of the plaintiff, and do
not in any way -tender a support to the
plaintiff's case or impeach that of the defen-
dants, In forrxi this privilege is sufficiently
claimed, but it was urged on behalf of the
appellants that over a long period of years
the meaning of the claim for privilege on
the ground that the documents related
exclusively to the case of the defendants had
been misunderstood, and that the privilege
only extended to such documents as might
be admissible in evidence to .support the
defendant's case. . The claim for privilege
was disputed by the appellant on various
grounds, and the question for determina-
tion is whether and how far these objections
raised on behalf of the appellant, can be
maintained.
• A cestui que trust in an action against his
trustees is generally entitled to the produc-
tion for inspection of all documents relating
to the affairs of the trust. It is not material
for the present purpose whether this right
is to be regarded as a paramount proprie-
tary right in the cestui que trust or as a
right to be enforced under the law of dis-
covery, since in both cases an essential
preliminary is either the admission or the
establishment of the status on which the
right is based, I agree in the view expressed
byPeterson, J., that the rule as to the right
of a cestui que trust to the production of
trust documents for inspection does not
apply when the question to be tried in the
action is whether the plaintiff is a cestui que
trust or not. In the present case not only
is the status of the appellant as a cestui que
trust dinuted, but in addition a release was
executer, which unless it can be set aside is
a bar to his claim, It is not necessary to
consider on what grounds the release is
attacked, but it is obvious that there may
be formidable difficulties in the way of the
appellant under this head. The attention of
your Lordships is directed to various autho-
rities, but it, is sufficient to refer to Wynne
v, Brumberston, 1858, 27 Beay. 421, and to
Compton v. Earl Grey, 1826, 1 V. & J. 154.
The second point raised on behalf of the

appellant was based on the proposition that
professional privilege does not apply to a
case in which a solicitor who is a trustee
has acted as professional adviser to himself
and his co-trustees, who are co-defendants
in the action. It was not contended that
this principle would apply where profes-
sional advice was taken on a personal
matter affecting one of the trustees, but in
the present case the affidavit of documents
Shows that the privilege is claimed in

respect of documents which do relate to the
trust matters in question. It is notorious
that in many cases solicitors are appointed
as co-trustees with full power to act as soli el-
tors in their professional capacity in rela-
tion to trust matters, and to make in respect
thereof ordinary professional charges..
As a matter of principle, it is difficult to

understand why confidential communica-
tions made to a solicitor in his professional
capacity should cease to be privileged
because such solicitor has been appointed
as a co-trustee by the testator with a power
to act as solicitor in the affairs of the trust,
There is no less necessity in such a case to
protect in the interests of justice such a
disclosure of the facts and conditions as is
required to obtain professional and confi-
dential advice. To hold otherwise would
deprive a lay trustee of a privilege which
would attach to communications made to
an outside solicitor, with the result that it
might be necessary for him to take such
advice in preference to that of the solicitor
especially cognisant of the trust affairs. It
is not a relevant consideration that com-
munications between co-defendants, none
of whom are solicitors, are not privileged.
In the argument on behalf of the appellant
reliance was placed on the case of in re
Postlethrwaite, 35 Oh. D. 722. In this case
the plaintiff, who sought the production of
documents, was undoubtedly a beneficiary.
Further, a charge was made in the state-
ment of claim that the purchase in the
name of a third person was a fraudulent
deviceintended to cover up a real purchase
by one of the two trustees. As to this it is
not necessary to say, more since the decision
turned on the special circumstances of the
case. I agree with Warrington, L.J., that
the claim to have the documents produced
was placed on the proprietary right of the
plaintiff, and not on the ground that the
claim of privilege was destroyed owing to
the fact that the solicitor consulted was also
a co-trustee, If, however, the judgment of
North, J., can be extended to cover the
claim made by the plaintiff in this case the
principle is stated in too wide terms and
cannot be maintained,
The third point relied on by the appellantas an answer to the claim of professional

privilege is that the present case comes
within the principle that such privilegedoes not attach where a fraud has been
concocted between a solicitor and his client,or where advice has been given to a clientby a solicitor in order to enable him to carry
through a fraudulent transaction, If the
present case can be brought within thisprinciple there will be no professional pri-
vilege, since it is no part of the profes-
sional duty of a solicitor either to take
part in the concoction of fraud or to advise
his client how to carry through a fraud.Transactions and communications for suchpurposes cannot be said to pass in profes-sional confidence in the course of profes-sional employment, Such a case must bedifferentiated from a case in which afterthe commission of a crime, or in order tomeet a charge of fraud made against himin a civil action, a client consults a solicitor
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in his professional capacity, employing him
to obtain the benefit of his confidential
advice and assistance, The appellant does
make in his pleadings a charge that a fraud
has been concocted, between the solicitor
and client, and the question which arises is
whether such a prima facie case of a defi-
nite choarader has in some way been brought
to the notice of the Court as to justify the
Court in holding that the appellant has the
ordinary right of production of documents
relating to his case, the defendents in re-
spect of such production not bringing them-
selves within the protection of professional
privilege.
It may be that the allegations in the

statement of claim, apart from any other
source of information, are sufficiently ex-
plicit to negative the claim of professional
privilege, but the proposition that the mere
pleading of fraud is in itself sufficient neces-
sarily to defeat the claim of professional
privilege cannot be maintained. To admit
this proposition would be equivalent to say-
ing that the claim to protection for profes-
sional privilege—a claim founded in the
interest of the proper administration of
justice—could be defeated by the skill of a
pleader and the use of technical language
whenever it was desired to obtain an inspec-
tion of documents otherwise privileged in
'the expectation of the discovery by this
means of information to support a charge
of fraud. On the other hand in order to
obtain the production of documents it is
certainly not necessary to prove the exist-
ence of fraud, and such an obligation might
result in the non-production of documents
which in a particular instance might con-
stitute the only evidence on which the
plaintiff relied to establish• his case.
In the case of Bullivant v. Attorney-

General for Victoria ([100]] A.G. at p.
201) Lord Halsbury in advising the House
says — "The line which the Courts have
hitherto taken and I hope will preserve is
this—that in order • to displace the prima
facie right of silence by a witness who has
been put in the relation of professional con-
fidence with his client, before that confi-
dence can be broken you must have some
definite charge either by way of allegation,
or affidavit, or what not." This passage
relates to the giving of evidence before com-
missioners, but there is no difference in the
principle applicable in such a case and the
principle applicable to the production of
documents on an interlocutory application.
Whether the circumstances brought to the
notice of the Court in a particular case are
sufficiently explicit to establish a prima
facie case of definite fraud either by allega-
tion, affidavit, or in some other way, will
depend on special facts in each case—Reg.
v. Coax and Baitton, 1884, 11 Q.B.D. 158. But
something more is required than mere plead-
ing, or than mere surmise or conjecture. If
in the present appeal there is disclosed a
real prima facie case of definite fraud, this
must be found in the allegations contained
in the pleadings and particulars, seeing that
there has been no affidavit and no informa-
tion from any other source. In thestatement
of claim •fraud is alleged as an alternative

to a secret trust, on the ground that the
form in which the testamentary disposition
of the testator was settled or arranged by
Christie and Darbishire was a mere fraudu-
lent device or scheme for appropriating to
the use of Whitworth's executors a very
large portion of the testator's estate, This
allegation is not supported by the statementof any facts which might give positiveness
or distinctness to the charge, but rests on
nothing more than pleading or mere stir-
raise and conjecture. In my opinion this is
insufficient either to support the right of •
the appellant to inspection or to defeat the
claim of the defendant to the protection of
professional privilege, and I agree with the
decision arrived at by the Court of Appeal
under this head. I desire to add that the
refusal of the Court to strike out the state-
ment of claim on the application of the
defendants does not of itself establish any
case of prima facie fraud or make the case
other than one of mere surmise and con-
jecture.
The next question for consideration is

whether the claim of privilege has been
sufficiently made in the statement that the
documents relate solely to the case of the
defendants and not to the case of the plain-
tiff, and do not in any way tend to support
the plaintiff's case or impeach that of the
defendants. It was argued on behalf of the
plaintiff that to support the claim for privi-
lege the documents must be such as might
be admissible in evidence to support the
case of the defendants. I think that this is
an impossible contention, and that to assent
to it would be to admit a proposition which
is not supportable either in principle or by
authority. The affidavit for discovery of
documents includes all documents in the
possession and power of the deponent which
relate to the matter in question and clearly
is not limited only to such documents as
may be admissible in evidence, Such a limi-
tation would destroy in great part the value
of discovery ; but if documents must be dis-
closed in the affidavit of documents indepen-
dently of whether they are admissible in
evidence or not, it is difficult to suggest any
reason why the claim of privilege against
production should not cover the same'docu-
nients. For instance the copy of a docu-
ment, although not in itself admissible in
evidence, comes within the same category
as the original document in so far as con-
cerns the privilege of production, but if
there were an obligation to produce, it would
give the same information as the document
itself, though such a document would itself
be protected on the ground that it is admis-
sible in evidence. This novel doctrine
assumes that the word "relate" can be
read as synonymous to admissible in evi-
dence—an assumption for which there is
no warrant.
The attention of your Lordships was

called to a number of passages in the works
of Hare and Sir J. Wigram. It is not neces-
sary to consider these passages in detail, but
I can find none which support the proposi-
tion that there is no privilege attaching to
documents which relate exclusively to the
case of one party to an action, unless such
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documents may be admissible in evidence
in support of his case. To quote one passage
to the contrary from Sir J. Wigrann's book,
p. 261—"A plaintiff is not entitled to exact
from the defendant any discovery exclu-
sively relating to his case, or of the evi-
dence by means of which that case is to
be established."
Numerous authorities were quoted-to your

Lordships in the argument on behalf of the
plaintiff, hut there is no case which holds
that a dockiment not admissible in evidence
is outside the claim of privilege although
such document relates solely to the oppo-
nent's case and not to the case of the party
seeking production --Bewicke v. Graham
(7 Q.B.D. 400) is a direct authority that the
claim of privilege is sufficiently made in the
form similar to that used in the present
case. Compare. Budden v. Wilkinson,
[1893] 2 Q.B. 432.
The only cases which could present any

difficulty are Knight v. Marquis of Water-
ford, 2 Y. & 0. Ex. 22, and Hey v. De la
Hey, 1886 W.N. 101.- I have had the advan-
tage of reading the opinion expressed by
Lord Wren bury on these cases and desire
to express my entire concurrence. It was
further argued that the affidavit filed on
behalf of the defendants Was on its face
untrustworthy. This argument raises no
question of principle, but there appears to
be no adequate reason for displacing the.
oath of Mr Darbishire. The test to be
applied is well stated in the case of Roberts
v. Oppenheim. (1884, 26 Ch,D. 724) by Cotton,
L.J.—" We ought not to speculate in order
to get rid of the protection claimed, and we
ought to accept the affidavit as conclusive
Unless the Court can see distinctly that the
oath of the-party cannot be relied. on."
In the course of his exhaustive argument
Mi Hughes handed in for the convenience
of, your Lordships a chart of the documents.
Documents 431 (1) if privileged from pro-
duction are only so privileged as documents
which relate entirely to the case of the
defendants Documents 434 (2) may be
privileged either under the claim of profes-
sional privilege or as documents Which
relate entirely to the case of the defendants.
These. documents were inspected by the
learned Judge, and it was argued that he
acted as arbitrator between the parties
with their consent, and that no appeal
Would lie against the order for production.
The Matter is net free from doubt, and
there was a difference in the understanding
of the two counsel both of Whom with
evident sincerity referred to what passed
before the learned Judge at the trial, It is
sufficient to say that: I am not prepared to
differ from the con elusion of the Court of
Appeal. . The order of the Court of Appeal
includes documents, to the production of
which the counsel for the defendants agreed
in the hearing before Peterson, J., and on
which no .appeal was opened in the. Court
of Appeal, and .documents for which no
privilege was clainied in the affidavit of
Mr Darbishire. The order should be that,
the respondents undertaking, to produce
these documents, the appeal should be clis-
missed with costs.

LORD WRENHORY — As legal personal
representative of the heireseat-law and one
of the next-of-kin of the testator the plain-
tiff claims to be entitled to certain part of
the testator's estate. His claim is made not
under the will but upon the footing of an
intestacy as regards so much of the estate
as upon the face of the will was given to
the three executors absolutely in equal
third shares.. If he is right the executors
are trustees for hint and none the less .by
reason of the fact that he claims nob under
a gift contained in the will but by reason
of there being, as he says, no effectual bene-
ficial gift there contained. The executors
are trustees for whomsoever is beneficially
entitled to the testator's property.
If the plaintiff is right in saying that he

is a beneficiary, and if the documents are
documents belonging to the executors as
executors, he has a right to access to the
documents which he desires to inspect upon
what has been called in the judgments in
this case a proprietary right. 'The bene-
ficiary is entitled to see all trust docu-
ments because they are trust documents
and because he is a beneficiary. They are
in this sehse his own. Action or no action
he is entitled to access to them. This has
nothing to do with discovery. The right to
discovery is a right to see someone else's,
documents. The proprietary right is a
right to access to documents which are
your own. No question of professional .
privilege arises in such a case. Documents
containing professional advice taken by the
executors as trustees contain advice taken
by trustees for their cestui que trust, and
the beneficiaries are entitled to see them
because they are beneficiaries. The first
case in Talbot v. Marshfield (1866, 2 Dr. &
Sm. 549) is an instance.
But this plaintiff cannot as matters stand

say that he is a. beneficiary. That is the
very question to be determined inthe Liga-
tion, Before he can establish that he is acestai que trust he has two difficulties tosurmount. The one is that he must estab-
lish that there is property =disposed of by
the will. The will on its face purports todispose absolutely of the whole. He says
there was a secret trust, that this trust
failed, and that the funds in the bands of
the executors are, as between them and him,
bound by a trust which he can enforce, viz.,
a trust for those who would be entitled if
the secret trust failed as he says it did. One
question at issue in the action is whether
there Was any such secret trust or whether
the executors are right in saying as they do
that the property was given absolutely to
them in equal third shares. The otherdifficulty is that Mrs Uniacke (as whose
legal personal representative he sues) exe-cuted on the 21st November 1889 a re-
lease which laid the above question at
rest in a manner fatal to his claim, and
unless and until he succeeds in setting thatrelease aside he has no claim to any part ofthe estate. That release is thirty years old,
the parties to it are dead, Evidence has
thus been lost, and there is no presumptionthat it will be, and n o•prima facie case madeto lead to the belief that it will be, set aside.
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In this state of facts the plaintiff cannot
assert a proprietary right to the documents
on the footing that they are his, and cannot
enforce inspection on that ground. If autho-
rity be needed, Wynne v. Eumberston (27
Beay. 421) is clear authority upon the point.
This being so the plaintiff must succeed,

if at all, upon the ground that he has a
right to discovery of the documents—a right
to inspect them nothwithstanding they are
not his—because they relate to the matters
in question in the• action. Prima facie he
is entitled to inspection on that ground. It
is for the defendants to show valid grounds
for protecting them from inspection. The
grounds upon which they resist inspection
have to be considered under three heads,
The first is professional privilege. As to

this the .plaintiff says—There is no profes-
sional privilege, because the solicitorwho was
consulted was himself one of the trustees.
In my opinion this contention cannot be
supported. Professional privilege is based
upon public policy. It is considered that far
purposes of justice a client ought to be in a
position to go to his solicitor and be wholly
untrammelled in speaking to him without
any reserve ; that he ought to be in a, posi-
tion to obtain his advice, and that all this
should be done under the veil of professional
confidence. Lord Brougham in Greenough,
v. Gaskell (1893, 1 My. &K. 98) gives the true
foundation of the doctrine. I see no ground
of principle why this should be affected by
the fact that the solicitor is a co-trustee with
the client. The appellant says that the solici-
tor trustee is bound to answer the cestui que
trust as to any matter relating to the trust.
So he is, unless he is constrained by some
superior duty. To say that professional
confidence is not a superior duty is to beg
the question. If the trustee who is not
solicitor is asked the question he is entitled
to claim privilege, for otherwise public
policy would he defeated in compelling him
to answer. his privilege cannot lapse
because the solicitor whom he consults owes
a duty to another, And if the trustee who
is solicitor is asked he is entitled. to reply
that he is constrained by the privilege of his
client which he is not entitled to break.
But, says the appellant, the trustee should
have gone to some other solicitor. In the
present case the testator in fact by his first
codicil authorised the. trustee solicitor to act
as solicitor to the trust. But I do not rely
on this as differentiating the case. There
is nothing wrong in employing a co-trustee
as solicitor. If privilege would have existed
if the solicitor had not been trustee I can-
not see anything that.will destroy privilege
when he is. Other considerations would
arise if the case made were that the trustees
were conspiring to defraud the trust, for it'
is no part of tia solicitor's duty to advise his
client how to commit a fraud, This is a
separate ground which I shall deal with
presen tly.
The appellant relies on In re Postlethwaite,

35 Oh. D. 722. The case differs from the
present in material particulars. The plain-
tiff there was a cestui que trust ; there was
no question about that, He had a proprie-
tary right, and had that right to see every

document in the trustees' hands which had
been obtained by them as trustees, Pro-
tection could only be claimed (and it was
claimed) on the ground that the documents
came into existence on an occasion when
the lay trustee was consulting the solicitor
trustee not as solicitor to the trust but as
his private_  solicitor. The illustration given
by North, J., in In re Poatletliwaite upon his
second ground is far from convincing. Not
everything that is said. at a professional
interview between solicitor and client is
privileged any more than the whole of a
letter, some part of which contains. pro-
fessional ad vice and other part bears .no
such character, is privileged.
In my opinion this plaintiff, who cannot

at present affirm that he is, or even say that
he has established a prima facie case that
he is, a cestui que trust, cannot succeed on
the ground of proprietary right, and cannot.
on the mere ground that the solicitor was a.
co-trustee exchtde the privilege if in other
respects it is rightly claimed.
The second question for consideration is

whether privilege has rightly been claimed -
by the defendants on the ground that the
documents relate solely to the defendants'
case and not to the case of the plaintiff, and
do not tend to support the plaintiff's case,
and do not contain anything impeaching
the defendants' case. Upon this the plain-.
tiff has advanced a contention which is
startling to me, that privilege under those
words can only be claimed for documents
which the defendants could put in evi-
dence at the trial. The words are to be
understood, he says, as if they ran "relate
solely to and could be used by the defen-
dants in support of their case." My first
observation upon this is that these are not
the words, and it would have been easy to
require these words if this were the mean-
ing. The second observation is that this
cannot be the meaning of the words, and
for this reason. The verb used is "relate."
The same word is used in defining the whole
class of the documents as to which the affi-
davit of documents is to be made. They are
all the documents which "relate" to the
matters in question in the action, whether
they be capable of being given in evidence
or not. The documents to which the affi-
davit is to extend is not confined to
documents which somebody could use in
evidence. The satne meaning must he
attributed to the word in the language
under consideration.
Further, it is obvious that there are many

documents-which the defendants could not
put in evidence which they would be entitled
to protect from inspection. The defendant's
private diary, which may be most useful to
him in enabling him to determine and speak
to a relevant date, is a document which be
cannot put in evidence, but the plaintiff
could not get inspection of it. So if the
defendant has made a copy of a deed re-
lating only to his own title, or has made for
his own use a translation of a document in
Norman French, or has prepared for his
own guidance a note or abstract of what he
is in a position to say in evidence, he could
not put the copy or translation or note in
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evidence (unless as regards the copy deed or
the translation the original had been lost,
and he was entitled to use secondary evi-
dence), but the plaintiff could not obtain
discovery of such documents as those so as
to acquaint himself with the contents of the
deed or the nature of the proposed evidence.
Numerous authorities have been cited by
the appellant in which the word "evi-
dences" has been used, and in which docu-
ments which were " evidences " in the sense
that the defendant could use them as evi-
dence have been protected, But no eases
have been cited in which an order has been
made that documents which were not
" evidences " be discovered on the ground
that although privilege was appropriately
claimed in all other respects the oppoSite
party was entitled on that ground to in-
spect them, unless it be Knight v. Water-
ford (Marquess of) (2 Y. & C. Ex. 22) and
Hey v, De la .ley (1886, W. N, 101). Neither
of these cases goes this length. In the
former case the map, it was said, "may
possibly be evidence of the extent of the
manor, and may therefore throw some
light on the Jlaititiff's claims " (see 2 Y. &
0. Ex,, at p. J), The Court rolls were "a
collection of Court rolls which he holds for
the benefit of others," and as to the answer
and the letters reasons are assigned which
support production on grounds of special
matters, no tgrounds of general application.
In Hey v. De la Hoy the defendants by their
affidavit claimed that the documents "were
intended to be or might be used by the de-
fendan is in evidence," and th e Court ordered
production on the ground that they could
not be so used. They were letters between
co-defendants, and the ground was obviously
a good one. The documents were discover-
able unless there were some other ground
of privilege on which the affidavit and the
report are alike silent. To found anything
upon a report of this kind in the Weekly
Notes is, in my opinion, impossible.
Upon this point Bewieke v. Graham, (7

Q.B.D. 400) is important and establishes, I
think, the law as I understand it to be.—
(see Bray on Discovery, 1885 ed. p. 485),
The defendants' claim of privilege under

this second head is, in my opinion, good.
Then the scene changes and the plaintiff

says—" Granted all this, it remains that
these documents are discoverable because I
allege a case of fraud," Here he relies
principally upon Bullivant's case ((1900] 2
Q.B. 183; 1901 A.C. 194), and in particular
upon the words of Romer, L.J., " the claim
of privilege is unavailing in cases where
fraud or illegality is alleged, and the exist-
ence of that fraud or illegality being in
issue the documents are relevant to that
issue," . To cite these words and rely upon
them as laying down a general principle
apart from the context and the facts with
reference to which they were uttered is, of
course, quite inadmissible, For instance, if
the affidavit showed that the documents
related to professional advice sought for
and obtained by the party in anticipation of
litigation or under the stress of litigation in
respect of the alleged fraud, no one could
dispute that they were protected. The

Lord Justice's words must, of course, be
qualified accordingly, Not every document
relevant to the issue of fraud, but documents
which are not upon some other ground
privileged, are exposed to production. For
the present purpose it is sufficiently accu-
rate to say that documents relating to the
conception and carrying out of the alleged
fraud are not, but documents arising in
professional confidence as to defence against
the alleged fraud are protected,
Further, as regards documents which

upon the principle above stated are open to
inspection, the plaintiff must in asking for
them go at any rate so far as to satisfy
the court 'that his allegations of fraud are
not merely the bold assertions of a reckless
pleader, but are such as to be regarded
seriously as constituting prima facie a case
of fraud resting on solid grounds. Here
again*. sentence from Lord Davey's opinion
in Bullivant's ease is to be read carefully and
its meaning to be ascertained from the cir-
cumstances in which it was uttered. "I do
not dissent," he says,," from what was said
by Mr Haldane, that it must be assumed
for the present purpose that the ease stated
in the pleadings is true for the purpose of
testing the right to production.
In Bullivant's case an information had

been filed in the Supreme Court of Victoria
and a commission bad been issued to take
the evidence of a witness in this country.
Upon. this examination he was called upon
to produce a certain book. The question in
the action was whether the defendant was
" evading " a statute. In the Court of
Appeal the case was decided upon the foot-
ing that the allegations of intent to evade
were allegations of fraud. The House of
Lords reversed the Court of Appeal on the
ground that evasion of a statute is not, in
one sense of the word, a fraud and that
there was no sufficient allegation of fraud.
Upon this state of facts Lord Davey's words
obviously fell far short of the meaning that
if fraud be alleged the Court must assume
that it is true, Lord Halsbury's words are
that " before professional confidence can be
broken you must have some definite charge
either, by way of allegation or affidavit or
what not,' If I may venture to express
this in my own. words, I should say that to

, obtain discovery on the ground of fraud the
plaintiff must• show tp the satisfaction of
the Court good ground for saying that
prima facie a state of things exists which,
if not displaced at the trial, will support a
charge of fraud. This may be done in
various ways—admissions on the pleadings
of facts which go to show fraud—affidavits
in some interlocutory proceedings which go
to show fraud — possibly even without
'admission or affidavit allegations of facts
which if not disputed or met by other facts
would: lead a reasonable person to see at
any rate a strong probability that there
was fraud, may be taken by the Court to be
sufficient. Every case must be decided on
its merits — (Red v, Cow, 14 Q. 13. D, 163).
The mere u'se of the word " fraud " or the
prefix of the adverb "fraudulently " front
time to time throughout the narrative will
not suffice
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The :Court of Appeal found hi the present
case no sufficient allegation of a case of
fraud. I agree. Par. 11 of the statement
of claim " charges " that the testator com-
municated to his executors a secret trust
which was either too indefinite or was
invalid by reason of the Mortmain Acts.
Suppov he did, Who was defrauded by
his doing so ? Not the testator, for ecr,
hypothes$ it was he who made the com-
munication ; he was a party to it and
intended it. Par. 12 " charges " that the
form in- which the testamentary disposi-
tions was (sic) arranged or settled by two
of the executors was a fraudulent device
for appropriating to the executors a part of
the testator's estate and that the third
executor • was a party to it. This is a
" charge " of the existence of a " spheme,"
nob the allegation of any facts which tend
prima facie to support a case of fraud.
And there is nothing whatever in the way
of admission or evidence or circumstances
of suspicion to found a probability or a
prima facie case of fraud. This ground
therefore in my judgment fails.
It follows that the appeal wholly fails,

subject to something which must be said as
to some particular documents. . . .
As regards the documents Nos. 434 (1) and

(2), these were inspected by the judge with
jibe consent of the parties. It is a matter
of everyday occurrence that to save time
and dispute the parties say, "Let the judge
see the document," meaning that he is to
look at it as further material upon which
to base his judicial decision whether it is
privileged or not. No one in such a case
intends to make the judge an arbitrator,
and I am satisfied that the parties in the
present case did not so intend. As to the
right decision as regards those, the matter
stands thus—No. 431 (1) is a case and opinion
taken in the testator's lifetime. No. 434 (2)
is a case and opinion taken after his death.
In my opinion both of these are protected,
and the order und4r appeal is right. No.
434 (2) is protected by professional privilege
—No. 434 (1) is not—(Russell v. Jackson,
9 Hare, 387). No. 434 (1), however, is pro-
tected upon the grounds stated by Lord
Sumner in his judgment. ,
The defendants giving an undertaking to

produce the documents Nos. 435 (2) and 437
(1), as to which the order under appeal is
obviously wrong by a slip, this appeal should
in my judgment be dismissed, with costs,
Appeal dismissed.
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(Before the Lord Oh ancellor_(Birkenhead),
the Lord Chief Justice (Reading),_ Lords
Haldane, Dunedin, Atkinson, Sumner,
Buckmaster, and Phillimpre.)

REX v. BEARD.
Criminal Law—Murder—Act of Violence
Done in Furtherance of Rape—Plea of
Drunkenness—Intent.
Homicide by an act of violence done

in the course or in the furtherance of a
felony involving violence is murder.
Insanity, whether produced.by drunk-

enness or otherwise, is a defence to the
crime charged.
Evidence of drunkenness which ren-:

ders the accused° incapable of forming
the specific intent essential to constitute
the crime should he taken into consider-
ation with the other facts proved in
order to determine whether or not he
had this intent.
Evidence of drunkenness falling short

of a proved incapacity in the accused to
form the intent necessary to constitute
the crime, and merely establishing, that
his mind was affected by drink so that
he more readily gave way to some
violent passion, does not rebut the pre-
sum ption that avian intends the natural
consequences of his acts.
Observations on Rex v. Meade, [1909]

1 K.B. 895.
Their Lordships' judgment was delivered
by
LORD CHANCELLOR (BIRKENHEAD) —

Arthur Beard was convicted of murder at
Chester Assizes and sentenced to death.
The Court of Criminal Appeal quashed the
conviction and substituted a verdict of man,
slaughter and a sentence of twenty years'
penal servitude. The case is brought to
your Lordships' House under section 1, sub-
section 6, of the Criminal Appeal Aet 1907
upon the certificate of the Attorney-General
that the decision of the Court of Criminal
Appedi involves a point of law of exceptional
importance. The facts which are relevant
may be shortly stated.
About 6 p.m. or a little later on the 25tir

July 1919 a girl of thirteen years of age was
sent by her father to purchase some small
articles at a shop. About half-past six she
was seen entering the gate which leads into
Garfield 'Mill. The only person then at the
mill was the prisoner Beard, who was there
in discharge of his duty as night watchman.
He proceeded to have carnal knowledge of
the girl by force, and when she struggled to
escape from him he placed his hand over
her mouth, and his thumb on her throat,
thereby causing her death by suffocation.
There was some but not much evidence that
the prisoner was under the influence of
intoxicating liquor on the day and at the
time in question: This evidence was of a
character which is not unusual in crirnea of.
violence, but in view of the-legal-problems
to which this case has given rise it requires
examination.


